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1.

The First Monograph on Desserts
in Portuguese

ARTE nova, e curiosa, para conserveiros, confeiteiros,
e copeiros, e mais pessoas que se occupaõ em fazer
doces, e conservas com fruitas de varias qualidades, e
outras muitas receitas particulares, que pertencem à
mesma arte. Lisbon: José de Aquino Bulhoens, 1788.

8vo. 203, [1 - blank], [1], 3 - blank] pp. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt
in five compartments, expert repair to the upper free endpaper and repairs
to small marginal wormholes on a few leaves in signature E.  $6000.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this rare and early Portuguese cookbook, specializing in sweets and the preservation of various fruits. This is
the first cookbook devoted to sweets to be published in Portuguese and
the third cookbook in Portuguese overall.1
As Darra Goldstein has noted in her Oxford Companion to Sugar and
Sweets, “Portugal, with its rich variety of confections, is a nation of dessert
lovers” (p. 551). Goldstein writes that “Portuguese desserts can be generally characterized as exceptionally sweet, with a heavy emphasis on sugar
and egg yolk combinations.” Goldstein goes on to suggest that the early
focus on egg yolks in desserts may be due to the wine trade: beginning
in the 17th century, the Portuguese used egg whites in abundance to fine
their wines being sent to England. This availability of yolks could have
influenced the evolution of their recipes for sweets. Whatever the reason
1 The first was Domingos Rodrigues’ Arte de cozinha (Lisbon: João Galrão, 1680)
and the second was Lucas Rigaud’s Cozinheiro moderno ou nova arte de cozinha (Lisbon:
Francisco Luiz Ameno, 1780).

for the use of egg yolks, Portugal’s tradition of sweets began early, and can
certainly be connected to their dominance in the production and sale of
sugar from their colonies in the Atlantic.
Within the roughly 160 recipes provided, there is a great deal of
variety in the dishes. About 25% are for cookies and pastries (including
broas, a sweet potato cookie); 23% are for fruit-based sweets; 20% are for
puddings (that can be served with a spoon); 9% are for cakes made in a
mold; 6% are for ice cream and sorbet; and 17% are miscellaneous recipes. There are also directions for serving chilled wine at banquets; how
to make a lemon syrup for ice cream; multiple recipes for ovos moles (“the
best-loved and most distinctive of Portuguese desserts” – Goldstein); and
a section on the quality of sugar.
On the recto of the penultimate leaf is a bookseller’s advertisement:
“Vende-se na Calsada de Santa-Anna na caza de Jozé Luiz de Carvalho
mercador de livros, onde acharaohum copioso surtimento de livros de
varias qualidades” (roughly translated to “Sold at Calsada de Santa-Anna in the house of Jozé Luiz de Carvalho, book merchant, where can be
found a copious collection of books of various qualities”).
In very good condition.
¶ Livros portugueses de cozinha, no. 33; OCLC: New York Public Library,
Los Angeles Public Library, University of California (San Diego), Library of Congress, Iowa State University, and the Newberry Library and
one location outside of the United States.

2.

The Use of Indian Corn Meal
in England

(BAKING.) Directions for making bread, tea cakes,
&c., without yeast. By which a saving is effected in
the flour of about 13 per cent!!!! South Shields: Henry
A. Yorke, c.1860.

Broadside: 38.1cm x 25.5cm. Text in two columns within an ornamental border. Lightly browned, signs of having been folded, repair to verso, a few
small tears at the folds (not affecting text).
$500.00
The unrecorded FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this English broadside
promoting the use of baking soda as the leavening agent in baking, rather
than yeast. The author states that baking without yeast will ensure economy on expense as well as time. He also writes that:
The Bread being free of all yeasty particles, is more digestible, and not so likely to
create flatulence or turn acid on weak stomachs, as fermented bread is apt to do. And
when of the finest quality, it is beneficial to those who suffer from headache, acidity,
flatulence, eructations, a sense of sinking at the pit of the stomach, distention or pain
after meals, and to all who are subject to gout or gravel. It is also useful in many
affections of the skin.
Another reason to bake with baking soda, or, as it is called on this broadside, “Bi-carbonate of Soda,” is that it only requires two hours to bake
bread, thus “emancipating journeymen bakers from the slavery of night
work.”

Among the thirteen recipes included in this broadside are seven
which are “by the Learned American Blacksmith Elihu Burrett [sic].” Elihu Burritt (1810-1879) was born in New Britain, Connecticut, and went
to England in 1846 to promote peace through his organization called the
League of Universal Brotherhood. He also spent a lot of time learning
from English farmers so that he could share his findings with an agricultural club in the United States for which he was the secretary. He was
known as the “Learned Blacksmith” because during his youth, when he
was earning a living as a blacksmith, he taught himself almost fifty languages.
The following is Burritt’s recipe for cornbread:
Sifted Meal, 1 quart,
Cream, 1 tea cupful,
Eggs, 3,
Bi-carbonate of soda 1 tea spoonful, dissolved in water,
Butter Milk, to make it quite soft: stir it well and bake in a bake kettle or oven.
There are also some general observations on how to bake bread, the varieties of bread, its cost, and its health properties.
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

3.

“This Satire Against Drunkenness, Whoring, and Gambling”
– André Simon

BEROALDO, Filippo. Declamatio lepidissima ebriosi scortatoris. [Bologna: Benedicto Hectoris, 1499].

4to. One large woodcut printer’s mark on colophon page. [39],
[1-blank] pp. Panneled calf, blind and gilt fillets, central gilt
medallion, gilt rosettes, raised bands, gilt fillet in compartments, a few
small ink marks on two pages.
$8000.00
The FIRST EDITION (see below) of Filippo Beroaldo’s work on human vices, told through a series of arguments between three brothers, one
who represents drunkenness, another whoring, and the third an addict of
gambling. The worst of them will inherit nothing of their family’s estate.
As a result, each brother makes a case for his way of life and argues that
the other vices are more depraved. It is the drunkard who opens the discussion and who has the most to say. But by the end, the other two gang
up against him to make the argument that drunkenness is the worst of
the three.
Beroaldo (1453-1505) was from Bologna where he studied with Francesco dal Pozzo. By age nineteen he was a professor of rhetoric and poetry
and in 1476 he left Bologna for Paris. Despite the brevity of his stay in
France, Beroaldo’s lectures on classical texts attracted large audiences and
he had a strong and lasting influence on French humanism. He returned
to Bologna in 1479 where he continued to teach until his death in 1505. For
more on Beroaldo, see Anthony Grafton’s contribution in Contemporaries of
Erasmus, vol. I, p. 135.

With the marks and notes of an early reader: nearly every page has
either some contemporary annotation, a manicule, or underlining in
brown ink.
With a beautiful woodcut printer’s device of Benedictus Hectoris
(Benedetto Faelli di Ettore) on the final leaf.
A very good copy.
¶ B.IN.G. 194; Oberlé 1013; OCLC (not distinguishing between the two
different issues): Newberry Library, Morgan Library, University of California (San Francisco), Burndy Library, Cornell University, Harvard, Johns
Hopkins University, Yale, College of Physicians (PA), University of Illinois, Indiana University, Smithsonian, Huntington, Folger, Library of
Congress and nine locations in Europe; Paleari Henssler p. 86; Simon
Gastronomica 205 - “The first edition of this satire against drunkenness,
whoring and gambling,” & Bacchica 172. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Notaker,
or Vicaire.
There were two different issues of this work published in the same
year and priority has not been established. The difference is in the capitalization of “ARGVMENTVM” on the third leaf (it is all capitals in
our copy). See Goff B-471 and -472 and Oberlé.

4.

Life in Late 17th-Century Paris

[BLEGNY, Nicolas de.] Pradel, Abraham du. Le livre commode contenant les adresses de la ville de Paris, et le trésor
des almanachs pour l’année bissextile 1692. Paris: Veuve Denis
Niori, 1692.

8vo. 4 p.l., 196 pp. 19th-century light brown morocco, gilt dentelles, bound by
Trautz-Bauzonnet (name stamped in the dentelles at the foot of the upper board), gilt
edges, marbled endpapers, faint wear to the joint of the upper board.  $12,000.00
The third and most desirable edition of Nicolas de Blegny’s (1652-1722) study of
Paris in all of its late 17th-century wonder. This is the last edition by Blegny, and
as such, it is the most complete. It also gives the fullest picture of the life and resources of Paris during the reign of Louis XIV.1 The rarity of the 1692 edition can
be attributed to the fact that it was so controversial, that the book was condemned
and ordered to be destroyed.
In Le livre commode, specific and detailed information is given by Blegny on a range
of occupations and goods to be found in Paris. Chapters cover bookstores (including
a list of the books printed in 1691); libraries (particulieres & publiques); stationers; passetemps & menus plaisirs (including theaters, carnivals, ballets, opera, where to buy games
and marionettes, and the name of the person in the Cabinet du Roy who can give you
the designs of various decorations, costumes, and machines in the opera – he is to be
found in the galleries of the Louvre); engravers; Collèges and places to go for public
lessons; where to find professors of mathematics; places to hear music (organized by
instruments played, with a section for voices); the addresses of Dames curieuses; doctors
(Blegny includes himself here, on p. 46, and his wife, who worked as a midwife, “Mademoiselle [Charlotte] de Blegny Directrice...des Jurées Sages Femmes de Paris” on
p. 48); gardens; baths; schools for young children; places to find Nobles exercices pour la
1 This final edition is more than triple the length of the first edition, and almost double the
length of the second edition.

belle éducation; places to buy gold, silver, pearls, and religious objects; where to buy one’s weapons for war and hunting; a list of the Fameux curieux des ouvrages
magnifiques and their addresses (these are collectors; most are men, but it does include several women); where to buy furniture; tapestries; paintings; sculpture;
the addresses and names of those who work at various governmental offices; bankers; courts; hospitals; surgeons; where to buy medicine (matieres medecinales
simples & composes); makers of gloves and perfume; buttons; where to hire servants; architects; masons; stone workers; iron workers; the painters, sculptures,
and gilders to decorate one’s apartment; and messengers.
For the culinary historian, there are several sections that provide information on the gastronomic life available to Parisians during the late 17th
century. Addresses (and recommendations) are provided for where to buy butter; eggs; cheese; meat; vegetables; fish; fruit; bread; pastry; wine; and
the various specialized épiceries (e.g. different merchants for honey, sugar, pepper, & salt); and dining establishments (Tables d’Auberges).
In the section on book sellers, Blegny notes that at the Chambre Syndicale des Imprimeurs & Marchands Libraires, located near l’Eglise de Mathurins, one
can go on Tuesdays and Fridays to view newly arrived books. According to the catalogue of the BnF, binders had once been a part of this syndicate,
but in 1684, only eight years earlier, they had broken away to form their own organization.
The second section, which has its own title page, includes chapters on the Idée generale du monde (the general idea of the world – includes astronomy); De la science des temps (the on the science of time); several pages of calendar and almanac for 1692; a table for the tarif des monnoyes; a list of postal
departments; and lastly, a list of the fairs around France, organized by month.
Like the Almanach des gourmands of Grimod de la Reynière more than 100 years later, Blegny’s guide to the cultural riches of Paris, caused some
anger in those that were listed. In fact, the rarity of Blegny’s work can be explained by the controversy that it caused.
Blegny’s preoccupation with celebrity as a good in itself was ultimately his undoing. He expanded the 1692 edition to include...‘des Dames curieuses.’ These women of note in
society include ‘Madame la Duchesse de Bouillon, sur le quay Malaquet’; she is Marie-Anne Mancini, a patroness of La Fontaine. Blegny’s listing of social notables treats them
as purveyors of themselves; their identity as social notables becomes a product. Such a notion was profoundly disturbing to those listed; in seventeenth-century France, authors of
noble birth did not sign their works. Complaints were brought to the police....The books were confiscated, and Blegny published little thereafter.2
2 Elise Noël McMahon, Classics incorporated: cultural studies and seventeenth century French literature, p. 121.

In fact, the complaints were so numerous, that the remaining copies were seized on February
29th, 1692, and destroyed.3
Nicolas de Blegny was a colorful character. He was often accused of being a charlatan,
but nonetheless, published important works on venereal disease (1673), hernia (1676), and
quinine (1678). Even though he didn’t have formal training, he became physician to Louis
XIV and was the founder of the first medical journal, Les nouvelles découvertes sur toutes les parties
de la médecine (1679).4 He also published Le Bon usage du thé, du caffé et du chocolat (1687), “one of
the best known French treatises on the subject of this period.”5 On the title page of Le livre
commode, Blegny gives his name as “Abraham Du Pradel, philosophe & mathematicien” and,
at the beginning of the current work, he advertises a miracle cure of his own invention.
With the bookseller inscription of Jean Jacques Debure (1765-1853) on the verso of
the upper free endpaper: “collationné. Complet. le 22 Mars 1834. j. j. deBure l’ainé.” In the
corner is written in an early hand “96. 1696.” Jean Jacques Debure came from a celebrated
multi-generational book selling family. At the time of this inscription, Jean Jacques was
working with his brother Marie Jacques Debure to run the family business.
Page 162 misprinted as “192” and page 174 misprinted as “176.”
A very good copy.
¶ OCLC: Harvard, Yale, Bibliothèque nationale de France, and the Bibliothèque Sainte
Genevieve.
A note regarding the earlier editions: there are no locations of the first or second edition in
American libraries. The work first appeared as Thresor des almanachs pour servir à Paris in 1690:
[32] leaves, one location known: the Leibniz Bibliothek. In 1691, the work was expanded
to 113 [i.e. 115], [9] pages and published under the title of Les Adresses de la ville de Paris, avec le
Tresor des almanachs; copies of the second edition are at the Bibliothèque nationale de France,
Bibliothèque Stainte Genevieve, Bibliothèque Mazarine, the Biblothèque du Patrimoine (Clermont-Ferrand), and the Leibniz Bibliothek.
3 Sauvy, Livres saisis à Paris, p. 198.
4 For more on Blegny and his contributions to medicine, see chapter one, “Nicolas de Blegny, Medical
Journalist” in Kronick’s “Devant le Deluge” and other essays on early modern scientific communication, 2004.
5 Hünersdorff, Coffee: A Bibliography, Vol. I, p. 140.

5.

Contemporary Hand Coloring
on Several Plates

BOCCONE, Paolo. Icones & descriptiones rariorum
plantarum. London: Theatro Sheldoniano, 1674.

4to. One large engraved title page vignette and fifty-two numbered engravings, of which seventeen are either partly or fully handcolored, woodcut
headpieces. 8 p.l., 96 pp. Expert period paneled calf, gilt double-fillets
around sides and forming the inner panel, gilt-stamped flowers at the outer
corners of the inner panel, spine in six compartments and richly gilt, raised
bands, edges of boards gilt, the title page (π1) and a page of the index (π4)
with paper repair along the top edge (just touching the ampersand in the
title), thin marginal wormholes to the upper edge of two leaves (π2 & π3)
not affecting text, lightly browned throughout. 
$6500.00
The FIRST EDITION and a special copy of this early description of
the rare plants of Italy and France. Printed in London, the work is the
outcome of the research of Sicilian naturalist Paolo Boccone (1633-1704),
a botanist and doctor who had worked for Ferdinando II de Medici. He
traveled to England in 1673 and while on that trip, attended a meeting of
the Royal Society. There he met Charles Hatton who then introduced
him to Robert Morison, a Scotish botanist who developed the first systematic classification of plants.
“The manuscript of the above work, together with the plates, was
sent to Morison by Charles Hatton at Boccone’s request. Hatton had
been a pupil of Morison’s during his residence in France. Morison had

the work printed at Oxford. He found the plates to be not very accurate
and had the last seven redrawn from dried specimens, and engraved at
Hatton’s expense.” – Henrey, British botanical and horticultural literature before
1800, vol. I, p. 121.
The current copy is of particular interest because seventeen of the
fifty-two engravings are either fully or partly colored. From a look at the
images and the oxidation of the paint, it appears as though the coloring
was either contemporary or, at least, very early.
Despite the above-mentioned faults, a handsome copy.

6.

Only one other copy Known

BRADSHAW, Penelope. Bradshaw’s family companion. Containing, directions for marketing and housewifery; with five hundred
receipts in cookery, confectionary, preserving, pickling, pastry, wine
making, brewing, &c. Also curious extracts from a famous treatise
on the teeth...together with the cellar-man. [London:] Printed for
the author, 1753.

8vo. viii, [9]-104 pp. Contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine expertly renewed in
the style of the period, raised bands, single gilt fillet, endpapers renewed with period paper, red
morocco lettering piece on spine, corners renewed.
$15,000.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of Bradshaw’s treatise on cookery, wine-making,
and domestic health. On the title page, we read that Bradshaw had “been a housekeeper to
several noble families many years,” and this practical experience and understanding of the
domestic role of women in the household, can be felt throughout the work. The book begins with a recommendation “To all young Practitioners.”
As Good Living is so plentiful thro’ most Parts of England, that we have no Occasion to feed as the
French do, chiefly on Herbs and Roots, nor to make an Ocean of Pottage to encircle a small Island
of Mutton. ----I say, as we (thro’ Mercy and Plenty) have no Need so to do, and as the Spirit of
Hospitality and Generosity, are the well known Characteristicks of the English Nation, I hold it good, to
perfect what nature has design’d us, superior to most other Nations, ----That a good Cook is as good as
a good Doctor, and yet both may be good in their Places.----It was for this reason that I have publish’d
the following Pages, and adapted it to the Modern Taste....
This I have done chiefly for the Use of the young and unskilful Female Sexs, that they may avoid the
following old English Proverb:
GOD sends Meat, but the D— sends Cooks.
So hoping to see Liberality and Hospitality flourish amongst us once more, as in antient Times, I
remain your Friend, &c. P. Bradshaw.

Bradshaw first covers marketing and what one should look for when buying specific foods. For
example, “the best Cheese, whether of Cheshire, Gloucester, or Warwickshire, has generally a rough moist
Coat, but if too much the latter, is apt to breed Maggots.” For rabbit, “the Wild Rabbet is better
than the Tame; and to distinguish the one from the other, you must observe the Head, which is
more peaked in the Wild than the Tame.” There then follow numerous recipes which cover boiling;
roasting; “soops;” “force-meats, harshes;” “pickling; pasties, pies, pastes, pudding, cakes, &c.;” and
preserving and confectionary. One of the sample recipes is as follows:
To roast Lobsters.] Take a Lobster, or as many as you will when alive, and bind them to a Spit with Packthread, with the Claws out strait, and the same Time will be required for roasting, as boiling, and baste them with
Butter and Vinegar, and if you please you may tie a bunch of Herbs to a Stick and dip it in the Butter and Vinegar,
and baste with that, and mind in the roasting to salt them: serve them up as they come off the Spit, with butter in
a China Cup.
There are also sections on wine-making and cellar work. Recipes include how to make wine from
different fruits and herbs; how to fix a wine that has turned “sharp;” “To fine Wine the Lisbon Way;”
how to clarify wine; care of wine vessels in the cellar; “To renew and Fine the bottoms of Casks;” “To
preserve Drink that is to be sent Abroad;” and “To sweeten very stinking or musty Casks.”
The section on domestic medicine, or “Family Receipts,” mostly comes from other cited sources (both professionals as well as friends of Bradshaw). These include remedies for the stone (needing
snails); a cure for someone bitten by a rabid dog; and a treatment for gout. There is also a long
“Treatise on the Teeth” that comes from a work by “Dr. Hoffham, Physician to his present Majesty
the King of Prussia, and now published in English,” and, lastly, there are chapters on how to prevent
rust and on brewing.
This work should not be confused with Bradshaw’s Valuable family jewel, which was first published
in 1749 and saw many reprints, nor her Family jewel and compleat housewife’s companion which was published
in just one edition in 1754 (though it was termed the “seventh edition”). Although the subjects covered share some similarities, the three works are actually different, each with their own content.
In very good condition.
¶ ESTC, Maclean (p. 13), & OCLC record the copy at the Wellcome Institute Library only.

7.

An Unrecorded Broadside from
the Bibliotheca Lindesiana

(BREAD.) De Par le Roy. En l’Assemblée Generale de la
Police d’Angers tenuë au Parquet de l’audiance de la Prevosté dudit lieu le Lundy 18. Juillet 1689. Angers: n.p., 1689.

Broadside: 40.4cm x 31cm. Woodcut coat of arms in upper margin. Crease running horizontally through the text, signs of a paper stub along the left-hand edge
possibly from the broadside having been framed or bound at one time, deckles
remaining on all sides.
$2000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this early broadside regulating
bread in Angers and surrounding areas for the year 1689. The proclamation describes
the prices bakers can charge for different types of bread; that the bread is to be
identified by each baker’s mark; and what will happen if a baker breaks these rules.
For example, a pound of bread made from rye flour cannot be sold for more
than seven deniers; a pound of bread made from mixed grains must be eight deniers or
less; a pound of bread made from froment sassé (a more processed wheat)is a maximum of fifteen deniers; and rolls are to be sold for no more than sixteen deniers. There
were 12 deniers to a sous (or sol) and 20 sous to a livre (like the shilling to the pound).
It is interesting to note that the broadside also tells us something about its
use and distribution. The broadside declares that these regulations must be visible in the bakeries for customers to read when they are buying bread. This would
account for the rarity of such early printed food regulations; they would have
been used in the place of business and then discarded once they were superseded
by a new regulation.
As mentioned above, all bread baked must also have a mark on it to identify
the baker, “whatever [the] nature and quality” of the bread. This was clearly a
means to hold the bakers accountable for their price and product. If they break
the rules, they will be fined ten livres. Interestingly, informants will also be paid
one hundred sols to denounce these lawless bakers.

The last paragraph describes pricing regulations for butchers. Beef, lamb, and veal, purchased together or separately, shall not cost more than
two sols and nine deniers per pound. Interestingly, the regulation also directs the resale market: large butcher houses also cannot sell the meat for more
than two sols per pound to the smaller butchers. Penalties will be the same as they are for bread.
The broadside also notes that the prices for coopers and timber merchants will be decided by the Assembly when they meet next (Thursday at 10am).
The proclamation closes with more information on how these regulations were to be known by the population. At the parishes, as part of the sermon,
the new rules are to be read aloud to the congregation during mass. Additionally, the broadside is to be posted throughout the city and surrounding areas.
A wonderfully early glimpse into the life of a baker in 17th-century France.
With a woodcut of the coat of arms of France and Navarre at the top and signed (in type) by “Cavé” at the bottom.
In the lower right-hand corner is
the early library ink stamp of
the Bibliotheca Lindesiana.
The library was founded
in the late sixteenth century, in Fife, Scotland, and
was added to by various
family members until it
grew to more than 200,000
items. While significant
portions were incorporated
into the John Rylands Library, books were also sold
off over the years.1
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.
1 See “The ‘Bibliotheca Lin-

desiana,’” The Bulletin of the John
Rylands Library, 1946, pp. 185194.

With an Unpublished Manuscript Poem by Brillat-Savarin

8.

[BRILLAT-SAVARIN, Jean Anthelme.] Physiologie
du goût. Paris, A. Sautelet et Cie, Libraires, Place de
la Bourse, 1828.

8vo. Woodcut device on title pages. Two volumes. 412 pp.; 440 pp. Contemporary tree calf, spine richly gilt, black morocco lettering pieces on spines,
edges of boards with a gilt roll pattern, marbled edges, marbled endpapers,
faint occasional foxing due to paper quality. 
$6000.00
Second Edition. A lovely example of the most famous book in the history
of gastronomy. After being involved in the various political vicissitudes of
France before and during the revolution, Brillat-Savarin (1755-1826) fled
to New York City where he taught French lessons and played violin at the
John Street Theater. In 1797, he was allowed to return and was appointed
counselor to France’s Supreme Court of Appeal, a post he held until his
death.
During his adult life, Brillat-Savarin “remained a bachelor and spent
his leisure time drafting various treatises on economics and history and
an essay on the duel. He was interested in archaeology, astronomy, chemistry, and, of course, gastronomy, appreciating good restaurants....He entertained frequently at home in the Rue de Richelieu in Paris and cooked
some specialities himself, including tuna omelette, stuffed pheasant garnished with oranges, and fillet of beef with truffles....On 8 December 1825,
two months before his death, the book which was to make him famous
had appeared in the bookshops: Physiologie du gout....” – Larousse. The initial
500 copies of the first edition sold out immediately and it has been in
print ever since.

This is an especially interesting copy because it includes an unpublished three-page manuscript poem by Brillat-Savarin (bound into volume
one). Written in October of 1820, the poem celebrates a rural retreat
that he must now leave. In themes that are bucolic and gallant, as well as
political, Brillat-Savarin describes a grove of trees that was once the setting of heroic events and shows signs of battles, including an ancient oak
which has been damaged by cannon fire. He also references the women
of the area and how they have made his visit more pleasant: “compagnes
de l’amour [sic] dont les qualités séduisantes savent embellir ce séjour.”
He ends the poem with a reference to the recent birth (September, 1820)
of the “l'enfant du miracle” born to the Duke of Berry after the Duke’s
death. Apparently, Brillat-Savarin was writing his Physiologie du goût during
this period while on visits, such as this, to the countryside (see MacDonough’s Brillat-Savarin: the judge and his stomach, p. 207).
This second edition includes a nine-page biography of Brillat-Savarin not found in the first edition.
A handsome set. With the early engraved bookplates of the Bibliothèque du Château de Varennes on the upper pastedowns.
¶ Oberlé 145; OCLC: University Club Library (NY), Cornell University, University of California (Los Angeles & Santa Barbara), Boston
Athenaeum, Harvard, Indiana University, Rutgers University, Case University, Princeton, Pennsylvania State University, University of Florida,
and four copies outside of the United States; Vicaire col. 117.

9.

From the Library of Salleron Dujardin,
Famous Makers of Winemaking
Instruments

CADET-DE-VAUX, Antoine Alexis. Instruction sur
l’art de faire le vin. Paris: H. Agasse, 1800.

8vo. 4 p.l. (the first is a blank), 68 pp. Contemporary quarter calf over
speckled boards, vellum corners, spine richly gilt, red morocco lettering
piece on spine, light foxing mostly on the endpapers.
$2500.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of Antoine Alexis Cadet de Vaux’s (17431828) guide to making wine, dedicated to Chaptal for his contributions
to chemistry and his recent work in oenology. Interestingly, it wouldn’t
be until the next year that Chaptal would write his ground-breaking work
L’Art de faire de vins.
Sections cover the influence of chemistry in making wines; the
harvest; fermentation; the must and its constituents; the phenomenons
which accompany fermentation; how to govern the wine in the barrel;
conservation of the wines in the bottle and cave; the problem of a wine
being too “fat;” the problem of a wine being too acidic; and the affects
of carbonic gas.
From the library of Jules Salleron (1829-1879) and Jules Edouard
Dujardin (1857-1947). “In the world of scientific instruments, for more
than a century the name of Salleron, associated with the one of Dujardin, has been synonymous with apparatus for oenology.”1 The laboratories of Salleron Dujardin played an important role in the history of
1 Paolo Brenni, “Salleron and Dujardin; A long-lasting story in the recent history
of scientific instrument industry,” in the Scientific Instrument Society Bulletin, No. 150,
September 2021.

winemaking in France. Salleron was already “one of the most important
Parisian makers of physical, meteorological and chemical instruments”
(ibid.) before he began manufacturing wine-making instruments in Paris
in 1855 (the same year as the classification of Bordeaux). His oenological apparatus became so popular that they were distributed throughout
Europe and the United States and his publications were translated into
many languages. What is also remarkable is that the firm continues to
make winemaking equipment today.
On the upper pastedown is the firm’s 19th century
oval bookplate printed on light blue paper that reads
“Per Vinum. J. Salleron Dujardin, S.R Paris.”
A handsome copy of a rare work on wine,
bound with two extremely rare agricultural works
listed below.
¶ OCLC: California State University
(Fresno), University of California (Davis),
Library of Congress, and eight locations in
Europe.
Bound with: COMMERELLE, l’Abbé de. Mémoire sur l’amélioration de l’agriculture par la supression des jachères. Paris: Marchant, 1802 (80 pp. OCLC:
four locations outside of the US
only). [And:] DRALET, Étienne François. L’Art du taupier,
Paris: Marchant, 1806 (One
folding engraving. 24 pp.
Not in OCLC).

10.

A Husband and Wife Compare Duties;
Unrecorded in American Libraries

(CHILDREN’S LITERATURE.) The Old man who
lived in a wood. An old story illustrated by J.F.M. Edinburgh: Edmonston & Douglas; London: Hamilton,
Adams & Co, [1851].

4to. Upper wrapper and all seven leaves illustrated in lithograph with typeset verse. 1 p.l., 7 ll. Original stiff paper wrappers, upper wrapper illustrated,
lightly rubbed, light spotting.
$1500.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION (see below) of this delightfully
illustrated nursery rhyme. In this tale of role reversal, the husband feels
that he can work at three times the pace of his wife.
There was an old man, he lived in a wood,
As you may plainly see,
He thought he could do more work in a week
Than his wife could do in three.
She stoutly declares that if that is how he feels, then she shall go out and
plough the field all day, whilst he must tend to the cow, the pig, the chicken, the milk, and the yarn.

The poor man swiftly comes to harm, and completely forgets about
the yarn. By the time he finds himself tossed into the fire by the pig, he
forfeits his claim to superiority. Meanwhile, the illustration on the title
page shows the wife, calmly and competently leading the horse to plow,
and the “old man” looking askance at the cow.
The illustrations are lovely. Farm scenes are depicted as well as that
of domestic life, one of which shows a large cooking fireplace with a ham
hanging from the ceiling and a spilled milk pale. On the lower right corner of leaves three, five, six, and seven it is written either “JFM” or “JFM
1851” or “JFM 51.”
It is likely that this was the first printing of the verses as the other
printing from the same year has tidied up some of the rhymes and modified the spelling. There was also an edition that has been given the date
of [1852] by the National Library of Scotland.
¶ OCLC: one copy outside of the United States.

11.

(CHROMOLITHOGRAPH print.) California Burgundy.
Compliments of the Italian Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. [San
Francisco]: Edward Bosqui & Co., 1877.

48.1cm x 33.3cm. A few expert paper repairs in the margins (only discernable if you
hold the plate up to the light), otherwise bright.
$3000.00
This is one of the ten famous chromolithograph plates from Edward Bosqui’s
ampelography, Grapes and grape vines of California, originally “published under the
auspices of the California State Vinicultural Association [and] oleographed by
Wm. Harring from original water color drawings by Miss Hannah Millard” (from
the title page of the book).
This is from the set of plates that were reused by the Italian Swiss Colony
and printed with the winery’s name in the margin at the bottom. The Italian Swiss
Colony was an incredibly important and successful winery in late 19th and early
20th century California. When Bosqui’s book didn’t sell well, they repurposed the
prints as advertising for their winery.
Interestingly, when this plate was used in Bosqui’s book, it was identified as
“Black Hamburgh;” in our version it is “California Burgundy.” According to Jancis Robinson, Black Hamburgh is Schiava Grossa, common in the Triol, and also
known as Trollinger. For the winemakers at the Italian Swiss Colony, this would
have been a familiar grape and they might have seen it as California’s answer to
Burgundy.
Ampelographies are illustrated guides to grape varieties usually intended to
document a specific region. They became quite popular in the 19th century as
identification of specific grape cultivars became essential to combat phylloxera and
the genus vitis is particularly prone to mutations. For book collectors interested in
oenology and viticulture, ampelographies are especially prized for their spectacular
plates, usually printed in color lithography.
It should be noted that a copy of the book containing all ten plates is coming
up in the Bill Reese sale in May and is estimated at $80,000-120,000.
A lovely example.

12.

The Crossover from Bookselling to
Homoeopathy

[CLAPP, Otis.] Directions for the sick during homoeopathic treatment. Boston: Clapp, c.1850.

Broadside: 29.5cm x 20cm. Lightly browned, light spotting, signs of having
been folded, some paper repair on verso at folds (not affecting text), some
wear to the edges (also not affecting text). 
$350.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this broadside concerning the diet
one should maintain while taking homoeopathic remedies. The text begins:
Homoeopathic medicines should be taken fasting, and for about half an hour afterwards
the patient should abstain from eating or drinking, and if possible, from much mental
or bodily exertion....The needful dietetic observances during Homoeopathic treatment
are comprehended under the following general rule, – The patient should abstain from
the use of every thing of a medicinal nature, and should partake of light, digestible
food, to satisfy hunger, and of such drinks as nature requires to allay thirst.
The broadside is then organized into three columns around three categories: “aliment allowed;” “aliment forbidden, unless allowed by the physician;” and “aliment strictly forbidden.” Specific foods and drinks are listed in each category with some information on how they are (or are not)
to be prepared. Other forbidden things are also listed in the bottom section, such as perfumery (particularly musk, hartshorn, camphor, Cologne
water, and others); bloodletting by lancet or leeches or cups; and strong
passions. There is even a recommendation regarding clothing: “silk, linen,
cotton, or leather, worn next the skin, is preferable to woolens.”

The field of homeopathy was founded by Samuel Hahnemann
(1755-1843) in Meissen, Germany. It was brought to the United States by
Hans Birch Gram, a doctor who was from Boston (which later became a
center for American homoeopathy). Around the time that our broadside
was printed, a homoeopathic college was founded in Boston by Samuel
Gregory. In 1852 it changed its name to the New England Female Medical College, and in 1873, it merged with the Boston University School
of Medicine.
Otis Clapp came to Boston in 1823. He was initially a bookseller
and publisher, but by 1840, he had also opened a pharmacy. Clapp was
also very interested in contributing to the community and served as a
member of the Massachusetts House of Representatives and was one of
the founders of M.I.T.
Otis Clapp made and marketed his own medicines, organizing New England’s first
homeopathic pharmacy in 1840. “About this time [1842] Dr. Luther Clark
visited Philadelphia, and becoming acquainted with Dr. Hering and a few other
physicians, arranged with them to send Mr. Clapp some books and medicines. Soon
after Mr. Clapp purchased a fifty dollar case of tinctures and triturations, and from
this ‘infinitesimal’ beginning arose his present pharmacy....His establishment is at No.
3 Beacon Street.1
An interesting and extremely rare piece in the history of early American
homoeopathy.
¶ OCLC: University of Rochester Medical Center. According to
OCLC, Otis Clapp’s printing activity was at 23 School Street from 1846-55.

1 From The Center for the History of Medicine at Countway Library (Harvard)
website, which also reproduces a picture of Clapp.

13.

A Renaissance Document Box

(COFFRET.) A box for documents & household valuables, French, c.1425-c.1450.

11.5cm x 23cm x 13.2cm (including hinges). Wood (probably beech), rectangular, with an arched lid, covered with elaborately incised thin leather, leather
wraps 1-3cm over the edge of the box and onto the inner face of each board at the top, each board is made from one piece of wood, lid is held on with
three wrought iron hinges which become three iron bands that wrap around the box, decorative wrought iron handle at top, all iron pieces held on with
clinched nails (visible on the inside of the box), original lock and latch present, one small corner missing from the lock plate, worm holes present on all
sides, a few small pieces of leather missing at corners and edges, a few later (but still early) nails added at corners, only one of the four brass sliders on
bottom remaining.
$8000.00
A lovely early box, a coffret constructed of leather, wood & wrought iron, made in France during the second quarter of the 15th century. The leather
is especially ornate and finely tooled, with intertwined flowers and vines wrapping around the four sides and lid and a punched pointillé background
surrounded by geometric patterned borders. On the bottom, the leather is incised with a diamond pattern similar to bindings of the period.

This coffret is remarkably similar to an example
in the Walters Art Museum, Baltimore, that was bequeathed to the museum by Henry Walters in 1931 (accession number 73.12).1 The name they give to their
box is Coffret and Key and the date they assign is c.1425
to c.1450. The iron work details on the hinges, latch,
and handle are nearly identical to ours. In the leather
tool work, the four petaled flower matches, and the vine
motif and pointillé background are very similar. There is a
difference in the geometric border: in the case of the Walters Art Museum example, it appears to be made by a roll
tool, whereas in our example, it is mostly incised. But the
location of the borders and their paneled geometric designs,
are still very similar. I think it likely that the two coffrets were
made by the same workshop and for this reason, we have
taken our date from the Walters example.
Coffrets were used to hold letters, documents, books,
writing supplies, precious household goods, personal valuables,
and sometimes, relics. Unlike the iron chests that were also used
during the same period, coffrets stored valuables both at home and
while traveling due to their manageable size and weight. Within court culture, they were also given as gifts between men and
1 See https://art.thewalters.org/detail/26415/coffret-and-key/ for pictures of the Walters Art Museum’s coffret. The box was exhibited in the Cooper Union Mu-

seum’s show Leather in the Decorative Arts (1950); Milwaukee-Downer College’s show Leather as an Art Medium (1961), and the Walters Art Museum show The International
Style: The Arts in Europe Around 1400 (1962; item 104 in the printed catalogue). Another similar example, also French though not from the same workshop, is at the
Victoria & Albert Museum which is dated to 1300-1400 (https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O125819/coffret-unknown/). The primary difference with V&A’s coffret
is that it retains its painted exterior and depicts a courtly love scene; what is very similar is the way in which the leather wraps around into the interior of the box, the
workmanship on the lock plate and handle, and the pointillé design for the background.

women as they took the formal steps toward marriage. In fact, in the
Baltimore Art Museum example, the pieces of leather at each end of
the lid are inscribed “J ay bien choisy” (I have chosen well) and “Son
vóulloir est le myen” (His will is my will). It is unknown if the same
inscription was on our box as those pieces of leather are not present in
our example.2
Upon close inspection of our coffret, it is possible that the leather
tooling on the lid is actually cuir bouilli, a Medieval and Renaissance
method of molding leather after it was put into hot water. There are
definitely areas where the leather is decorated through incision and
a punched pointillé design, but the working of the leather to make
the flowers and vines on the curved lid, appears more molded than
tooled with a sharp knife. There is also a two-tone quality to the
lid that may indicate that the leather was, at one point, painted
(perhaps with the background in red).
According to Stefano Martinelli, early 15th century coffrets
were constructed and decorated by gainiers masters and the metal
mountings were made by the garnisseurs de gaines (who belonged to a
different guild).3 If the coffret needed to be painted, then a painter
would be brought in. Martinelli notes that in the Livre des métiers
(Paris, 1270), the gainiers masters were only allowed to use calf,
horse, or lamb to cover the outside and inside of coffrets.
2 Coffrets also appear in early literature during the description of
courting and marriage scenes. For example, in Shakespeare’s Merchant
of Venice (act 2, scenes 7 & 9 and act 3, scene 2), there are three “caskets”
that Portia asks each of her suitors to pick from, individually; the one
that picks the right one, wins her hand.
3 Martinelli, Stefano. “Artistic leather caskets in Flanders around 1400: a
general survey.” Fellows Colloquia, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2013, p. 2.

There is much mystery and disagreement surrounding cuir brouilli and few contemporary recipes survive.4 Martinelli has noted “It should be
considered not as a specific process, but as a label that includes close, but distinct leather working and forming procedures, whose goal is to give
leather a high degree of workability through softening in hot water. The detailed decoration of the surface was incised with sharp and blunt tools.
A marked and deep outline makes figures stand out against the background and emphasizes their relief, while shallower and subtle lines and dots
describe draperies, facial features or smaller elements. As the examinations have proofed, some lines were retraced with a heated tool.”5 During the
Middle Ages and Renaissance, cuir brouilli was also used to make book boxes, cutlery chests, containers for scientific instruments, and as an affordable
alternative to armor.
Despite the period wear, handsome and in good condition.
4 Blair, John & Ramsay, Nigel eds., English medieval industries, “Cuir bouilli” chapter 10 by Laura Davies, pp. 94-102.
5 Martinelli, p. 3.

14.

To Clean and Dye Cloth

(DOMESTIC economy.) A Receipt for cleansing clothing, etc. Nashua, May 6, 1836.

Broadside: 14cm x 20cm. Decorative border, paper browned and spotted, signs of having been folded.

$400.00

An extremely rare 19th-century broadside with recipes for cleaning and dyeing cloth. The recipes included are for removing grease spots, restoring
colors, and “for coloring drab pantaloons.”
FOR COLORING DRAB PANTALOONS – Take one ounce Cream of Tartar, once ounce Blue Vitriol, and boil them in a pailful of water – boil the garments in this liquid
15 minutes–takem [sic] out and put in 3-4 lbs. Logwood and boil it until the strength is out, and then dip your garments into the dye.
Blue vitriol (also known as copper sulfate) is a highly poisonous chemical that, today, is used in insecticides and germicides. Logwood (or bloodwood)
is a tree in the pea family which has been used historically for black dye.
“Nashua, May 6, 1836” is printed on the lower left margin of the broadside. Between 1823 and 1836, Nashua was a “port-township” at Dunstable in New Hampshire and a center for manufacturing
cotton. “In the early 19th century industrial development [in Nashua] was
made possible by a combination of water power and water transportation access and centered on
the Nashua Manufacturing Company
which was incorporated in 1823 for the
manufacture of cotton goods.”1 Over
the years, textile mills provided a solid
economic base for the local economy.
For this reason it is not surprising that a
flyer of recipes for cleaning fabric would
be printed and distributed in Nashua.
¶ Not in OCLC.
1 See https://www.cottonmillnh.com/about/
history?start=2

15.

A Sammelband for an 18th-Century
German Farmer

(FARMING.) A collection of five works covering
winemaking & viticulture, horticulture, oil, cheesemaking, the proper use of manure in agriculture,
and pest control in the house and on the farm.
Leipzig: Wilhelm Rein, 1795-1796.

Contemporary speckled boards, red morocco label on spine with title
stamped in gilt, all edges red, boards lightly bumped and rubbed, portion
of upper lower board worn away.
$950.00
I. Sammlung ökonomischer Nützlichkeiten. Leipzig: Wilhelm Rein, 1796. 8vo.
Woodcut vignette on title page. 88 pp. Lightly browned throughout.
II. Anweisung Oel aus einheimischen Erdgewäschen mit Vortheil zu pressen. Leipzig:
Wilhelm Rein, 1796. 8vo. 38, [2 - blank] pp. Lightly browned throughout,
½-inch waterstain in lower margin (not affecting text).
III. [E.K.V.] Die Kunst, gesunde un wohlschmeckende Getränke und Weine zu machen
nebst andern bewährten ökonomischen Künsten. Leipzig: Wilhelm Rein, 1795. 8vo.
43, [1 -blank], [4] pp. Lightly browned throughout, ½-inch waterstain in
lower margin (not affecting text).

IV. Anweisung, wie der Landmann seinen Dünger vermehren, und denselben mit Vortheil
auf den Aeckern, Wiesen und dergleichen gebrauchen müsse. Leipzig: Wilhelm Rein,
1796. 8vo, 63, [1] pp. Lightly browned throughout, ½-inch waterstain in
lower margin and another spot on the outer margin (neither affecting
text).
V. Gründliche Anweisung zur Vertilgung der dem Landmanne höchst schädlichen Thiere
und Inseketen. Leipzig: Wilhelm Rein, 1796: 8vo, 92, [2], [2 - blank] pp.
Lightly browned throughout, some waterstaining in outer margin (not
affecting text).
____
I. The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY edition of Sammlung oekonomischer
Nuetzlichkeiten. In this book of economic utility, the author writes at
length on the many uses of nettles. The next topic is a type of caterpillar which is deathly to trees, called the kingelraupe, and how to exterminate it. Other topics covered are viticulture; the growing of hops;
staving off illnesses in fruit trees; on growing wheat and rye; and how to
grow potatoes properly so that one can avoid diseased crops.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.
II. The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Anweisung Oel aus
einheimischen erdgewaeschen mit vortheil zu pressen. This work asks the question
of the reader: Soll es denn unser Schicksal immerhin wollen, daß wir Ausländern zinfen, und ihnen unser Geld geben? Basically, the author is shaming the
German reader into extracting their own oils from plants in Germany, rather than relying on foreign oils. For example, later he mentions
how farmers shouldn’t be buying walnut oil from France when they can
make it themselves.

The author discusses both oil for cooking as well as for burning and how to extract oil from the following plants: winter and summer turnips,
linseed, hemp, poppy, sunflower, walnut, hazelnut, and many others.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.
III. The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on winemaking. Entitled Die Kunst, gesunde un wohlschmeckende Getränke und Weine zu
machen, the text is written for those who wish to learn more about making their own “healthy, tasty drinks and wines” (gesunde un wohlschmeckende Getränke
und Weine). Some of the drink recipes are for Champagne, cider, cherry wine, sloe wine, mead, ratafia, and beer. There are also tips for how to keep
one’s cellar properly.
Also included in this work are instructions for making Dutch-style cheese and butter, as well as how to make butter that will last for a year. There
is a trick for stopping bread from getting moldy, involving tossing a bit of lavender water into a pond. There is also a recipe for rat and mice-killing
treats made with rocket flour, valerian and white root.
On the title page the work is dedicated to the gentleman wine dealers and wine masters. Following the main work is a list of other books which
have been published by Wilhelm Rein and are available for purchase “up to and including the Easter Fair.”
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.
IV. The rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Anweisung, wie der Landmann seinen Dünger vermehren, a work on fertilizing one’s fields and meadows with
manure. The author discusses the merits of the dung from many different animals, specifying where they are each uniquely suited. The author takes
into consideration the type of soil, shade conditions, and what plants are being grown.
¶ OCLC: five locations outside of the United States only.
V. The rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Gründliche Anweisung zur Vertilgung der dem Landmanne höchst schädlichen Thiere und Inseketen, a treatise on the extermination of animals and insects considered to be detrimental to a functioning farm. Some of the unfortunate creatures listed in this work are moles,
caterpillars, various rodents, sparrows, rabbits, wasps, martens, otters, and foxes.
¶ OCLC: Harvard and five locations outside of the United States.
____
With a signature and date of 1844 on the recto of the upper free endpaper, and a list of the books in this sammelband written in a contemporary hand
on the verso of the upper free endpaper. There is also some notation on the lower pastedown in what looks to be the same hand from 1844.

16.

On the Healthful Properties of Snails

FIGUIER, Oscar. Mémoire sur la compostion chimique des escargots et
sur les préparations pharmaceutiques don’t ils sont la base. Montpellier:
Gelly, 1840.

12mo. 32 pp. Modern decorative wrappers, pages slightly wrinkled at gutter. 

$1500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this extremely rare pamphlet on the pharmaceutical use of snails
in medicine and food, written by a pharmacist from Montpellier. Sections discuss the preparations
for snails; their zoology; their chemistry; how they can be used pharmaceutically; and different recipes
for snails as food and remedies. Snails have been used in medicine and food since classical times and
their therapeutic properties were often believed to be due to their holy or magical properties. It is not
surprising that this pamphlet was written in Montpellier since, as a foodstuff, snails are particularly
appreciated in the south of France.
In his article Helix and drugs: snails for western health care from antiquity to the present, Bruno Bonnemain notes that Figuier’s “book describes useful pharmaceutical formulations: snails, sugar, tablets,
syrup, snail paste and snail chocolate. These formulations were applied orally and indicated for
resistant colds, tuberculosis of the first and second degrees, acute and chronic chest ailments and
intestinal irritations. Snail ointment is only for external use to treat chapping and efflorescence of
a sore. Figuier mentions the properties of hélicine, a transparent yellow oil, extracted from Helix pomatia but also from ‘all big species of snails.’” – Evidence-Based Complementary Alternative Medicine, 2005,
March; 2(1): 25-28, on the National Institute of Health website.1
Figuier’s recipes inspired other pharmacists as well. For example, a M. Rivière developed a
snail ointment as a panacea against chapped lips and in Montpellier, the pharmacist Frédéric Sauvan successfully developed his own snail paste and syrup.
Figuier also wrote on auric cyanide and on the presence of sugar in the liver and blood of
humans and animals.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: two locations outside of the United States.
1 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1062150/.

17.

Spectacular Art Work of Early Cutlery

(FORKS & KNIVES.) Erneuerte Messer-Lohn Satz-Ordnung.
[Bound with:] Reyd Lohn Satz [Bound with:] Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren Gabelen [Bound with:] Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren
Kniep oder Einschlags Messer. [Dusseldorf, c.1790.]

Folio. Twenty-four watercolors; one woodcut and 211 ink line drawings in the text. 8,
65, [5 - blank], [1], [1 - blank], [1] pp.; 4 p.l., 46 pp.; 11, [1 - blank] pp.; 9, [1 - blank],
[2] pp. Contemporary calf, hinges cracked but holding, wear to binding with loss of
leather along edges, marbled endpapers. 
$18,000.00
An exceedingly rare document depicting fork and knife designs from one of the
centers of the German metalware industry in the 18th century. The spectacular
part of this book is the original artwork. There are nine watercolors depicting 138
different forks, both with and without handles, having two, three, or four tines, and
many of which are so large, that they must have been designed for carving. What
is historically interesting, is that although the fork was first being used in Italy in
the 14th and 15th centuries (some have argued for the eating of pasta1), the fork had
only become widespread in Europe during the latter half of the 18th century. This
catalogue can therefore be seen as evidence of this new necessity in the culture of
the table.
There are also fifteen watercolors illustrating 95 different knives. These are
painted in vivid colors and all are shown with handles. Some of them are white and
were probably made with ivory handles; others are very decorative and include written
proverbs. Those which are painted to appear crackled were probably made from shagreen (a rough, untanned skin), whereas others have handles made from hardwoods.
All are simply wonderful.
1 Giovanni Rebora, Culture of the fork, p. 16. Rebora also quotes Jean-Louis Flandrin’s attribution to Italy as the home of the fork.

The first work, Erneuerte Messer-Lohn Satz-Ordnung, is the Improved scale of
wages for the guild of cutlers. This work includes the 211 ink line drawings which
outline the shape of different knives and their cost; it also has the woodcut depicting the Rheinisches Fust or unit of measurement used to measure
knives. This publication was intended to regulate the wages of the knife
makers. The second work is Reyd Lohn Satz, or the Cutlers' and grinders' rates of
pay. The third work, Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren Gabelen, is the Union rates of pay for
making forks. This section has the nine original watercolors of forks bound
at the end. Lastly, there is the Vereinigter Lohnsatz deren Kniep oder Einschlags
Messer which is the Combined rates of pay for the guild of knife producers. At the end
of this section are the fifteen original watercolors of knives.
The rarity of this sammelband can’t be overstated. It was probably
made for the manufacturer himself and not intended as a sample book
to be taken by a traveling salesman as its production level is simply too
high and too expensive. The standard German reference work for such
books is Mein Feld ist die Welt Musterbucher und Katalogue, 1784-1914. It only
lists two similar catalogues printed before 1800. Winterthur has one of
the best collections of decorative arts books in the United States and in
their catalogue for the show The Winterthur Library Revealed: Five Centuries
of Design and Inspiration, they included only one pre-1800 catalogue with
original artwork illustrations (the Gardiner’s Island Glass Catalogue, item no.
43). In the Mein Feld catalogue, only item no. 2, the sample book of Johannes Schimmelbusch & Soehne from Solingen in 1789 comes close to
our book. It was of knife handles with proverbs in Dutch, presumably for
the Dutch market.
Although the binding is worn and unsophisticated, internally it is in
very good condition. Preserved in a clamshell box.
¶ Not in OCLC.

18.

Illustrated Gardening, Delicious Recipes,
& Affordable Remedies for the People;
Not in American Libraries

GANTZ Neu=vermehrter Sorgfältiger hauß=Halter. Osnabrück: Distner, 1687.

4to. Woodcut vignette on title page, title page printed in red and black,
numerous full page woodcuts and smaller woodcuts in the text, numerous
woodcut head and tailpieces. 2 p.l., 136, 135-239, [12] pp.; 77, [5] pp.; 46 pp.
Contemporary vellum, binding spotted and rubbed, title in manuscript on
spine, coat of arms stamped on upper and lower boards (each different),
pages lightly browned due to paper quality, repair to the title page affecting
two words, leaves q2-4 with an expert paper repair due to a clean tear (text
still legible), a wormhole just touching the outer margin of several leaves
(not affecting text), occasional spotting. 
$6000.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this guide to running a household. The first part discusses various gardens, including a kitchen garden,
fruit garden (with much on tree management), and flower gardens. This
section is also profusely illustrated with forty-three full page woodcuts
and numerous additional woodcuts in the text.
The next section is devoted to cookery. The “Koch-Buch” section
includes approximately 100 recipes ranging from Salat von Rüben zu machen
to Schöpenfleisch zu backen wie Wildprät to Eine Kirsch Tarte zu machen (“How to
make a turnip salad” to “How to bake stew meat like venison” to “How
to make a cherry tart”). The “cookbook” section is followed by approximately forty recipes for confections made from fruit, roots, and flowers
and a distillation section that includes recipes for wine made from herbs
as well as a woodcut of a distillation apparatus.

The final part of the book, and final pagination sequence, is the
medical section. On the first leaf we read that it is written for those
living in the city or in the country, that the remedies will cure all sorts
of diseases with little effort and costs, and without the need of a special
doctor. This will be possible due to the use of plants from the garden and
the field that are a proven medicine, especially when administered by an
experienced practitioner.
With the coat of arms of “Franciscus Abbas Monastery S. Lamberti
1663” on the upper board and “FAM + SL” on the lower board. Both of
the coats of arms display a miter. On the recto of the upper free endpaper
is a presentation inscription from 1956.
On the spine it is written in a contemporary hand “Garten und
Khoch Bueck.”
A good copy in a handsome contemporary binding.
¶ OCLC records two locations not in the United States. Not in
Weiss’ bibliography of German gastronomy (Gastronomia) or in Thomas
Gloning’s German culinary texts (both of which are aware of the later 1696
edition only).

19.

Improving the Lives of Impoverished Children
through Socialism

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Debs, Eugene V[ictor]. The Children of the poor. Chicago:
National office of the Socialist Party, c.1911.

Bifolium: 23.9cm x 16cm closed. Lightly browned, folded at a slight angle.

$250.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this official publication from the
national office of the Socialist Party of America. Written in the form of
an impassioned plea, this essay cries out for a new “social system” that
would abolish poverty and rescue the children of the poor from becoming
casualties of capitalism. Or, in the author’s words, “The years of infancy
are, physically, the most important years of life. Lack of adequate care and
nourishment in these years means physical weakness and failure in later
life” ( p.1). “As long as labor is merchandise and production is carried on
for profit, child labor will have preference and the children of the poor
will be ground into luxuries for the children of the rich” (pp. 2-3).
Eugene V. Debs (1855-1926) ran for President under the Socialist
ticket, five times between 1904 and 1920. He was a staunch spokesperson
against capitalism and was devoted to helping the average laborer work
towards socialism without government assistance.
At the beginning of the essay Debs quotes a poem by Charlotte
Perkins Gilman (1860-1935). Gilman was a very complicated and interesting woman in American history. She was a fervent feminist and felt that
women should have the freedom to work so that they need not rely on
having a husband in order to survive. She also hypothesized that the human race would eventually fail if women were forced to continue as only
partially realized people. However, Gilman was also an outspoken racist.

She believed that only white descendants of the original Anglo Saxon immigrants (such as herself ) were worthy of social equality and that people
of color were inferior human beings. Gilman’s poem is as follows:
No fledgling feeds the father bird!
No chicken feeds the hen!
No kitten mouses for the cat –
This glory is for men.
We are the Wisest, Strongest Race –
Loud may our praise be sung!
The only animal alive
That lives upon its young.
The handbill ends with a brief advertisement for three other titles available to order from the National Office of the Socialist Party: “The Socialist Party and the Working Class” also by Eugene V. Debs; “The Bitter
Cry of the Children;” and “Child Labor in the United States.” Printed on
the lower margin of the same page is the union label for “Allied Printing
Chicago, Ill. number 73.”
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Indiana Historical Society, Indiana State University Library, and Wisconsin Historical Society.

“We Fought for it...Now Demand it in your Grocery Stores”

20. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Five items related to the United Farm Workers’ Black Eagle Solidarity
Dinner held on October 10th, 1976.

Black Eagle solidarity dinner. October 10, 1976. Chicago: UFW , 1976. 8vo. [64] pp. Printed saddle stitched bright green wrappers. [WITH:] Black Eagle
solidarity dinner, cena de solidaridad. Chicago: UFW , 1976. Handbill: 21.5cm x 14.5cm. Printed recto only, two folds. [WITH:] Black Eagle Solidarity
Dinner. August 13, 1976. Photocopied letter: 28cm x 21.5cm. Two folds. [WITH:] [Form for keeping track of names of people selling tickets for the dinner.] Oblong photocopy: 21.5cm x 28cm. Two folds, holes punched through the lower edge. [WITH:] Solidarity Dinner Committee. Envelope and form:
9cm x 15.2cm (folded closed); 17.5cm x 15.2cm open.
$350.00
All FIRST EDITIONS. A rare collection of material
related to a solidarity dinner organized for October 10th,
1976, at the Keymans Club, as “A United Farm Workers
Benefit.” Dinner was from 3-5pm, a speaker from 5-6pm,
and the party from 6-10pm. The small handbill outlining events is illustrated with Aztec imagery and is signed
by “Martinez.”

The saddle stitched publication includes the names of the many individuals and organizations in support of the UFW , as well as a chronology of the Union; an outline of Proposition 14 in California in support
of agricultural laborers; and a biography of Eliseo Medina, the dinner’s
guest speaker (one of the leaders in the UFW and someone who had
formerly organized in Chicago). All of these texts are in Spanish and
English.
On the recto of the lower wrapper it is printed (ellipses in the original):
We Fought For it...
Por Eso Hemos Luchado...
Now Demand It In Your Grocery Stores...
Exigelo Ahora En Las Tiendas De Comida...
All pieces are in excellent condition.

21.

“The Great Hunger”
in Mexico

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) [Gálvez, Bernardo de.] [Drop title:] Instruido por las representaciones
que en estos ultimos dias me han dirigido los Justicias de algunos Partidos haciendome ver la escasez de maizes
que justamente se teme en todo el Reyno.[Mexico City, 1785.]

Folio. One historiated woodcut initial. [7], [1 - blank] pp. Modern marbled boards preserved in a clamshell box, green morocco label with title in gilt on
upper board, “Mexico / 1785” stamped in gilt on green morocco label on spine, publication bright and crisp internally.
$4000.00
The rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Viceroy Bernardo de Gálvez’ response to the corn plight and famine that was devastating the people in
Mexico from 1785 to 1786.1 This emergency proclamation describes how to respond to the crisis and is addressed to the governing bodies of Mexico
City; Puebla; Valladolid (Yucatán Peninsula); Oaxaca; Guadalajara; and Durango. Prior to becoming Viceroy of New Spain, Gálvez served as the
Governor of Cuba and Spanish Louisiana.
The order first circulated throughout Viceregal Mexico on October 11, 1785, when the crisis was just beginning to emerge. “El Gran Hambre”
(“The Great Hunger”) occurred due to a severe drought during the maiz (corn) planting months of April and May, a period when there is normally
1 Bernardo de Gálvez was the Viceroy of New Spain (Mexico). He was born in 1746 in Málaga, Spain, and died in 1786 in Mexico City. For a wonderful picture of
Gálvez see his calligraphic portrait in the digital archive at the University of Texas (San Antonio).

a rainy season in Mexico. Then, in September, during harvest, there was an early
frost that destroyed the remaining maiz crop.2 Simultaneous to this agricultural
crisis, there was a typhus epidemic that gripped Mexico in 1785, which claimed the
lives of a large percentage of the population.
It is clear from the tone of the order that Gálvez has realized that the country
is moving into a profound famine as its main food source, maiz, becomes scarce.
His tone is at once urgent and admonitory as he addresses the leaders of the government and Church about how to move forward during such trying times. The
order is spelled out in eighteen parts and they can be summarized as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All governors, corregidores (magistrates), mayors, and others who recognize Royal
Jurisdiction in Mexico City, Puebla, Valladolid (Yucatán Peninsula), Oaxaca,
Guadalajara, and Durango, must promptly take careful inventory of their corn
supplies, and must work with each of their corn farmers, respectively, to ensure
that this happens.
Once all relaciones (inventories) have been collected, the reports should be sent
at once to Gálvez.
At the same time, Gálvez is to be informed as to how many fanegas (bushels) of
corn will be available within a year, as well as a count of any that can be spared
and supplied to other jurisdictions that might be in greater need.
Gálvez is to be given an explanation for the prices at which corn has been priced
within each jurisdiction.
Gálvez is to be provided with the state of the current corn harvest and an
explanation for any discrepancies or losses in the actual outcome of the harvest.
The transfer of corn from one jurisdiction to another will not be allowed (with
exception to Mexico City, or other places in which the soil is not as fertile, or
where corn does not usually grow).
Only as a last resort will negotiations be permissible on the price and/or supply

2 An estimated 300,000 deaths occurred during “El Gran Hambre;” it was the worst famine
during colonial Mexico.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

of corn for the indigenous and the poor. Gálvez prompts leaders to use the teachings of Catholicism to inspire them to price corn fairly to these
groups of people, and reminds the leaders to acknowledge that it is by virtue of the labor of the indigenous and poor that corn agriculture is
possible.
The indigenous communities are to be given their normal rations of corn, and Gálvez wishes to banish the abuse of withholding rations that has
come to his attention. Furthermore, indigenous people will continue to be paid in corn rations rather than money, as observed under Article X of
the Proclamation of Gañanas. Anyone who meddles with this system of payment will be under watch.
During these difficult times, “by the spirit of humanity,” all corn harvesters, corn farm owners, and corn vendors will not be charged alcabala (taxes).
It is expected that the Colectores de Diezmos (tithe collectors) and ecclesiastics comport themselves in an exemplary manner. (The diezmo was an
obligatory tithe paid by the people to the Church. It is called diezmo because one-tenth of something – e.g. salary or earnings – was paid as tribute to
the Church. Today this is voluntary, and it is paid in the form of cash donations in the offertory during Mass. The diezmo was eradicated in Mexico
in 1821 after independence from Spain.)
Gálvez will receive word on who obeys his orders and makes every effort to carry out his plans, and he will report these individuals to the King.
In places where corn is not usually grown (e.g. in the desert and wetlands), farmers should instruct their laborers to plant it, along with beans and
other seeds, and take the utmost care so as to not lose any potential harvests.
Gálvez orders the planting of wheat, rice, potatoes, yams, huacamotes (yuca) and other legumes at once, and to carry on as if there were no detrimental
environmental factors at play, in an attempt to remedy the widespread famine.
Local seeds should be used, as opposed to ones acquired elsewhere (in other jurisdictions), to ensure more successful harvests.
Farmers must not take advantage of the situation, and must continue to plant (corn and other crops for consumption) in their own jurisdictions only.
Gálvez is to be notified of all new planting efforts.
Lastly, it is discouraged for indigenous people and the poor to migrate to other regions (so as not to exhaust the resources in jurisdictions that are
not their own), and it is discouraged for anyone to take these persons in. Everyone will be watched closely.
These measures will be made into a formal orden de bando (proclamation order) for each jurisdiction. Everything delineated here is in an effort to alleviate the
disadvantageous situation of famine throughout the territory and the people whom God and the Crown have entrusted him with.(This statement gives us a
glimpse at the weight of responsibility Gálvez feels on his shoulders.) If anyone commits an act that merits attention, Gálvez should be made aware at once.

The order ends with: “May God bless you with many years. Mexico [City], October 11, 1785, The Count of Gálvez.” And: “This is a copy of the
original order that has been circulated throughout this Viceroyalty. Mexico [City], October 13, 1785, Francisco Fernandez de Cordova” (with Cordova’s
cipher in manuscript).3
3 It should be noted that there is no evidence of this order having been printed earlier. It could be that the original order was “circulated” verbally or in manuscript;
if it was in a printed form, copies no longer exist nor are they recorded.

Luz Maria Espinosa Cortés, in his essay “‘The Year of Hunger’ in
New Spain, 1785-1786: corn shortage, epidemics and ‘public kitchens’ for
the poor,” describes the broader context of Galvez’ efforts to stabilize
Mexico, of which this order, the Instruido por las representaciones, was just
one part:
Don Bernardo de Gálvez, Viceroy of New Spain, ordered the implementation
of several measures such as public kitchens to feed the poor, emergency shelter for
the poor (women, children and the disabled), provide employment to the young
and to healthy adults in State public works and in the Church; foster agriculture
by irrigation and the search for kitchen recipes that could substitute corn. In
conclusion, the purpose of Gálvez’ measures was to protect social peace in New
Spain and hence, the State and the Church’s economic interests.4
According to Cortés, Gálvez’ measures met with some success, especially
where his alternative agriculture practices were followed and the poor
were supported through financial subsidies.
In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: University of Arizona, Huntington Library, Newberry
Library, and John Carter Brown Library to which should be added the
University of Alabama.
4 Luz María Espinosa Cortés,“‘El Año del Hambre’ En Nueva España, 1785-1786:

escasez de maíz, epidemias y ‘cocinas públicas’ para los pobres” (“‘The Year of
Hunger’ in New Spain, 1785-1786: corn shortage, epidemics and ‘public kitchens’
for the poor”), in Diálogos: Revista de Historia, 17.1, January-June, 2016, p. 176. See:
https://revistas.ucr.ac.cr/index.php/dialogos/article/view/ 20900/23753.

“Socialism means an Agricultural
and Industrial Democracy”

22. (GASTRONOMY

& economic precarity.)[Ghent,
William James.] Socialism and the farmer. N.p.:
Socialist Party, c.1916.

9.6cm x 14cm. Black ink on green paper, verso gummed. $250.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this handout that outlines
the Socialist Party’s platform according to the concerns of
farmers in the United States and what the party will give to
farmers. The text begins
Socialism will kick the Banker off the Farmers’ back!
Socialism will give the Farmer economic security!
Socialism will give the Worker and the Farmer the full product of their toil!
Socialism will give the Farmers’ family a modern home instead of a shack!
...
Socialism will make the Workers and Farmers partners in the joint ownership of the EARTH!
The text ends by imploring people to join the Socialist Party.
The text was taken from William James Ghent’s pamphlet Socialism and the farmer (Girard: New Appeal, 1916). Ghent was an
American socialist who supported America’s entry into WWI and was critical of the Communist Party. What is especially interesting about
this item is that it is gummed on the back so people could attach it to buildings or signs, much in the same way that sticker tagging is used in graffiti
art today.
In fine condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

23.

Two Unrecorded and Very Early Considerations of
How to Feed the Poor

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) [Drop
title:] Memoire au sujet du ris. [Rouen: Besongne,
1740.]

4to. Woodcut headppiece and one woodcut initial. 12 pp. Stitched as
issued, slightly dusty on final page, untrimmed.

With:
(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) [Drop title:] Extrait d’une lettre de Monsieur le Curé de S.
Sulpice de Paris. N.p.: n.p., c.1740.
24.2cm x 19.5cm. Ornamental headpiece. [2] pp. Unbound.
The two items together:

$8500.00

I. Memoire au sujet du ris. The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this consideration of how to feed rice to the poor. The work
begins by noting that nobody doubts that rice can be a valuable foodstuff
when wheat is scarce. However, the Mémoire tells how many poor people in
France do not know how to prepare rice and that this has been a problem
in the past when they were given the rice uncooked. The purpose of this
pamphlet is to remedy this situation.

C'est pour le leur aprendre, & encore plus aux personnes qui seront chargées de le
leur distribuer, qu'on a recüeilli dans ce Mémoire, les diférentes manieres dont il a
été préparé l'année dernier, dans plusieurs endroits du Roïaume. On ne sçauroit trop
les exhorter à pratiquer celle qui leur conviendra mieux à tous égards, puisque c'est
le seul moïen de tirer quelqu'avantage des distrubtions de Ris, qui se font pour le
soulagement des Pauvres.
[Roughly translated to:] It is to teach it to them, and even more so to the people
who will be in charge of distributing [the rice] to them, that we have collected in this
Memoir, the different ways in which it was prepared last year, in several places in the
Kingdom. One cannot strongly urge them to practice that which suits them best in all
respects, since it is the only means of deriving some advantage from the distribution
of rice, which is made for the relief of the poor.
Towards this end, our anonymous author has provided several recipes for
cooking rice to feed to the poor, all based on dishes tested the year before
(in 1739). Recipes include rice cooked in water (cooked with bread); milk
rice (two different recipes: one with bread, one without); rice with meat
(two recipes, one with good quality beef, another with low quality beef,
including liver); ground and mashed rice (with salt and butter or oil added); and a rice porridge for children.
The work concludes with two pages of budgets for each of the recipes, with portions ranging from 60 to 120 people. It is interesting that the
budget includes not only the rice, water, milk, beef, and salt, but also the
wood to heat the stove and the cost of the person to administer the making and distribution of the food (if you can’t find someone to volunteer
to serve the food – “si on ne trouve personne qui veüille se charger de le
faire gratuitement”).
It should be noted that at the start of the 18th century, rice was far
from common in France. Known since the 14th century, rice took a long
time to become a regular foodstuff in France.
¶ Not in OCLC.

Meat Rationing in France
During World War II

24. (GASTRONOMY

& economic precarity.) Pour
toutes les Communes (sauf Le Mans) du Département de la Sarthe et en vertu de l’Arêtté de M.
Le Préfet de la Sarthe en date du 9 Juillet 1940.
Sillé-le-Guillaume: Deslandes, 1940.

Broadside: 62cm x 43cm. Light wear to the upper and lower margins and
one corner with some loss but not affecting text or the ornamental border.

$900.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this broadside
printed in 1940 France in order to detail new price limits on meat in the
Sarthe commune (with the exception of Le Mans). This broadside was
printed approximately two weeks after the armistice between France
and Germany was signed. Food rationing in France during World War
II was more stringent than in any other occupied country in Western
Europe. This was largely due to a poorly organized French food administration that was additionally hampered by the German occupiers who
had a policy of buying anything at any price from the black market. The
French people found themselves being forced to survive on sub-nutritive food, and had to rely increasingly on the black market and other
subversive methods for finding sustenance.
The meats listed on this broadside are beef, veal and sheep, and
each portion of the animal is listed separately with its maximum allowable price per kilogram. There are four articles highlighted as well.

Article III states that this list of prices shall be affixed visibly both inside and outside of the butcher’s shop. Article IV states that the prices listed
refer solely to meat without waste, trimmed and presented according to the rules of butchery. Article V states that the butcher must give the buyer
an invoice and mark the wrapping paper with the category, price and weight of each item. Lastly, article VI states in no uncertain terms that any
violations of these new laws will be punished in force.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

25.

A Rice Soup for the Poor

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) [Drop title:] Ris oeconomique. Strasbourg: Le Roux, [c.1750].

Folio. Woodcut initial and one woodcut tailpiece. [3], [1 - blank] pp. Unbound, some dusting along edges, wear to the top inch of the gutter, signs
of having been folded twice.
$6500.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this extremely rare and early announcement of a recipe to feed the poor. At the beginning, we read that
the magistrates are aware of the plight of the poor. In an effort to help
them, they have decided to make public a recipe for “un ris oeconomique”
(an economical rice). The writer also makes clear that the recipe has been
tested for “l’utilité et la salubrite de cette nourriture” (the usefulness and
wholesomeness of this food) through a series of trials.

The ingredients are as follows (in translation):
Rice ........................................................20 lbs
Potatoes ..................................................72 lbs
Wheat bread ...........................................20 lbs
Carrots ..................................................14 lbs
Pumpkin ................................................10 lbs
Turnips ..................................................15 lbs
Melted butter .............................................4 lbs
Salt ...........................................................4 lbs
Water ...................................................297 lbs
Two different types of pumpkin are suggested: citrouille, which is an elongated and lighter yellow pumpkin, or potiron, which is the orange pumpkin
used at Halloween.
The list of ingredients is followed by “Observations,” a series of paragraphs which explain in detail how each ingredient is to be prepared and
cooked. The first section describes how the soup can be prepared in a large pot over a fire, or, for a more economical choice, on a stove. To begin, the
rice is washed thoroughly and then cooked in fresh water for nine hours over night. The next day, at 6am, the fire is restarted and the rice is combined
with the other ingredients, all of which have been prepared and cooked the day before.
There is one paragraph devoted to the preparation and cooking instructions for each of the vegetables. Specific cooking times are given and on
the morning when the vegetables are all combined with the (already cooked) rice, the butter and salt are added as well. Half an hour before serving,
pieces of bread are added and care should be used to mix all of the ingredients together.
The rice is served from a large ladle (the portion is a pint, which is described as being a little more than one pound). According to our anonymous author, the recipe should produce between 418 to 425 portions, with one portion being sufficient for one person. If there is extra, the rice can
be conserved in earthenware jars for four to five days.
The author notes that the rice is suitable for children and can be made lighter by adding more water. Also, neither butter nor bread need be
added when the dish is prepared for children; instead, those ingredients can be substituted with milk one hour before serving. Lastly, we read that
infants between 6 and 18 months prefer this rice dish to porridge. In fact, according to our author, porridge should be discouraged because it causes
2/3 of all childhood illnesses (“qui occasionne les deux tiers des maladies de l’enfance”).
We date this work to c.1750 because the bulk of this printer’s publications in OCLC are between 1730 and 1767.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC records one location in Strasbourg only (which dates it to “1770s?” because there was a food shortage in France in 1770).

Iowan’s Feed Russia’s Poor

26. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Tillinghast, Benjamin et al. [A collection of material related to the Russian
Famine Relief Commission.] 1892.

Dimensions vary. Ten pieces of ephemera: three cut-out newspaper articles; two typed
and signed letters; three printed circulars; and two copies of a pamphlet.  $1500.00
The Russian Famine of 1891 and 1892 affected over 15 million people and resulted
in 375,000 to 400,000 deaths. It also helped to reawaken Russian Marxism and populism and contributed to the increased dissatisfaction of the Tsarist government.
Benjamin Franklin Tillinghast (1849-1937) was the Associate Editor of the
Davenport Democrat, a newspaper from Davenport, Iowa, as well as the head of the
Red Cross in Iowa. He had also already been successful in helping the victims of a
flood in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, in 1889.
When America’s ambassador to Russia wrote him [Tillinghast] in December 1892,
claiming peasants were eating bread made from “rye and straw, rye and bark, or even entirely
of bark,” Tillinghast immediately wired Clara Barton for assistance. The reply, however, was a
disappointment. The Red Cross founder responded that there had always been suffering in Russia
and she preferred to feed America’s poor.1
Tillinghast wasn’t to be deterred. American farmers were having a very successful
harvest and the overabundance of corn was causing corn prices to plummet. With
the help of the US Secretary of Agriculture and the Governor of Iowa, Horace
Boies, Tillinghast established the Iowa Russian Famine Relief Committee, which,
1 Jeff Fankin, “Mormer Monmouth man aided starving Russians,” in Review Atlas, July 15,
2020, see reviewatlas.com.

with the eventual support of Clara Barton of the Red Cross, sent 121,000 bushels of corn to Riga, prompting Leo Tolstoy to pronounce the gift from
Iowa the “dawn of universal brotherhood.” (Tolstoy had been an outspoken critic of the Tzar of Russia for his handling of the famine.)
What is on offer here is a group of documents surrounding Tillinghast’s activities on the Russian Famine Relief Committee. Included is Tillinghast’s
pamphlet entitled Final report of the Russian Famine Relief Commission to the Governor of the State of Iowa, June 1, 1892 (Davenport: The Democrat Co, 1892, 7, [1 - blank]
pp.; two copies); two typescript letters signed by Tillinghast, one dated 24 February, 1892, and the other 31 March, 1892, concerning the Commission’s activities, both a bit faded and worn at the folds – these are addressed to Evelyn Schuyler-Schaeffer (1846-1942), who was involved with the Women’s Auxiliary
to the Red Cross and the Iowa Russian Famine Relief Committee; two copies of a circular from the Iowa Russian Famine Relief Committee authored by
Tillinghast et al., giving a review of the Committee’s activities (one of the circulars also has a small newspaper clipping attached “Carrying food to Russia”
and additional manuscript annotations in what appear to be Tillinghast’s hand); one large folded article entitled “Praying for Bread. The cry for aid that
goes up from Russia’s poor,” that is reprinted from the Chicago Tribune, January 17, 1892, with Tillinghast’s manuscript note “It is pretty awful, isn’t it? The
children use me all up!” – this article also mentions Tolstoy’s relief efforts; one folded newspaper clipping written by Tillinghast “Closing the work. Meeting
of the Iowa Russian Famine Relief Committee – No more corn to be shipped;” and a folded printed circular listing “Our Superior Officers” (written in
manuscript in a contemporary hand, perhaps Tillinghast’s) for the Iowa Russian Famine Relief Committee (Tillinghast is listed as the Secretary and the
circular states that the people were “appointed by the Governor of Iowa and named in his proclamation...December 22, 1891” – the members are organized
into eleven districts throughout Iowa). It is very possible that this cluster of documents were what Tillinghast had sent out to prospective supporters or
funders of the Committee.
Condition of pieces vary from fragile to
very good. Preserved in an archival
folder.

27.

Together We Are Stronger

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Una Sola Union. Vote UFW. [Keene: El Taller Grafico], 1977.

Broadside: 55cm x 43cm. Lithograph in red, blue, black, and yellow ink.

$1000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this beautiful United Farm Workers broadside designed by D. Forbes in 1977, with the simple and
powerful message: Una Sola Union (one union only), and “Vote UFW.” The artwork depicts a woman marching with a flag bearing a slightly modified
version of the United Farm Worker’s symbol of an eagle, and with her mouth open in protest. There were two different versions of the poster that
came out at the time:
Printed in both English and Spanish versions, these two posters were used in the campaign to organize farm
workers. “Una sola unión” refers to the fact that the growers would set up rival “unions” to compete against
the UFW in workplace representation elections. The D. Forbes [poster, which we have] represents the
Filipino farm workers. The Kathy G. Poster represents the Mexican-American farm workers.” – ¡Viva la
Huegla! Graphic heritage and legacies of the United Farm Workers, p. 33.1
In 1975, Governor Jerry Brown of California proposed a new labor bill that would make it
possible for farm laborers to vote confidentially for their choice of a union. Both the UFW
and the Teamsters were in support of this bill and in August of 1975, the bill went into effect.
Following the passing of the bill, Cesar Chavez began a 1,000-mile march from the Mexican border to
Sacramento. Along the way, he educated farm workers about the new labor law and encouraged them to
vote for the UFW in upcoming representation elections. – From the University of Washington’s
Mapping American Social Movements project.2
Thanks to Chávez’ outreach, the UFW won the majority of the elections and in 1977, the
Teamsters signed an agreement with the UFW pledging to end their efforts to represent
farm workers. The boycott of lettuce, grapes and Gallo products officially ended in 1978.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: University of Texas (Arlington).
1 See https://issuu.com/centerforthestudyofpoliticalgraphic/docs/ufw_booklet.
2 To read more go to https://depts.washngton.edu/moves/UFW_geography.shtml.

From the Salad Bowl to California Wine,
A Turf War between the UFW
and Teamsters

28. (GASTRONOMY

& economic precarity.) [United
Farm Workers.] Boycott Gallo. 1973.

Broadside: 59.6cm x 44.5cm. Silkscreened in red and orange, some evidence
of removed sticker on lower left margin (not affecting text).
$1200.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY edition of this silkscreened broadside urging people to boycott all Gallo products and businesses where
Gallo products are sold. At the time, the United Farm Workers, under
the leadership of César Chávez, were protesting Gallo’s decision to have
the Teamsters represent the farm workers instead of the UFW. In the
early 1970s, Gallo was the country’s largest winemaker and produced approximately one-third of all wine consumed in the United States.
The focal point of the broadside is a gigantic bottle of Boone’s
Farm Apple Wine that is being pulled to the ground by a multiracial
group of men and women. Below the image of the bottle is printed:
DON’T BUY GALLO WINE – DON’T SHOP WHERE IT’S SOLD
BOYCOTT Gallo (including Boone’s Farm, Spanada, Paisano, Thunderbird,
Tyrolia, Ripple, Eden Rock, Andre, Red Mountain and Strawberry Ridge).
Guild. Cribari & Franzia.
UNION WINES – Almaden. Italian Swiss Colony. Paul Masson. Christian
Brothers.

The reason for the boycott was that after a six-year contract with the UFW , the Gallo family switched to the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters to represent the field workers. This was done without the field workers being allowed to vote on the decision and without discussing their
plans with Chávez’s UFW. The Teamsters had a bad track record in representing farm workers and a strike began. Shortly afterwards, the Gallo family
retaliated by evicting seventy farm worker families who were living in their labor camps.
Two years before, there had been another turf war with the Teamsters over representing field workers at lettuce farms in California. Known as
the Salad Bowl strike, it became the largest farm worker strike in history. The Gallo strike was the second major battle between the UFW and the
Teamsters.
In the spring and summer of 1973, Chávez and other members of the United Farm Workers made a tour of college campuses and other public
spaces in North America to speak on Gallo and their poor human relations practices, and to urge the boycott of lettuce and Gallo products. Between
1973 and 1975, upwards of seventeen million Americans were boycotting lettuce and Gallo wine.
César Chávez (1927-1993) was “one of the heroic figures of our time.”1 Chávez spent his lifetime advocating for Latino farm workers through
non-violent marches, food boycotts, labor strikes, and political action campaigns. He founded the National Farm Workers Association (later known
as the United Farm Workers – UFW) with Dolores Huerta in 1962.
That same year Richard Chavez [César’s brother] designed the UFW Eagle and Cesar chose the black and red colors. Cesar told the story of the birth of the eagle. He asked
Richard to design the flag, but Richard could not make an eagle that he liked. Finally he sketched one on a piece of brown wrapping paper. He then squared off the wing edges so that
the eagle would be easier for union members to draw on the handmade red flags that would give courage to the farm workers with their own powerful symbol. Cesar made reference
to the flag by stating, “A symbol is an important thing. That is why we chose an Aztec eagle. It gives pride . . . When people see it they know it means dignity.”2
The abovementioned eagle appears on at the bottom of the current poster.
Chávez was influenced by Roman Catholic teachings on social responsibility as well as Mahatma Gandhi’s writings on nonviolent protest. His
actions permanently changed the landscape for migrant workers in America and in so doing, our food systems as well.
Printed at the lower left margin is “COPYRIGHT 1973,” “LABOR DONATED,” and the AFL-CIO stamp over the UFW Aztec eagle.
In excellent condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.
1 Senator Robert Kennedy, March 10th, 1968, while visiting Chávez on the day when Chávez ended a 23-day hunger strike (https://www.upi.com/News_Photos).
2 UFW’s website: https://ufw.org/research/history/story-cesar-chavez/.

America’s Food Systems
& Nonviolent Protest

29. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) “When
we are really honest.” Delano: Taller Grafico, [c.1971].

Broadside: 56.2cm x 35.5cm. Offset lithograph printed in pink and orange,
slight wear along the right edge.
$1250.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this colorful broadside reprinting César Chávez’s famous statement that he issued when he
finished a fast in 1968.1 In the lower left portion of the poster is a photograph of Chávez by Syd Harris and the poster is designed by Leo Tanenbaum.
In 1965, Filipno grape harvesters in California went on strike to
protest years of poor pay and conditions. César Chávez and the National Farm Workers Association were asked to join the strike. Historically,
growers would pit one race against another to prevent the workers from
walking out. After two years of strikes, some of the protesters wanted to
resort to violence to get their message out.
1 See https://www.npr.org/2016/08/02/488428577/cesar-chavez-the-life-behind-a- legacy-of-farm-labor-rights

Chávez, instead, advocated for nonviolence and towards that end, he began a fast in February of 1968. After 25 days of sustaining himself on water
alone, talk of violence on the part of the protesters stopped and Chávez had the support of Dr. Martin Luther King and Robert F. Kennedy. Although
too weak to speak, Chávez had the following statement read for him when he ended his fast (and this is what is reprinted on our poster):
“When we are really honest with ourselves we must admit that our lives are all that really belong to us. So it is how we use our lives that determines what kind of men we are. It is
my deepest belief that only by giving our lives do we find life. I am convinced that the truest act of courage, the strongest act of manliness is to sacrifice ourselves for others in a totally
non-violent struggle for justice. To be a man is to suffer for others. God help us to be men.”
It would become one of the most famous quotes by Chávez.
The photographer, Syd Harris (1917-1985), was a labor union organizer and activist for a wide range of social causes. He fought in the Spanish Civil
War, as a member of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, and later settled in Chicago where he spent the rest of his life chronicling social activism with his camera.
Harris marched with Dr. Martin Luther King and César Chávez and attended many rallies for civil and labor rights as well as women’s rights.
Chávez (1927-1993) was a civil rights activist who dedicated his life to what he called la causa (the cause). Through nonviolent means, he worked to
advocate for farm workers so that they could have better working and living conditions. He spoke on the university circuits, fasted many times to further
the farm-workers’ cause, and to express his sincerity in the most personal way he felt he could. He also believed that workers could achieve better livelihoods
through nonviolent means. In 1962, he founded the National Farm Workers Association with Dolores Huerta. In 1966, the NFWA and the Agricultural
Workers Organizing Committee (led by Larry Itliong) created the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee. This was recognized as the United Farm
Workers Union by the AFL-CIO in 1972.
Printed on the upper left margin is, “Available from: United Farm Workers, Taller Grafico - P.O. Box 130 Delano, Ca. 93215.” El Taller Grafico was
founded in 1965 as “the UFW’s merchandising arm selling UFW products in support of the farm worker movement” – from the UFW’s website.
On the verso is a manuscript note in ink that may be some indication as to when this broadside was printed. It reads: “7/31/71 S.F., Cal. (Richmond)
Fm: Tho. & Nancy Benson.”
In excellent condition.
¶ Not in OCLC, although there is a copy at the Oakland Museum.

30.

The Grains of France

GAUTIER, Nicolas-Pierre. Cérès française ou tableau raisonné de la culture et du commerce des
céréales en France. Paris: Huzard, 1833.

8vo. One large folding engraved and hand-colored map. xii, vi, 7-394. Original printed tan wrappers, wrappers dusty with some spotting, spine sunned,
early paper shelf label on spine, moderate foxing, entirely untrimmed.

$1250.00
A presentation copy of the FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this thorough examination and analysis of the culture, economics, laws, and commerce of French grains. Written to alleviate the anxiety around “la subsistance commune” (common subsistence), Gautier tells us in his avant-propos
that he has based his book on actual practices and events and not on the
hypotheticals that his predecessors wrote about.
Chapters cover grains in general; the soils of France and their suitability for cultivation; the statistics on grain cultivation; the consumption
of grains; the price of wheat; the laws governing the sale of grains; the sale
of grains within France; and the sale and export of grains from France.
Among the grains discussed are winter and summer wheat; wheat germ;
spelt; rye; barley; maize; millet; oats; rice; and leguminous seeds. There
are also printed tables in the text, one of which includes the price of
wheat from 1756 to 1819.
The large folding engraved map is lovely. It is “divisée en régions
agricoles avec l’indication de la quantité d’hectares ensemencés annuellem[en]t en céréales dans chaque départm[en]t” (divided into agricultural

regions with an indication of the quantity of hectares sown annually with cereals in each department). In addition, watercolor has been used to color-code the dominant soil types in the different regions. This is a handsome (and early) example of the visual representation of statistical information.
Little is known about Gautier, other than what is provided about him on the title page: he was a governmental official in charge of food and
reserve war supplies for the navy. Two years earlier he published another work on the laws surrounding the sale of grain in France (Des lois actuelles sur
le commerce des grains en France; leurs causes et leurs effets, 1831, only one copy is known: Harvard).
Gautier presented this copy of his Cérès française to the Director (and founder) of the Revue Encyclopédique, Marc-Antoine Jullien (1775-1848), a
journalist, revolutionary and member of the Jacobin club during the French Revolution. On the upper wrapper Gautier writes:
à Monsieur le Directeur de la Revue Encyclopédique de la part de l’auteur
As a revolutionary, Jullien was a protégé
of Robespierre, but after Robespierre’s
execution, Jullien disavowed his association with him. In 1796, he entered
the Ministère de la Police and then, as
a Bonapartiste, took part in the French
expedition to Egypt in 1798. Jullien began
writing under the Bourbon Restoration
and founded the Revue Encyclopédique in 1819.
He became absorbed in educational theories and wrote several works on the science
of education, a field he pioneered and for
which he is known as “the father of comparative education.”
Although with some foxing, still a good
uncut copy in original wrappers.
¶ OCLC: University of Georgia, Harvard, National Agriculture Library, and eleven
copies outside of the United States.

31.

Food as Medicine

GOEUROT, Jean. Lentretenement de vie. [Lyon:
Claude Veycellier], c.1530.

Small 8vo. Title page printed in red and black ink, printed in lettre bâtarde (a
French Gothic type), woodcut ornamental border on title page, woodcut
initials throughout. lxxv, [5] ll. A-K8. Calf, gilt double fillets around sides,
spine gilt, marbled pastedowns, trimmed close by binder’s knife just touching some printed and manuscript marginalia.
$12,500.00
A lovely copy of this early French guide to living a healthy life by caring
for one’s body and mind through various home remedies and recipes. Jean
Goeurot was a doctor from Normandy who was born in Mauves-surHuisne at the beginning of the 16th century. After studying medicine, he
went into the service of the Duchess of Alençon then to that of Marguerite de Valois, sister to François I. The current text was written for Marguerite. Goeurot later became physician to François I and died c.1550. The
work also includes plague recipes by Nicolas de Houssemaine (d. 1523).
Within the field of popular medicine, there has always been an important relationship between regimens and recipe books. During the 16th
century, they worked hand in hand as people relied heavily on the ingredients in their kitchens and gardens to make a home remedy and maintain
one’s health through what they ate. By the 17th century, however, regimens
became less common and the cookbook genre took off.

In the Lentretenement de vie, the two genres are still very much combined. Goeurot organizes his remedies into more than 100 sections, each providing a description of the ailment followed by the recipe for the cure. Included are directions on how to identify and cure asthma; stomach health and
appetite; ailments of the head; lungs; melancholy; colic; “maladies de la mere;” gout; illnesses in the blood; care of the teeth; menstrual health; the
heart; the eyes; the nose; liver; gall bladder; pleurisy; and what to do when the humors are cold. The section on the plague includes chapters on
drinking and eating; how to cure the plague through diet; a separate chapter on medicinal cures; on exercise; and on sleeping.
The fact that this book was intended for a more popular and less affluent readership is evidenced by the small octavo format and
the opening leaf that mentions that this book could give relief to
the poor. The multiplicity of editions – all in the same small
format – and their extreme rarity, also supports this popular
distribution and circulation. The directions in Goeurot are intended for use by people who were not medical practitioners.
Lentretenement de vie also gives us a glimpse into a time when
folk medicine still thrived within popular culture before the
modernization of healthcare.
The importance of examining the history of vernacular medical texts is
that they are an excellent example of rhetorical diversity necessary to achieve
medical literacy within the context of medicine’s nascent institutionalization.
The acceptance and widespread use of the regimens (and others) stabilized an
unstable medical field and enabled it to move toward its establishment as a scientific
discipline. And much of this medical literacy started with an understanding of food
as medicine and how food interacted with a person’s body and their environment.
The vernacular medical texts...blurred the boundaries between everyday knowledge
and the learned knowledge of the day; they set up an historical precedent for how we
consider the everydayness of health and medicine.1
1 Lisa Melonçon, “On historical connections in/to food as medicine” in the
special issue Introduction to food as medicine in the Rhetoric of Health and Medicine, 2021,
vol. 4, issue 2.

The first edition appeared under the title Summaire tressingulier de toute
medecine et cyrurgie and was published by Jean Lecoq at Troyes, [1520]. According to the USTC, it survives in one copy only: Bibliothèque nationale
de France.
In 1530, there were at least four different editions. Three were published under the original title of Summaire tres singulier de toute medecine et cyrurgie2 and one was published with the new title of Lentretenement de vie. This
is the edition that we are offering here (see below for locations). There
was also an English edition that was published in 1544 and translated by
Thomas Phaer (The regiment of lyfe, London: Edwarde Whytchurche).
Claude Veycellier (c.1495- c.1536) was a printer in Lyon who was
active from 1528 to 1535. The current work is very similar in design, type,
layout, and size to Le Fournier’s La decoratiô Dhumaine nature et aornement des
Dames, that was printed by Veycellier in 1531.
The woodcut ornamental borders on the title page are particularly
charming.
A very good copy. Early manuscript annotations on H1-3 (but cut
into by the binder’s knife).
¶ USTC: National Library of Medicine, Harvard, and three locations outside of the United States.
2 According to USTC, they are: Paris, Savetier – two copies in France; Alençon,

du Bois – one copy in France; Paris, Hubert – two copies in France, one at the
National Library of Medicine.

32.

From Demons, Witches, and Devils
to Beautiful Views of Italy

(GRAND TOUR.) Album. [Thomas Barnaby Murphy. c.1810-20.]

23.4cm x 18.4cm. Approximately 110 unnumbered leaves, several of which
have been cut out and then laid back in, thirty-five detailed silhouettes
tipped in, thirteen small gouache paintings on black paper tipped in, seven
watercolors, eight graphite illustrations, and two pen & ink illustrations.
Bound in contemporary ornately blind-stamped oxblood calf, upper board
loose, several leaves loose, single gilt fillet on boards, “Album” stamped in
gilt on upper board, spine richly gilt in six compartments, blind-stamped
dentelles, all edges gilt, paper in four different colors (green, brown, pink,
and white), signs of leaves having been removed.
$1000.00
A fascinating album of original art work made and collected by
Thomas Barnaby Murphy (d. 1841) during his Grand Tour on the continent. Murphy was an Englishman about which little is known. We have
been able to find some transcriptions of correspondence with him to and
from people in Bath that place him on the continent in 1812-1813, with
mention of Cadiz and Napoleon’s activities, but judging by the content of
the various gouache illustrations and one of the watercolors, he appears to
have been spending time in Italy, and especially Naples. However, much
of his watercolor content is of French and British soldiers during the
Napoleonic Wars which may place the time period of this album between
1803 and 1815. Interestingly, the silhouettes which make up the majority
of the illustrations are largely done in the theme of demons, witches, and
humans performing various acts of skulduggery. Below are brief descriptions of some of the art works.

The silhouettes include witches dancing; a witch and a demon
drinking together; devils drinking with a demonic cat in attendance; a
bowl of humans on fire with a demon presiding; a dog tormenting a tied
up bear; men hunting on horseback; a lady’s hat being messed with by
a monkey while two ladies are drinking with a demon in attendance; a
demon urging on a pickpocket; and demons drinking and cavorting with
witches; a family scene with a mother pointing her finger at a child; a
woman walking a small child on a leash; a caricature of a (possibly English) tall skinny soldier with a huge nose talking to a fat short (possibly
French) soldier in a bear skin hat; a cavalry soldier; children at play (one
in blue, one in green); a demon stealing a broom and a hat; a short fat
man doffing his cap at a tall skinny man; a monkey riding a dog; a monkey
climbing a lamppost; grownups drinking and offering wine to a young
child; children abusing pets; a drunken man waving his bottle about while
a lady, who is holding a baby and has a collapsed child behind her, raises
her fist to him; and a child and dog running away from an angry crowd
with a water pump and turned over bucket between them.
The first watercolor appears to be a painting of the Crypta Neapolitana, an ancient Roman tunnel near Naples built in 37 BCE which
is a little less than half of a mile long, and which connects Naples with
Pozzuoli and the Phlegraean Fields. There is one detailed battle scene
from the Napoleonic wars in which there are five French soldiers behind
a wall. One is shooting over the wall; one is reaching behind himself into
a bullet pouch; an officer has his saber upraised; a wounded soldier is
slumped against the wall; and a drummer lies dead on the ground. Across
an expanse of water are the British soldiers. There is a portrait of a French
imperial guard. He is wearing the tall bearskin hat which is now worn by
the British Foot Guards in commemoration of the defeat of the French by
the English at Waterloo in 1815, thus ending the Napoleonic Wars. The
final watercolor pasted to the recto of the endpaper is of a church with a
tall steeple.

In graphite there is a schooner; an arch possibly in Italy; a sailboat;
a pastoral sketch; a sailboat in a storm; three sailboats with names written
below them; and a drawing of castle ruins near the sea with boats and
people. Of the two pen and ink drawings, there is one of a woman in traditional dress with a jug on her head, and the other represents a woman
holding a weeping child and possibly asking for help from a robed man.
Thankfully, most of the gouache paintings are labeled and some of the
scenes include “Napoli da Capodimonte;” “Napoli da Mare;” “Isola d’Ischia;” and “Lago di Averno.”
The Grand Tour was a peregrination through the continent, typically taken by young British men of means to finish off their education.
Dating back to the Renaissance but continuing up and through the 18th
and early 19th centuries, the purpose of the journey was to broaden a person’s education both culturally and artistically and could last anywhere
from a few months to many years. In an era before photography, the trip
was sometimes documented in an album of original art work, such as
ours.
Although the album is worn, the boards loose, and some pages are
cut out and laid back in, what remains is in good condition. This is an
interesting and varied collection of art work.

33.

A Fine Copy of an Important and Early Work
in California Wine History

HUSMANN, George. Grape culture and wine-making in California. San Francisco: Payot, Upham &
Co., 1888.

8vo. Thirty-eight illustrations in the text. ix, [10]-380 pp. Original blindruled brown publisher’s cloth with gilt-stamped spine and grape design on
upper board, one natural paper flaw on one corner (not affecting text), one
small marginal piece torn away on another leaf (also not affecting text).

$2500.00
FIRST & ONLY EDITION. Husmann (1827-1902) was born in Germany and immigrated to the United States in 1837, eventually settling
in Missouri where he became a much respected scientist, author, and
professor of horticulture at the University of Missouri, earning the label,
“father of the Missouri grape industry.” However, his influence on the
industry was not limited to Missouri. Husmann and several other Missouri grape growers were credited with “saving the French wine industry”
in the 1870s by sending millions of cuttings from Missouri grape vines
to graft with French vines to resist the Phylloxera disease, which was
ravaging French vineyards at the time. Two monuments still remain in
Montpelier honoring Husmann and the other Missouri grape growers
for their critical work.
In 1881, Husmann moved to Napa Valley and became a key figure
in the rapidly expanding wine industry in California. As Thomas Pinney
states in A History of wine in America, “That California claimed him at last
is no discredit to the rest of the country. I note it here only as completing
his role as symbolic instance of the progress of American winegrowing
in the century, a progress in which California was surely the culminating
stage.”—p. 395.

This is Husmann’s only work solely devoted to California. The
book is divided into two sections. The first section is titled, “Grape Culture,” and covers topics such as the history and propagation of grapes and
the financial considerations of starting a vineyard in California. It also
includes an interesting section on hiring women to work in the vineyards,
in which the author states, “they would earn from $1 to $1.50 per day, and
I would not pay them a cent less than men, because they are women, and
generally work cheaper; but think them entitled to full pay.” No doubt a
radical statement at the time.
The second section, “Wine-Making in California,” covers steps and
tips for making, bottling, and storing wine as well as the future of the
industry. At the end is a fun collection of wine songs.
This is a particularly fine copy.
¶ Cagle 395; Gabler 24700; Strehl 82. Not in Bitting or Brown.

34.

An Extremely Rare Cookbook
by a Female Chef

HUSSON, Mademoiselle. Manuel de cuisine. Bourgoin: Simmonnet, 1864.

12mo. 151, [1 - blank] pp. Contemporary blue wrappers, an additional lower orange-red (and chipped) wrapper bound in, early manuscript label on
spine, wrappers lightly spotted and corners a bit worn, a round paper sticker on the lower wrapper, title page browned and with a few spots, light
spotting internally, untrimmed. 
$3000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this Lyonnaise cookbook written by Madamoiselle Husson, “ex-Cuisinière” (a female former
chef ) and “actuellement marchande de comestibles” (currently a food
seller) at 100 Rue de l’Impératrice, Lyon.
Although France is not known for its support of female French
cookbook authors, it is interesting to note that there is a tradition of
female chefs in Lyon:
MÈRES LYONNAISES – Terme générique désignant un certain nombre de
cuisinières d’origine modeste, installées à leur compte après avoir été au service
des grandes familles lyonnaises, et proposant une restauration à la fois populaire
et bourgeoise, simple et raffinée, basée sur un ensemble de spécialités devenues
indissociables de la réputation gastronomique de la ville.1
1 Caroline Champion in Dictionnaire des femmes créatrices, ed. by M.Calle-Gruber, B.
Didier, and A. Fouque, Éditions des Femmes, 2012.

A total of 198 recipes are provided including Aubergine au maigre (an
eggplant dish for fasting days); Boeuf bouilli ou pot-au-feu (boiled beef ); Canard aux olives (duck with olives); Dinde truffée (turkey with truffles); Emploi
de diverses viandes non présentables (how to prepare different “unpresentable”
pieces of meat – i.e. what to do with meat leftovers); Faisan (pheasant);
Gigot de chevreuil (leg of venison); Homards (lobsters); Loup de mer (sea bass);
Meringues; Omelette aux grenouilles (a frog omelet); Pieds de mouton (sheep’s
feet); Queues d’écrevisses (crayfish tails); Rôti de cailles (roasted quail); and Tête
de veau à la tortue (calf ’s head stewed in a broth with herbs, spices, white
wine, crayfish, and truffles). In addition to the frogs and crayfish mentioned above, other traditional recipes Lyonnaise to be found in the cookbook are Gras-double en gratin (a tripe dish) and Cardons au jus and Cardon a
la crême (artichoke thistle cooked in their own juice or in cream).
On the final pages are seven different menus for different occasions.
The first is for a dinner “ordinaire” for eight people; the second is for
a “Diner sans cérémonie;” and the remaining five are for dinners with
“ceremony,” each including 14 to 15 dishes.
One unusual element of this cookbook is the way in which the
recipes are listed. After each recipe title there is a number in parentheses.
For example, for the recipe for Gateau de viande hachée, the number “(82)”
appears afterwards. If one refers to the index, it becomes clear that this
recipe is number 82 in the alphabetical listing in the back. To be honest,
I’m not sure what the purpose of this is. Usually an index is written to
find items in the book, not the items in the book being written to find
them in the index.
Unfortunately, there is no biographical information about Mademoiselle Husson beyond what we quote above from the title page.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Bibliothèque nationale de France only.

35.

American Sturgeon to Clarify
British Wine & Beer

JACKSON, Humphrey. [Drop title:] An account of the
discovery of the manner of making isinglass in Russia.
[London: The Royal Society], 1772 [1773].

4to. One folding engraving. 16 pp. (B-C4.) Stitched marbled wrappers. 

$850.00

The FIRST EDITION of this Philosophical Transactions extract on how the British
can make isinglass in the same manner that it is made in Russia, but with American
sturgeon. Isinglass is a transparent form of gelatine derived from the air bladders
(or “sounds”) of sturgeon that is used to clarify wine and beer and to make glue.
At the time of this essay, isinglass was a very expensive British import from Russia
and Jackson’s study had the potential for such a significant economic impact, that it
caught the attention of Benjamin Franklin who corresponded with Jackson about
his discoveries.1 As Jackson notes in this essay:
It is now no longer a secret that our lakes and rivers in North America are stocked with
immense quantities of fish, said to be the same species with those in Muscovy [Russia], and
yielding the finest isinglass, the fisheries whereof, under due encouragement, would doubtless
supply all Europe with this valuable article. [Jackson continues in his footnote:] As the lakes of
North America lie nearly in the same latitude with the Caspian Sea, particularly Lake Superior,
which is said to be of greater extent, it was conjectured they might abound with the same sorts
of fish, and, in consequence of public advertisements distributed in various parts of North
1 Appleby, John H. “Humphrey Jackson, F.R.S., 1717-1801: A pioneering chemist,” in Notes
and records of the Royal Society of London, Vol. 40, No. 2 (May 1986), p. 157.

America, offering premiums for the sounds [air bladders] of sturgeon, and other fish, for the purpose of making isinglass, several specimens of fine isinglass, the produce of fish
taken in these parts, have been lately sent to England, with proper attestations as to the unlimited quantity which may be procured (pp. 4-5).
The engraved folding plate shows the steps to make isinglass, followed by a page of explanation. At the top, the engraving notes that the plate comes
from the “Philos. Trans. Vol. LXIII;” at the bottom, it is signed by “Basin, Sc.”
An account of the discovery of the manner of making isinglass in Russia was read before the Royal Society on 19 November 1772. Seven years earlier, in 1765,
Humphrey had written a book entitled An essay on British isinglass. Although this earlier work is longer, An account of the discovery is “not a rehash of his
Essay...at least two-thirds of [An account] is completely new material, and the remainder is treated in a more concise, ‘philosophical’ manner.”2 An account
is also rarer than An essay on British isinglass (according to OCLC).
Humphrey (1717-1801) was a chemist and a member of the Royal Society who also wrote on bread (one of the earliest English works on food
adulteration); how to preserve wood (an interest of the navy); tar water; and masonry. He also prepared a beer concentrate that was used by Cook
on board both the Resolution and the Adventure and Joseph Banks was one of his sponsors to join the Royal Society. Humphrey sometimes also wrote
under the name of “H. Jackson, chemist.”
This is an extract from the Philosophical Transactions, vol. LXIII, 1773, and collates B-C4.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: British Library.
2Ibid, p. 162

36.

Sex in a Tea House Restaurant

(JAPANESE moveable erotic card.) Hitome no Seki. [The secret scene behind the partition.] N.p.: N. p., late Edo
period [1820-1860s].

8.5cm x 15cm. Woodblock printed in color recto and verso, overall wear but all parts present and working. 

$3500.00

A remarkable survival! An extremely rare moveable erotic card, featuring a man and a woman having sex in a tea house restaurant with the scene’s
script printed on the verso. The card is made by stringing together different cut-out pieces of colorful woodblock. A man, in a patterned blue kimono
is entering a woman from behind; she is looking down, has one leg raised, and is dressed in a voluminous colorful kimono. The man’s penis slides in
and out as one pulls and pushes the paper tab to the right of the card. All parts are present, attached, and in good working order.
On the verso the card’s title reads “Chaya no chonno ma” (tea house restaurant’s private room). This is then followed by a scripted dialogue
between the woman (most likely a Yujo, or prostitute) and her customer.
Man: Was it boring all day today?
Woman: No, it was not boring at all, I really, really enjoyed the many things we did.
Man: Actually, the play was interesting for you, but I thought you don’t like to be with someone like me...
Woman: Oh, if you say so. I thank you for taking me to Narikoma-ya’s dressing room on the 3rd floor.
Man: Oh yes, your favorite actor is Narikoma-ya...compared with him, I’m nothing.
Woman: No, I’m happy to be with you.
Man: Really? (He holds her.)
Woman: Ah, someone is coming.
Man: Nobody is coming.
(Then she cleans up their private parts nonchalantly with paper.)
The actor Narikoma-ya was probably Nakamura Utaemon IV (1798-1852), a famous Japanese kabuki performer and an important member of a family of actors from the Keihanshin area of Japan. Today the tradition of such tea house restaurants continues in Osaka where the brothels are allowed
to skirt the prostitution laws by being Ryoutei (Japanese-style restaurants). The “waitresses” serve clients tea and food in a private room and have a
“private affair.”

It is interesting to note that in France, during the time of our card, there were les cabinets particuliers, private rooms at restaurants where couples
could meet in private, have a dalliance, and have food and drink delivered. In fact, in France during this period, a married woman could only charge her
husband with adultery if he had sex with another woman in their home; for this reason, sex in private dining rooms at restaurants became a thriving
source of income for many important and famous restaurants.1
In good condition.

1 I once sold the accounts of Le Grand Véfour, one of the oldest and most celebrated restaurants in Paris. These accounts showed that the restaurant made approximately one third of their income from their cabinets particuliers.

37.

The First Monograph on Cheese

[LANDI, Giulio.] Formaggiata di Sere Stentato al Serenissimo Re della Virtude. [Stampata in Piasenza [Venice]
Per Ser Grassino Formaggiaro [Gabriele Giolito De Ferrari], 1542.]

Small 4to. One historiated woodcut initial. 21 (misnumbered as “17”), [1], [2 - blank] ll. Collation: A-F4. Period tan morocco, triple gilt fillet around
sides, central blind-stamped medallion on the upper and lower boards, raised bands, single gilt fillet to spine, title lettered in gilt on spine, all edges
gilt, gilt dentelles, marbled endpapers, very small hole to A3 affecting one letter on each page (sense still clear), expert paper repair to the first and
final printed leaves.
$20,000.00
The exceptionally rare FIRST EDITION of the earliest monograph on cheese; only two other copies are recorded in the United States, one of which
is incomplete (see below).
Sere Stentato (roughly translated as “Sir Stunted,” though this may also be an anagram), has written this humorous gastronomic study on formaggio piacentino, the local cheese from Piacenza which was “the first cheese to be universally praised in southern Europe” (The Cambridge World History of
Food, vol. II, p. 1209). While singing the cheese’s praises, Sere Stentato focuses not only on its perfection in “cheese-ness” and nutritional qualities,

but also its physical qualities (including its shapes) and the reason for its
greatness: the snowy salt of Piacenza, the fineness of Piacenza’s pastures,
the superiority of their cows, and the quality of the milk produced there.
He also makes mention of the various soups, salami (including cervelati,
mortadelle, sanguinacci, zambudelli, and salsiccie), and vegetables produced in Piacenza which the women make for their husbands. On the colophon leaf
it states “Stampata in Piasenza per Ser Grassino Formagiaro” (roughly
translated as “Printed in Piacenza by the Little Fat Cheese-maker”).
The Formaggiata is believed to have a relation to the famous Accademia
della Virtù (Academy of Virtue), founded in Rome in 1538 by Claudio Tolomei (1492-1555). On the verso of leaf 2, the printer mentions Cardinal Ippolito de’ Medici (1511-1535) who was one of the first sponsors of the Accademia.
Additionally, as an organization, the Accademia elected a new “King” every
week and the Formaggiata itself is addressed to the “Most Serene King of
Virtue.” Although the purpose of the Accademia was to support serious
treatises on Italian and Latin literary forms and on the work of Vitruvius in
particular, comic and ludic literature also played an important role.1
Giulio Landi (1500-1579) also wrote on Aristotle’s Ethics, a life of
Cleopatra, and an account of the Madeira Islands which spoke about Portuguese exploration and sugar production. From the printer’s introduction
we find that Landi was a native of Piacenza and therefore qualified to
comment upon its gastronomic delights.
1 For more on the Accademia and Landi’s relationship, see Maylender’s Storia delle

accademia d’Italia, Bologna, 1926-30, vol. V, pp. 478-80 and the Dizionario Biografico
degli Italiani.
Landi was also likely a member of the Accademia degli Ortolani, founded
in Piacenza by L. Domenichi and A.F. Doni in 1543. For more on this association
see Alessandra del Fante’s chapter “L’Accademia degli Ortolani” in Le Corti farnesiane di Parma e Piacenza: 1545-1622, pp. 161 & 167-68, and Jane E. Everson, Denis
V. Reidy, and Lisa Sampson’s The Italian Academies 1525-1700: Networks of Culture,
Innovation and Dissent, Routledge, 2016 (which also has a section discussing Landi’s
Formaggiata).

In 1477, Pantaleone da Confienza (c. 1440-1496) published his Summa latticinorum, the first monograph on dairy products; Landi’s Formaggiata,
however, is the first book published on cheese and is of particular interest
because it is also in a vernacular language.
With the bookplate of Giannalisa Feltrinelli on the recto of the upper free endpaper and the bookplate of Ludovico de Gobbis on the upper
pastedown. Gobbis’ bookplate has the initials “VdG” and his motto “Je
fus sage, je fus fou.” It is designed and printed by Alberto Zanverdiani
(“AZ” in lower right corner).
A good copy.
¶ B.IN.G. 1078; OCLC: University of Illinois and an incomplete
copy at the Folger Library with three locations in Europe; Paleari Henssler p. 414; Westbury p. 106. The Italian census EDIT16 (Censimento nazionale delle edizioni italiane del XVI secolo) records ten locations in Italy (and
attributes the imprint to Venice: Gabriele Giolito De Ferrari). Not in
Bitting, Cagle, or Vicaire.

38.

On Cheese and Butter

LASTRI, Marco. Calendario del cascinajo. Venice:
Gaziosi, 1803.

8vo. Woodcut device on title page. 62, [2-blank] pp. Later light blue wrappers, a separate pagination written in manuscript on each page.  $450.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study of the making of butter and cheese. The first part organizes dairy farming by the
months of the year and describes the management of the dairy herd; milk
production; and general farming management to keep productivity up.
This is then followed by an extensive section entitled “Osservazioni teorico-pratiche sulla cascina” that (the author explains on the title
page) is indebted to Rozier’s “Dizionario di agricultura” (probably referring
to his famous 12 vol. work the Cours complet d’agriculture, which wouldn’t be
published in Italian for many years to come). The observations Lastri includes are on the instruments needed to make cheese; on milk in general;
on butter (how to best make it and on the use of salt); on cheese in general and how to make it; on cheeses from pasturized and non-pasturized
milk (“cooked” and “non-cooked” milk); on particular cheeses (including Roquefort, goat cheese, and sheep cheese); what to do about worms
in your cheese; on cheese maturation; on the whey produced during cheesemaking; and how to make the best cheese possible.
Marco Lastri (1731-1811) was also the author of Biblioteca Georgica
(1787), the first bibliography of Italian agriculture (see Besterman 222).
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location in Italy only.

39.

Two Early 19th-Century Prints
on Parisian Manners

(LITHOGRAPH PRINTS.) CHALON, J[ohn] J[ames]. Le Restaurant. [With:]
Les Bonnes. London: Rodwell & Martin, 1820.

I. “Le Restaurant:” sheet is 32cm x 44.5cm and printed area 18.2cm x 21.2cm. Hand-colored lithograph, lightly
browned, a few light spots in the margins, printers punctures at upper margin. [With:] II. “Les Bonnes:” sheet is
32cm x 45cm and printed area is 18cm x 21.2cm. Hand-colored lithograph, lightly browned, a few light spots
in the margins, printers punctures at upper margin. slightly chipped at lower margin.Price for both: $400.00
Two rare lithograph prints by John James Chalon (1778-1854), each handsomely hand colored. These lithographs were part of a larger project which eventually was bound and titled Twenty-four subjects exhibiting the costume
of Paris (1822). The two we have here are called “Le Restaurant” and “Les Bonnes” and the purpose of these sketches
was to illustrate contemporary Parisian manners and costumes.
I. In “Le Restaurant,” a gentleman is seated at a restaurant table with a waiter before him and a young woman
is trying to sell him suspenders and a small bottle of something (perfume?). On the table is a baguette; a slice of
melon; a carafe of water; a bottle and glass of red wine; a bottle of mustard; and what appears to be a steak on
a plate. The server is bringing more food to the table and seems to be ignoring the young woman.
In the background at another table two men are enjoying a meal together and another is hanging his top
hat on a hook. Considering that restaurants had only begun in France about 30 years earlier, this view would have been of great interest to the English. In
the diner’s left hand is what looks to be a newspaper. This, in fact, is likely to have been the restaurant menu. Early 19th-century travel accounts of English
visitors to Paris often mistook the menu for a newspaper due to the variety of dishes offered and the format and size of the menu (see Sprang’s The history of
the restaurant). This is a wonderfully early view of a Parisian restaurant.
II. “Les Bonnes” (the maids) depicts four women at a park with the children they are minding. There is a soldier and a gentleman having a conversation
in the background, along with a few promenading people and one woman reading by herself.
Chalon was a Swiss-born artist who moved to England with his family when he was eleven years old, and eventually went to school at the Royal Academy Schools of Art. He and his brother, along with some friends, founded the “Society of Epic and Pastoral Design,” which eventually came to be called
the “Bread and Cheese Society” as the members would take turns bringing food and drink to the meetings.
Each of these pieces is richly colored, and well detailed.
At the bottom of the each print is written “Designed & drawn on Stone by J.J. Chalon. / [title] / London. Published by Rodwell & Martin New
Bond St. May 1. 1820. / C. Hullmandel’s Lithograhy.”
In very good condition.

From Australian Brushturkey
to Jugged Wallaby

40. MACLURCAN,

Hannah. Mrs. Maclurcan’s cookery
book. A collection of practical recipes specially suitable for Australia. Townsville: T. Willmet & Co. 1898.

8vo. Head and tailpieces in the text. [316] pp. Original brown cloth card
wrappers, title stamped in gilt on upper wrapper, light wear and spotting,
expert repair to the advertisement leaf immediately following the index.

$2500.00
Not in American libraries. The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of Mrs.
Maclurcan’s Cookery Book, printed following the praise she received for her
cooking at the Queen’s Hotel in Townsville, Queensland, Australia. The
hotel was a two-story timber building that was famous for its service and
for being patronized by visiting dignitaries. Maclurcan paid to have the
book printed and even helped to set the type. The first edition sold out
within a few weeks and, ultimately, a total of twenty editions were published in her lifetime.
The cookbook is remarkably extensive for a first-time cookbook.
Among the more than 700 recipes included are sections devoted to beef;
veal; beverages; cakes; chicken and fowl; crabs; chutney and pickles; eggs;
fish; tinned fish; game; ices; invalid cookery; jams and preserves; jellies
and creams; mutton; oysters; pastries and puddings; pies and puddings;
prawns; puddings; roast and boiled joints; salads and dressings; sauces; “Savouries” (including “American Macaroni Cheese”); soups; sweets;
tripe; and vegetables. Mrs. Maclurcan also writes a lengthy entry for dys-

pepsia in her section on invalid food and writes that it “is a very common
complaint in Australia.” She then goes on to write that people suffering
from this condition should avoid too much bread and potatoes (although
11 of the 39 vegetable recipes are for various methods of cooking up potatoes).
Hannah Maclurcan’s (1860-1936) father was a hotelier who trained
his daughter from a very young age to manage all aspects of the business,
and by the time she was fifteen years old, she was managing one of her
father’s hotels. As they were a Jewish family, the book also includes a
few Jewish recipes such as “Motza Kleiz;” “Stewed Fish – Jewish;” and
“Frimsel Soup.” The Australian recipes and ingredients include “Gravy
for Wallaby,” scrub turkey (Australian brushturkey), pygmy goose, “Barramundi a la Normandie,” “Jugged Wallaby,” prickly pear (brought in
the First Fleet to Australia and a widespread invasive species), and rosella
(hibiscus).
There are two helpful sections for the home and the modern Australian woman called “Things Worth Knowing” and “Useful Hints.” In
these sections there are recipes for perfume; hygiene recommendations;
various cleaning and polishing tips; pest control; and burn remedies.
With menu recommendations for “Dinner for Six or Eight Persons;”
“Dinners for Fifteen to Twenty Persons;” and “Economical Dinners for
Every Day in the Week.”
The cookbook begins and ends with ads for liquor distributors;
local hotels; printers; “Liebig’s Extract of Meat” (which many of the recipes call for by name); tea; coffee; and various local merchants. One ad
illustrates an “Economic Beer Cooler” and another is for Coolalta Wines,
“finest table wines in the colonies,” and sold by J. A. Wilkinson in Sydney.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: four locations outside of the United States.

41.

On Corsican Wine

(MANUSCRIPT: Wine.) Froncula, Robert de. Magnifico domino suo domino Jacobo d’Appiano caputaneo et defensori populi Pisarum civitatis militique
probatissimo Robertus de Froncula inter decretorum.
[Probably Pisa, c.1452.]

28.2cm x 21.5cm. [5] leaves (foliated 195-199). Sewn into stiff wrappers made
from old paper, washed, some paper repair in margins, some staining to the
lower wrapper and final few leaves (sense still clear). 
$5000.00
An early manuscript concerning Corsican wine and its taxation. The first
line opens with “To the great lord, our lord, Jacobo d’Appiano, captain
and defender of the people of the city of Pisa and its military.” The text
then goes on to discuss “unam barchetam vini corsici” (a tax on wine
from Corsica).
The work was written by the lawyer Robert de Froncula at the request of Jacobo d’Appiano. Corsican wine merchants were charging high
tariffs for their imports, and Jacobo d’Appiano claimed that he was only
willing to pay what was fair. Froncula cites historical occasions for fair
taxation and religious tithing as examples of correct taxation. At one
point, he writes “Illustris domine mi quantum video institie zelum religionis quem furorem viam amplecti clemenciam et quid est Cesaris cesari
et quod dei deo…” (As far as I can see, it is both a zeal for religion and
an act of spite to embrace the old institution to render to Caesar what is
Caesars and to God what is God’s.)
According to the Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Jacobo was appointed capitano in 1392. This means that the text post-dates 1392, though exactly when, is unclear. At this period, Pisa was a strategic city in the tensions
surrounding Milan and Florence; by 1395, the region had become a battle

zone. It may be that the Corsican wine merchants were charging higher
taxes to deliver their wine in such a dangerous territory, and that Pisa was
suffering financially as a result. Perhaps Jacobo was enlisting the help of
a neutral attorney to make a judgement concerning the situation or to
clarify his rights.
Why this text was copied roughly fifty years later though, is unclear.
Since there are successive leaf numbers (foliated 195-199) and a heading
on the first leaf of “De Gabellus...” (both of which are in a near-contemporary hand), it is likely that these five manuscript leaves were originally
part of a larger compendium of legal rulings drawn up in the mid-15th
century. Such a manuscript could have been used to understand legal
precedent in the buying and selling of wine; alternatively, the manuscript
could have been prepared for the use of law students.
On the fifth leaf, one can see a watermark depicting a tower. This
matches Briquet no. 15909, which dates the paper to 1452 and assigns it
to a paper mill in Naples. During the Renaissance, Italians were connoisseurs of fine paper and sourced paper from all over Europe; it wouldn’t
have been unusual for a scribe in Pisa to use sheets coming from Naples.
Also, considering that Pisa was a city-state until the 16th century, it is
likely that their code of law was localized; the primary need for such regulations, would have been within Pisa.
In very good condition.

An Early German Cookery Manuscript

42. (MANUSCRIPT:

German cookery.) Kochbiechel.
[Germany or Southern Austria, c.1650.]

15.4cm x 10.4cm. [66] pp. 18th-century blue boards, title in manuscript on
spine, restoration to head and tail of spine, all edges stained red, paper
restoration to first leaf. 
$6000.00
An early and interesting German cookery manuscript from the Danube
region. Many of the recipes have regional names and dialect expressions
that help to identify the manuscript as either southern Germany or
Austria. While we’ve had a number of 18th-century German cookery
manuscripts, 17th-century German manuscripts are difficult to find.
The manuscript is made up of seventy different recipes (numbered
1-70) and they include a variety of meat and fish dishes; soups; desserts;
and vegetarian dishes. Among the meat and fish dishes we find recipes
for chicken, pigeon, lamb, various types of offal, char, pike and carp.
There are also recipes that call for types of fish that we have been unable
to identify. For example, in the fish section, there is something called
“die Echsen” which translates to “lizards;” one recipe has it cooked with
lemon, one with parsley, another in a parsley-root broth. There is also a
fish called “Steinauge” (“stone-eye”), that is used to make a broth. Desserts include a stuffed apple (there are several apple recipes); puddings
made with egg, cheese, and sugar; and various mousses (including plums,
grapes, wine, broth, and apples). Among the soups we find a recipe for
asparagus soup and another for a carp soup. Other recipes include different types of dumplings, stuffed rolls, and one for sauerkraut.
The manuscript comes with a transcription of the recipe titles (and
portions of the recipes) as well as a translation into modern German. The
manuscript is dated to the mid-17th century due to the hand and paper.
In good condition.

43.

The Perfume Game

(MANUSCRIPT: Japanese perfume.) HokuinAn. Kōdō Densho.[Way of fragrance manuscript.]
Genroku 9 [1696].

16.2cm x 21.7cm. [175] folded leaves. Bound in contemporary woven silk
wrappers in five different colors (including gold) in a chrysanthemum
flower and leaf motif, silk endpapers (with minor worming), stitching
renewed. 
$14,500.00
A remarkable manuscript about kōdō, or the way of fragrance, an appreciation and education of one’s sense of smell through “listening” to scents.
There are four things that converge to make this particular manuscript
special: its early date, its condition, its lovely illustrations, and its inclusion of a discussion of kōdō in relation to the Tale of Genji, the famous 11th
century Japanese novel. It is in this section that the most beautiful and
colorful paintings appear. In the foreword of the manuscript, we read that
Hokurin-An wrote the manuscript in the year Genroku 9 (1696).
Kōdō is a traditional art form in Japan that developed in the late Muromachi period (mid-16th century) as a game for the nobility. In kōdō, a tiny
piece of incense wood is heated to the point of smoldering, while sitting
atop a mound of ash, inside of which, is a hot coal. Contained within a
cup, the fragrance is brought up to one’s nose and then smelled according
to specific rules of etiquette; interestingly, kōdō was regarded as the highest
of the three skills required of noble families, the other two being chadō (the
tea ceremony) and kadō (flower arrangement). Today, however, kōdō is the

least known of the three, in part due to the length of time it takes to become proficient, but also because of the cost of the scents traditionally used.1
In this respect, our manuscript is a valuable resource for the early history of the tradition of kōdō.
Agarwood was used in kōdō. A naturally fragrant tree which grows in Asia, it has been valuable and expensive since the late Muromachi period.2
There are two main types of kōdō: one in which players attempt to determine agarwood types by scent (known as monkō), and a more complex version
in which several types of fragrant woods are combined and players must try to determine all of their names by scent. Because of procedures and manners involved in kōdō, it has many layers of enjoyment, both as a game and a ritual, and is an important Japanese performing art. It is also connected
to the development of Zen ritual in Japan.
Our manuscript begins with the rules of kōdō and then provides a commentary on the utensils needed for kōdō, including the incense tray (kōban),
the brazier (hibachi), and other tools. It also includes teachings on the kōdō gatherings (kōseki). Next follows an explanation of the numerous types of kōdō.3
Throughout the work there are numerous illustrations, including eighteen pages of hand-colored illustrations of the genjikō (with three different
scenes per page); five colored depictions of incense trays (wooden boards on which to arrange different types of incense in a row); nineteen illustrations on how to decorate incense burner stands and incense burner trays (e.g. with Buddhas, cranes, flowers, or a foo dog); no less than ninety-eight
ink drawings of various incense burners (one of which looks like an octopus); and four plan views showing how to “comb” the ash in the incense
burner (on which the fragrance is presented, often on a mica chip, for smelling).
The illustrations of genjiko are particularly wonderful. Genjiko was an incense game related to the 11th century Tale of Genji, written by the noblewoman and Murasaki Shikibu and arguably the first novel ever written. In genjiko, specific fragrances are assigned to fifty-two of the fifty-four chapters
of the Tale of Genji. In the game, sets of five fragrances are presented to participants, and they are asked to identify which are the same, and which are
different. In the manuscript, these permutations are represented through a series of geometric forms, painted in black, that float above specific scenes
(possibly of the place or thing that the scent might conjure up in the mind of the participant). The scenes are colorfully painted and range from a
rooster on a country fence to a female deity to ocean waves. The black geometric diagrams are called kozu and look like illustrations out of 20th-century
minimalist painting (e.g. the work of Sol LeWitt).4
1 During the Edo period, some scented woods were so valuable that they were considered heirlooms in wealthy families.
2 Agarwood is the Sauterne of trees. Specifically, the perfume wood is the heartwood of the aquilaria tree once it has been infected by a type of mold. (Sauterne

needs the botrytis mold to become Sauterne.) It is the resin that the tree produces to combat the mold, that makes the heartwood aromatic. Even today, high quality
agarwood sells for more than $100,000 per kilo.
3 The types include jishukō, kagetsukō, sanshukō, keizukō, genjikō, setsugekkakō, shikikō, kinrikō, kemurikurabekō, sanshukotorikō, wakadaienkō, koidaienkō, kokinkō, ujikō, sumiyoshikō, natorikō,
meishokō, shinobukō, shinkokinkō, ujiyamakō, shikiujiyamakō, kakkounokō, kotorikō, toriawasekō, kogusakō, keibakō, yakazukō, kemarikō, goetsukō, genpeikō, kanohakō.
4 We have had only one other kōdō manuscript (19th century), and it too included these geometric diagrams as part of the instructions for the game.

Kōdō started as a game for noblemen and women. The main early school of kōdō was Oieryu, established by Sanjonishi Sanetaka in the late 15th
century. During the 16th century, when the warrior class came into power, a new school of kōdō was started by Shino Soshin, who had come from a
general’s family. This branch of kōdō was called Shino-ryu. After the 17th century, from the Tokugawa regime onwards, there was a period of greater
peace and the differences between the kōdō schools became less important.
There is a brief description of the history of kōdō at the end of the book, as well as a description of the succession of the Shino-ryu school by
Tatebe Takakatsu, Yonekawa Johaku, and others. From the tone of this portion of the text, it appears that the writer of the manuscript was a follower
of the earlier, Oieryu branch of kōdō.
Written on a special type of early Japanese paper that is almost waxy and has a slight sheen.
One of the loveliest Japanese manuscripts we have handled.

With Sections on Chocolate, Coffee, and Tea

44. (MANUSCRIPT: French remedies.) Herpin, Hilaire.
Recueil De plusieurs Remedes Servant a différentes
maladies appartenant a Hilaire Herpin maitre Chirurgien à menars La Ville fait Le 2 may 1719.

21.2cm x 16.7cm. [2], 44, 49-93, [1] pp. Contemporary pink wrappers, worn
and a bit stained, dampstaining on several leaves but manuscript still legible.

$3000.00
A collection of recipes by Hilaire Herpin (1656-c.1724), a master surgeon
from Menars in the Loir-et-Cher (located about 175km to the southwest
of Paris). This manuscript provides an interesting glimpse into the life of
a provincial surgeon, at a time when remedies were still a combination of
folk medicine and science.
Written towards the end of Herpin’s life, the manuscript includes
239 numbered remedies including directions for making balms; cordials
(fortifying drinks); poultices; elixirs; plasters; febrifuges (cures for fevers);
purgatives; ointments; bleeding; prescriptions to treat various diseases:
a remedy for puerperal fever (a deadly ailment that can occur immediately after childbirth); dysentery; hernias; hemorrhoids; dropsy; various
wounds; rabies; ringworm; asthma; worms; paralysis; and sciatica.

One example is the remedy for obstructed bowels, “Lavement pour La passion Iliaque,” recipe no. 149:
Enema for iliac passion.
Take leaves, stems and roots of marshmallow each one and a half ounce, hulled barley one ounce, chamomile flowers and elderberry each half ounce, then boil these things to make a
decoction which is strained in which you dilute three ounces of linseed oil, one ounce of hulled coffee, half ounce of liver aloe and a large half ounce of nitrated salt to make a very
effective clyster [enema] for this passion.
There are also a few unusual remedies such as recipe no. 4, a balm to heal wounds: “Take four small dogs and cook them until the bones break, add
a pound of earthworms and after straining (“l’expression faits”), add three ounces of turpentine and an ounce of sink water.” The manuscript ends
with a section on chocolate, coffee, and tea followed by a useful index listing all of the remedies by page and recipe number.
Although the pagination is irregular, the recipe numeration is complete and consistent (i.e. the manuscript appears to be complete). One additional small contemporary manuscript note is laid in.
In good condition.

45.

The Manuscript Cookbook Belonging
to Le Marquis de Sesmaisons

(MANUSCRIPT: French cookery.) Paris, c.1767.

21cm x 17cm. [2 - blank], [1], [1 - blank], 91, [7], [40 - blank], [38 - of
tabulated index], [4 - blank] pp. Contemporary mottled calf, triple gilt
fillet around sides, rosettes in the corners, spine richly gilt, lightly rubbed
and corners slightly bumped, slight darkened stain on the lower board,
edges stained red, one leaf is loose, first 35 pages are slightly faded (but
still absolutely legible), some wear to the paper tabs on the index leaves.

$8000.00
A handsome French manuscript recipe book of 180 different recipes followed by a tabulated index at the end. The first 172 recipes are in a single
hand; the last eight are in a second hand. This manuscript is unusual
because its owner and his address is known. On the first leaf is inscribed
(in the first recipe hand):
A

Monsieur Le Marquis De Sesmaison Lieutenant général 
Des Armées du Roi a Son chateau de St. Saire par Neufchatel 
Païs de Braye a Neufchatelet.

Où. En son hôtel ruë du Bacq Fauxbourg St. Germain prés les jacobins 
A Paris. ____________
Claude-François de Sesmaisons (1709-1779) came from a military family
based in Nantes and was named Lieutenant General of the King’s army
in 1767. He was married to Marie-Louise-Gabrielle de la Fontaine Solare
de La Boissière (1722-c.1794) in Dieppe on the 10th of March, 1743. The
marriage contract was signed in Paris the day before in the presence and by

permission of “Sa Majesté tre Chrestienne, La Reyne, Monseigneur le Dauphine, Mesdames
de France, les Princes et Princesses de leur sang...soussignes.”1
During the 18th century, it was common for noble families to have a hôtel particulier, or
townhouse, in Paris. It is possible that this manuscript was used by the Marquis’ officier de
l’office at his hôtel on rue du Bac in the 7th arrondissement.
Although it is not declared as such, a read through the recipes reveals that this was
probably intended for use in l’office, the “cool kitchen” where speciality drinks were prepared
alongside desserts, candies, preserves, syrups, dried fruit, essences, and perfumed waters.
The drinks included wine, liquors, and distillations. The current manuscript has recipes
for a pain d’epice de fleur d’orange; gateau de fleur d’range praline; almandes a la praline; caffé a la crême;
macaroons; gateau a la fleur d’orange (and another recipe with the flowers grilled); massepins de
fleur d’orange (marzipan); dragés d’avelines (hazelnut dragees); caramel; creams (chocolate and
coffee); cookies (chocolate and almond); waffles and doughnuts (with cream, apples and
peaches, and strawberries); compotes; dried fruit; extracts (e.g. juniper); lemonades; spirits
(e.g. cherry and melissa – a lemony plant related to mint); escubacs (an herbaceous liquor);
sorbets; rossolio; almond water, milk and syrup; ratafias (from apricot kernels, or “apricot
almonds” and lemon); essences (lavender and orange flower); syrups (lemon, apricot, cherry,
jasmine, quince, currants, marshmallow, pear, and blackberry); ices (made of carnations,
rose, vanilla, peach, raspberries, strawberries, daffodil, lemon, chocolate, coffee, anise, coriander, and violets); and mousses (e.g. chocolate, coffee, and cream).
There is also a recipe for a Populo, a popular drink from mid-18th century Paris. In our
manuscript the drink is made up of white wine, wine spirits, a pound of sugar, two apples
cut into pieces, three spoons of orange flower water, the whole mixture infused for one day
and then passed through a sieve. There is also a recipe to faire l’essence d’hipocras (a kind of
mulled wine) and for some perfumes, including L’eau d’ange, Parfums D’Espagne, and L’Eau de la
reine d’hongrie.
With a small modern bookplate on the upper pastedown and one additional recipe
laid in (19th century & on woven paper).
In very good condition.
1 Dictionnary of pastellists before 1800, p. 27. See pastellists.com/Articles/LaTour5.pdf.

A Lovely Fresh Manuscript of Recipes
for Liqueurs, Candies,
& Ointments

46. (MANUSCRIPT:
October 1779.]

French liqueurs.) Liqueurs. [13

20cm x 15.5cm. [24] leaves. Contemporary stiff blue-grey card wrappers.

$2500.00
A charming and well-preserved collection of approximately fifty different
recipes for various liqueurs, desserts, unguents, and remedies written in at
least three different hands. The blue-grey stiff wrappers resemble the Italian carta rustica paper and inside, the gathering of 24 leaves are hand sewn
together and then to the binding. The collection is indicative of the way
in which the world of making essences, spirits, candies (anything requiring sugar), and remedies was inter-related in 17th and 18th century France.
Recipes include Conserve de violette (candied violets); Cerise Confite avec les
noyaux (candied cherries with their pits); Conservé de reglisse blanche qui ne se doit
pas faire en hiver (candied white liquorice, prepared in a way that shouldn’t be
done in winter); onguant de la mére therese de l’hotel dieu de paris (ointment from
Mother Theresa of the Hotel Dieu de Paris); Liqueur D’angelique (liqueur
made from the herb angelica); Tisanne Royale (a tea that includes anise,
rhubarb, and lime); Rossolie de fruit qui a Eté bon trouve (a rosolio made from
black cherries, clove, raspberries, and vanilla); Liqueur de Coin (liqueur made
with quince); Maniere de faire L’espirit d’anis pour faire La Ligeur fine danis (how to
make a spirit of anise to make a fine liquor of anise); and unguant du bec abeye
de normandie (an ointment from the Abbaye du Bec in Normandy). There
is also a section which is “pour dónner de La coleur aux Liqueurs” which
tells how to obtain different types of red coloring in liqueurs.
In very good condition.

47.

The “Frozen Album” of
Ice Cream Sculptures

(MANUSCRIPT: Austrian gastronomy.) Gefrorenes-Album.
c.1860.

41cm x 35cm. Twenty-four watercolors with notes in manuscript, each on the recto
of a leaf. [24] ll. Contemporary pebbled cloth, spine expertly renewed in the style
of the boards, title stamped in gilt on upper cover, double blind fillet around sides,
corners bumped, slightly rubbed, decorative pastedowns, light foxing, marginal tear
to the lobster watercolor (not affecting image), marginal paper repairs to some leaves.

$10,000.00
A remarkable album of watercolors depicting the different ice cream sculptures
one could order from an ice cream chef in Austria in the mid-19th century. The
quality of the watercolors is very high for a sample book.
Since the 18th century, molded ice cream was made as an extravagant centerpiece at sumptuous dinners and banquets. It is not certain, but it may be that such
molds were influenced by the tradition of making sweets in the shapes of various
animals, people, and foods in medieval and renaissance kitchens. A good example
of these are seen in Gilliers’ Le Cannameliste français, 1751.
By the 19th century, however, not only were ice cream sculptures made in various colors and in great detail, but different flavors were used to match that which
was represented. For example, the flavor of pistachio would be used in an ice cream
artichoke or raspberry for the red section of a goddess’ robe. Oftentimes, the ice
cream was so accurate in its representation of another food or object, that the diner
would think that they were about to cut into a potato (for example), only to find
out that it was made of ice cream. These edible sculptures were intended to delight
and surprise guests to a banquet and were an extravagant expansion on the idea of
eating as an aesthetic experience.

In the current manuscript, the following sculptures are on offer: Minerva
holding a spear, a shield, and with an owl
at her feet (goddess of the arts and war); a
seated hunter holding some traps; a naked
young Bacchus on a barrel drinking some
wine (god of wine and fertility); a goose; a
crown; a chicken and chick; a bowl of fish;
two baked chickens; a stag; a lion; a lamb; a
putto (naked angel) in a rose; a reclining cupid; a squash in a bowl; two doves touching
beaks on a cushion; a standing red fox; the
goddess Demeter standing holding a torch
and a wreath of flowers; the goddess Artemis (or Diana) seated with arrows, a dog,
and a symbol for the moon on her forehead;
Pegasus (this watercolor is particularly lovely); a swan; a cluster of red grapes; a lobster;
a platter of potatoes; and the goddess Ariadne reclining on Dionysus’ panther.1
We are able to determine that Austria
is the place of origin for this manuscript because the term “Seitl” is used when describing what is needed to make each of the sculptures. (The number of Seitl is listed in manuscript beneath
each watercolor.) “Seitl” was a term of measurement that was used in Burgenland (eastern Austria and home of Joseph Hayden), Lower Austria, Styria
(southeastern Austria), and Vienna. One Seitl equals approximately 272ml or 1.15 cups. The ice cream sculptures in the sample book range from 1.5 to
6 Seitls; I suspect that these measurements were provided to give the person ordering the creation both a sense of the size of the piece as well as the
chef the ability to calculate the cost. The date of the album is estimated based upon the hand, paper, and binding.
In good condition and just lovely.
1 Interestingly, when I lived in Germany in 1986, there were numerous Eiscafes that would serve ice cream in the shape of various foods. My favorite was the Kartoffeleis
that looked like a potato on a plate that had just been dug out of the ground. The potato was made of hazelnut ice cream, it was filled with hazelnut liquor, and
sprinkled on top was cacao powder to look like dirt.

Beware the Crayfish!

48. (MANUSCRIPT: French gastronomy.) Les Ecrevisses. 7 Dessins àl’Aquarelle. par Guillaumot. c.1887.
20cm x 14cm to 16cm x 13.5cm. [8] ll. Early 20th century quarter cloth over marbled boards. The first leaf is slightly chipped along the outer edge and
contains the title only; leaves [2-7] are on light-blue cardstock and are numbered 0-6 on their versos; otherwise, all manuscript and illustrations are on the
rectos only, leaves browned due to paper quality. 
$2500.00
A lovely watercolor manuscript by Auguste Alexandre Guillaumot of Jacques Normand’s humorous and popular poem entitled Les Ecrevisses
(first ed.: 1879). The original edition had illustrations drawn by S. Arcos and was in black and white. While this manuscript repeats
all of Normand’s stanzas, the illustrations are very different and much richer, especially in their representation of
gastronomic themes.
Our manuscript has six leaves of original colorful gouache paintings representing crayfish (ecrevisse), angels, various cooking ingredients, waiters, and
visitors to the restaurants and cabinet particulier. We have
had another manuscript version by Guillaumot of
this poem. That version was very different as
it basically followed what was in the original
Arcos illustrations. In this version, Guillaumot
has created a new and very different set of
illustrations for the poem. We have been
unable to find any evidence that either version
was published. Guillaumot (1815-1892) was a
French engraver, painter, and draftsman.
The poem tells the story of a young man,
aged 30, who has left his home of Pont-à-Mousson, a small town between Metz and Nancy
and on the Moselle River. He has inherited
money from his aunt, who was his god-mother,
and decides to take his fortune to Paris in search
of pleasure. He finds it within a cabinet particulier.

The cabinet pariculier was an institution within Paris restaurants where
a person could rent a room to eat a meal in private. Sometimes these private dining rooms were used for eating clubs and boisterous parties. But
they were also places where a man could bring his girlfriend, or mistress,
to have an evening alone and extravagant food served.1 This poem is the
story of a man who found such pleasures there, and all over a plate of
écrevisses (or crayfish). By the end, after a succession of women “brune ou
blonde, blanche ou noire,” he has run out of his money, sold his furniture,
and is forced to return to Pont-à-Mousson.
Pour expier mes anciens vices
J’y suis devenu marguillier...
Ne manger jamais d’écrevisses
En cabinet particulier.
In rough translation:
To expiate my old vices,
I became a churchwarden [in Pont-à-Mousson] ...
Never eat crawfish
in a cabinet particulier
A lovely and charming gastronomic manuscript.
1 I once described a manuscript of the finances of Le Grand Véfour – one of the
most famous original restaurants of the Palais Royal in Paris – for the years 18951901. The restaurant kept separate categorized accounts: 1. for the dinners ordered
off the menu; 2. for prix fixe meals; 3. banquets; 4. food to employees; 5. drinks
sold by the limonadier; 6. from wine sold to the city, and 7. income and expenses
related to the cabinets particulier.

A Menu from Cafe Wha?

49. (MENU.) Open 2:00 p.m. ‘Til 4:00 a.m. Manny Roth’s
Café Wha? [New York: Manny Roth, early 1960s.]

Bifolium: 24cm x 16cm closed; 24.cm x 31.7cm open. [4] pp. Moderately
browned on p. [4], browned along some edges, signs of having been folded
twice, one corner chipped (not affecting text), light overall wear. $200.00
An unrecorded menu from the famous Cafe Wha? of Greenwhich Village, New York. Entirely drawn by Manny and Judy Roth and then reproduced, the menu lists the various foods and drinks on offer at this famous
club. Roth purchased the original building in 1959 and turned what had
been an old horse garage into a beatnik café complete with broken marble
flooring (installed by Roth) and black walls, to create a cave-like ambience. He is reputed to be one of the first to pay musicians and other talent
by “passing the hat.” Many famous artists made their start at Cafe Wha?
including Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix, Bruce Springsteen, Lenny Bruce,
Velvet Underground, and Richard Pryor. Mary – of Peter, Paul and Mary
– was a server at the café. As is evidenced by the open hours of the café,
this was the place to go after hours.
The artwork on page [1] is of a man with round glasses wearing a
beret and holding up a sign that says “Café WHA? **Air Conditioned**.”
He is surrounded by a conga player and someone holding up “poetry.” In the center is an announcement for the “Afternoon Hootennany
(folk-singing free-for-all) Every day, man!” Apparently, by the time this
menu was made, people liked to take these menus home with them, and
understandably so, in view of the kind of musical and comedic history
being made there. To this purpose, written on the menu is “This soulful
souvenir menu 10¢.” In the corner is written “Artwork ? by Manny + Judy
Roth” with little hearts.

There are two pages of the menu devoted to sustenance: one is called “Food.N.Stuff.” In this section one finds burgers, sandwiches, pizza, hot dogs,
egg rolls, banquet platters, “cheezes,” fruit, yogurt, soup, and bread. Almost everything looks to have been served with a side of french fries or bread sticks.
The priciest item on the menu was the sliced roast beef banquet platter which was served with french fries, salad rolls, and butter, and cost $1.75. There are
also a myriad of hot beverages to choose from, cold drinks, ice cream, and pastry. Many of the coffee drinks have a brandy or rum option. There are some
mystery beverages with names like “Pirates Grog;” “Cider Zombie;” “Follow the Bouncing Cherry Passion Potion;” “Iced Wha-Hoo;” and “Iced Climax.”
Manny Roth sold the café in 1968, moved to Woodstock, NY, and opened a diner.
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

50.

A Supportive Father Writes on
Women’s Health & Beauty

MARINELLO, Giovanni. Gli ornamenti delle donne. Venice:
Francesco de’ Franceschi Sense, 1562.

Small 8vo. Woodcut device on title page, woodcut head and tailpieces, woodcut
initials. [8], 319 ll. Contemporary speckled vellum, spine gilt, corners lightly bumped,
slight wear to hinges, light wear to the edges of the upper free endpaper and title page
(not affecting text).
$6500.00
The FIRST EDITION of Marinello’s recommendations for beauty. “It is a very
detailed treatment of personal hygiene, and of the exacting demands of hygienic
principles in the care of the human body. The author deals with the many ways
to keep the single parts of the body in shape, with methods for removing defects
which interfere with the symmetry of the body. There are chapters about the hair,
its care, remedies for thinning hair and for colouring. Other chapters are devoted to
eyes, eyebrows, ears, lips, neck, and breasts. Recipes for the preparation of essences,
for baths, perfumes and balms are given, as well as reducing and weight-gaining
diets.” – Erdmann, My Gracious Silence, 15 (describing the second edition).
“It was not vanity alone which encouraged the art of perfumery among the
Italians, although of course this played a large part…. Marinello’s book, The Ornamentation of Ladies,…begins with another panegyric to physical perfection and
quotes Plato in the opinion that external beauty is just an outward sign of the
inner state, and a constant source of delight to the senses. It is perhaps appropriate
that in a time when man seemed capable of achieving the noblest endeavors, from
the encirclement of the globe to the most ambitious creations in visual arts, study
and care of his body and a frank delight in adorning it should be one of his chief
pastimes.”—Kennett, The History of Perfume, p. 148.

Born in Modena and died in Venice, Giovanni Marinello was a successful physician who also wrote on gynecology and the plague. Marinello’s preface is a defense of women in general and it is interesting to
note that his daughter, Lucrezia Marinella (1571-1653), was a prolific writer
who authored ten different works. Although she lived during a time when
women usually had to get married (or chose a nunnery to avoid marriage
and be able to study), Lucrezia was encouraged in her studies by her father. In her La nobiltà et l’eccellenza delle donne, co’ difetti et mancamenti de gli uomini,
(The nobility and excellence of women and the defects and vices of men), published
in 1600, she writes about the worth of women, deals directly with issues
around inequality, and argues that women’s moral superiority results in
their intellectual superiority.
A handsome copy.
¶ Montesquiou, Pays des Aromates, 71; OCLC: Columbia University,
Stanford, University of Colorado (Boulder), Yale, University of Delaware, University of Miami School of Medicine, Newberry Library, Harvard, National Library of Medicine, University of Minnesota, and ten
locations in Europe; Simon, Bacchica, 436; Wiggishoff p. 36. Not in Bitting,
Cagle, Garrison & Morton, or Vicaire.

51.

Meat in Mexico City

(MEXICO: Meat regulations.) Don Juan Ruiz de Apodaca y Eliza...
del expendio de carnes. Mexico [City]: 1818.

Broadside: 59.3cm x 43.5cm. Signs of having been folded, worn through at parts of the folds
affecting several letters, one small red mark (sealing wax?) not affecting text, triangular piece
missing at upper margin at fold just touching one letter. 
$2500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this large and early 19th-century Mexican broadside concerning the production, transportation, and sale of meat in Mexico City.
The broadside is printed on two sheets joined at the middle.
At the beginning of the broadside we read that the bulk of these regulations were first
issued in 1813 in response to a meat shortage in Mexico City. Due to their efficacy, the rules are
being reprinted here with some slight alterations. A total of twenty regulations are described.
The broadside begins by simply stating that anyone interested in selling rams, bulls,
steers, and castrated male goats may do so. This is further clarified in article seventeen where
it is forbidden to butcher female animals and their young (e.g. calves, cows, ewes, lambs,
does, and kid goats) as doing so would be detrimental to milk production and the herds’
procreation.
Meat vendors are cautioned to weigh their meat portions carefully and only charge
the approved prices by weight. If vendors wish to bring a live animal to a private dwelling
to butcher, they can do so, but they are not allowed to sell rams and male goats at the same
time, and must always leave their tails on so that they the meat can be distinguished.
Once a public meat market is created, the market has to be kept sanitary. The meat
is expected to be fresh and clean and hung from hooks or spikes and all animals must be
allowed to reach a their full size and weight before they are allowed to be slaughtered.
With manuscript signatures on the lower margin of the recto and two quartillo ink
stamps (good for 1816-1817) printed on the verso.
Although somewhat worn, this is an interesting and legible piece.
¶ Not in OCLC. It should also be noted that we have been unable to locate a copy in
OCLC of the earlier version of the broadside from 1813.

52.

The Fruit of the Incas,
The Yeast in Pulque,
Chile Cultivation,
& Aztec Corn

LA NATURALEZA. Mexico City: Escalante, 1870-73.

31.5cm x 21.5cm. Fifteen issues (nos. 9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 30, & 31) bound in original printed wrappers, upper and lower wrappers with an ornamental border, vignette on upper wrapper, wrapper paper in seven different colors, some wrappers detatched, edges worn in places, early library stamps
and duplicate release annotations in pencil, entirely untrimmed. 
$2500.00
FIRST EDITIONS of this important Mexican periodical issued by the Sociedad
Mexicana de Historia Natural, one of the oldest continually running scientific societies. Founded in 1868, just two years before our run of issues, the group
included a number of important Mexican scientists, including
Alfonso L. Herrera, the first Mexican biologist. Devoted to
the natural history of Mexico, the periodical focuses on indigenous plants with some issues including essays
on non-native plants, mineralogy, and mining
(including two full-page maps), as well
as one essay on a lichen used for
dye that comes from Baja California and another on a scientific ascent of Popocatepetl.

There is much of interest to the culinary historian, including essays on el chahuiztle (the Nahuatl word for a type of corn disease, issue no. 9);
the cactus family in Mexico (issue no. 10); the yeast found in pulque, a special fermented alcohol drink that dates back to Mesoamerica (issue no. 11);
cashews (issue no. 17); and chile production (issue 18).
In issue no. 33 there is an essay on yepacihuitl and another on la chirimoya. Yepacihuitl is a medicinal plant that was used as a purgative by the Nahua
(of which the Aztecs are a part); it is also known as Croton dioicus or C. Vulpinus.1 Also in issue no. 33 is an essay on la chirimoya, a fruit that was
especially popular with the Incas; it is a strangely faceted fruit that, today, is known in the English-speaking world as a “custard apple.”
Although copies of this Mexican periodical are rare, it seems to have been widely distributed. On the verso of one of the wrappers (issue 9), it
is noted (in translation) that “By agreement of this Society...it has established relationships with several foreign societies for the exchange of publications, through the Smithsonian Institute of Washington.” The scientific societies that they’ve established partnerships with include those in Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, Russia, Holland, Prusia, Switzerland, Belgium, Italy, France, England, Australia, Cuba, and Chile.
A good set of this rare and colorful Mexican periodical.
1 In Tucker and Janick’s Flora of the Voynich Codex, an exploration of Aztec plants, they write “It is our belief that the inability to decipher the symbols and translate the
Voynich Codex stems from the erroneous belief that the manuscript must be a European work.” One of the plants that Tucker and Janick associate with the Codex is
the yepacihuitl. See p. 305 of their work (available on Google books).

53.

An Ancient Egyptian Dish is Co-Opted
by a British Food Manufacturer

THE NATURAL RESTORER of perfect health to
the most enfeebled or shattered constitution. London: Barry du Barry & Co., 1861.

12mo. Three small woodcut illustrations in the text. 2 p.l., 72 pp. Original
blind-stamped maroon cloth, title stamped in gilt on upper board, lightly
sunned, wear to the gutter of the title page.
$1000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this book praising
Barry du Barry’s “Revalenta Arabica,” a “breakfast Farina” made of lentils that is good for stomach health. The author makes the claim that by
adding “Revalenta Arabica” to one’s daily diet, one can restore “perfect
digestion, strong nerves, sound lungs, healthy liver, refreshing sleep, and
functional regularity to the most disordered or enfeebled.”
After introducing the product and warning against spurious alternatives, there is a scientific analysis of “Revalenta Arabica” by the “celebrated professor of chemistry, Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S. etc., etc.:”

I hereby certify, that having examined DU BARRY’S REVALENTA ARABICA,
I find it to be a pure vegetable Farina, perfectly wholesome, easily digestible, likely
to promote a healthy action of the stomach and bowels, and thereby to counteract
dyspepsia, constipation, and their nervous consequences.
There then follow fifty more pages of endorsements of the product from
a great number of happy customers. On the verso of the first leaf is a price
list as well as a note that it will be “Suitably packed for all Climates.” On
the last leaf is a list of agents where one can order the food.
Although there is no mention of this fact in the book, the lentil dish
originally came from Egypt where it was known as moghat. It is recorded
as a food suitable for those with ailments as early as the 9th century AD
in Ali al-Tabari’s Firdous al-Hikmah, a medical encyclopedia. The English
name “Revelenta” was based on the plant’s botanical name Ervum lens. It
is interesting to note that at this time, Victorian England was fascinated
with Egypt and that the British army maintained a presence in Egypt in
an effort to secure an overland trade route to India. Egyptian independence and crises around the Suez Canal were still to come.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: two locations outside of the United States.

54.

A Follower of Galen Discusses Meal Time

ODDI, Oddo. De coenae & prandii portione libri ii.
Venice: [Guilielmi de Fontaneto, 1532].

Small 4to. Elaborate ornamental woodcut border on title page. [69], [3 blank] pages. Handsome period calf by Courtland Benson, gilt-stamped,
blind and gilt fillets, spine in six compartments, spine gilt, outer edge of
ornamental border on title page trimmed off by binder’s knife, a few small
wormholes in the lower margin (not affecting text), stain on last printed
leaf and final two blanks. 
$4000.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of Oddi’s study of various foods and nutrition. Although primarily focused on the work of Galen, Oddi also
comments on the work of Hippocrates and Avicenna as he discusses how
meals affect one’s physical and mental health.
Oddo Oddi (1478-1558) was a staunch Galenist who is best remembered for his commentaries on Avicenna. He taught classics at the University of Padua, left to practice medicine in Venice, and then returned to
Padua to teach medicine. In addition to being a believer in the humorism,
he was also a proponent of medical astrology, that is, of the influence of
the planets and stars on a person’s health.
¶ OCLC: Michigan State University and the National Library of
Medicine.

55.

“The Best Known...Treatment of Herbs
Produced during the Middle Ages”
– Thorndike.

[ODO.] Macri philosophi de virtutibus herbarum et
qualitatibus speciebus noviter inventus ac impressus.
[Venice: Vitalibus, 10 June 1508.]

4to. Several rubricated initials (primitively done). [49] leaves. Contemporary limp vellum, title in manuscript on spine (probably added later), jaap
edges, vellum wrappers a bit browned and warped, some leaves with wormholes repaired (occasionally touching a letter, but sense still clear), foliated
in an early hand.
$8500.00
An annotated early edition of this important poem, written about
edible plants and their health properties, and put into verse to aid in
memorization. The text dates from the 11th or 12th century and although
the title page attributes it to Macer, most historians (and OCLC) now
identify Odo as the author.1 This copy is particularly interesting as it
includes some early annotations and an early 3-page index in manuscript.
The first edition was published in 1477 in Naples.
The poem covers seventy-seven different herbs, spices, vegetables,
and edible flowers and their effect on health. Included are anise; arugula; borage; cabbage; chamomile; cinnamon; coriander; dill; fennel;
1 “The true author of our poem ascribed to Macer is said on the authority of

certain manuscripts to have been an Odo of Meung on the Loire, apparently the
same town as the birthplace of Jean Clopinel or de Meun, the learned author of
the latter portion of The Romance of the Rose. Choulant, however, did not regard this
as sufficiently proved, and Stadler has recently noted that some manuscripts ascribe the poem to a physician, Odo of Verona; and others to the Cistercian, Odo
of Morimont, who died in 1161.” – Thorndike, A History of magic and experimental
science, p. 613.

garlic; ginger; horseradish; leeks; lettuce; marshmallow; mint; nasturtium;
nettles; onions; oregano; parsley; parsnip; pepper; poppy; purslane; rose;
rosemary; sage; thyme, verbena; violet; watercress; and wormwood (for
absinthe). When discussing each plant, Odo describes its healing abilities
due to both its nutritional and – what we might think of as – magical
properties.
For example, when writing about verbena, after telling how it can
dispel a fever, Odo maintains that it also has powers of divination. “If,
holding this herb in the hand, you ask the patient, ‘Say, brother, how are
you?’ and the patient answers, ‘Well,’ He will live; but if he says ‘Ill,’ there
is no hope of safety.”2
“The herbal, commonly referred to as the Macer Floridus, was written
in Latin hexameter verse and presented the medicinal uses of plants. The
rhyming verse aided doctors and apothecaries in memorizing medicinal
recipes and treatments, which made the herbal popular among those who
practiced medicine during the Middle Ages.” – Hunt Institute website.
The two earliest items in the Hunt collection are their two 12c. manuscript fragments of De virtutibus herbarum.
“One testimonial to the wide influence Macer had on subsequent
medical and botanical commentators is the number of translations of
the herbal into vernacular languages and dialects. These appear, in varying forms, in German, French, Danish, Italian, Catalan, Middle Dutch
and Middle English. Although the bulk of the material presented in the
herbal is borrowed from earlier sources and rendered in a tedious style,
the evidence here presented makes it clear that macer Floridus was one
important avenue of transmission for ancient medical lore and was one of
the most influential works on botanical pharmacy and therapeutics from
2 Ibid., as quoted by Thorndike, p. 614. In our copy, this passage appears on the

verso of leaf 36, lines 7-9, “Hanc herbam gestando manu si queris ab egro / Dic
frater quid agis[?] bene si respo[n]derit eger / Vivet: si male sic spes est sibi nulla
salutis.”

the 11th century to the Renaissance and after.” – Flood, “The Medieval
Herbal Tradition of Macer Floridus,” in Pharmacy in history, vol. 18, no. 2,
1976, p. 65.
When referencing earlier writers, Odo frequently speaks of the
“Magi” and their wisdom in plants and things medicinal. Earlier works
include those by Hippocrates c.460 - c.370 BC), Pliny (23-79), Dioscorides
(c.40-90), Galen (129-c.200/c.216), and Walafrid Strabo (c.808-849),
among others.
Our copy has some early manuscript annotations and underlining as
well as an added 3-page index in manuscript. The index, which is possibly
written in the same early hand as the annotations, includes ninety-three
different plants; this is quite interesting as the poem itself only gives section entries for seventy-seven plants.
This copy has one leaf more than what is called for by OCLC. This
is because the three-page index begins on the verso of the final printed
leaf, and then continues onto the recto and verso of the final, added leaf
([49]).
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Harvard, American Museum of Natural History, Clendening History of Medicine, National Library of Medicine, University
of Maryland, Hunt Institute, and six locations outside of the United
States.

56.

On Mixing Wine with Water

PARDO, Geronimo. Tratado del vino aguado, y agua
envinada, sobre el aforismo 56 de la seccion 7 de
Hipocrates. Valladolid: Imprenta de Valdivielso, 1661.

4to. Engraved coat of arms on title page. 22 p.l., 145, [20], [1 - blank] pp.
Modern rushed red morocco, covers panelled in blind, spine lettered in gilt,
marbled endpapers gilt dentelles, marbled slipcase, two small spots to the
title-page, lower fore-corner neatly strengthened, a couple of small repairs
to the blank verso of the final leaf, occasional light browning and spotting.

$11,000.00
The FIRST EDITION of this rare and early Spanish wine book. Pardo
considers the various properties of wine, its enjoyment and consumption,
what occurs when it is mixed with water, and its dietary properties.
Hippocrates states in his Aphorisms (7,56), that “Distress, yawning
and shivering are removed by drinking wine mixed with an equal part
of water.” Pardo takes this text as the basis of his discussion of the various aspects of diluting wine with water. Sections cover the qualities of
both wine and water; what is a mixture; what proportions to use; how
long before drinking to make the mixture; whether one should water the
wine before imbibing rather than mixing them in the stomach; comparing
wine, water and watered wine; how best to drink watered wine; whether
watered wine intoxicates more than undiluted wine; and who first drank
water with wine and discussed its properties.
The longest section is on how best to cool drinks (snow is considered the best). On page 90 there is mention that white wine intoxicates
one more rapidly than red wine as it is lighter and more easily absorbed
into the body. (He generally seems to prefer white wine.) Pardo also argues

that wines are different from different regions and, therefore, each must be
watered down differently. There are also references to tavern keepers and
their practice of watering down wine.
All of the above is discussed with extensive references printed in the
margins to ancient and modern writers (including Ambroise Paré on p.
73). All references are listed in an extensive index, with the most distinguished indicated by a Maltese cross. There is also a lengthy passage cited
in both Latin and Spanish translation (by Bernardino Daza Pinciano)
from Alciati “el erudito Milanes,” where Alciati is discussing a statue of
Bacchus (pp. 48-50).
Almost all early studies of wine consider its merit relative to water.
The ancient Greeks practiced the dilution of wine with water and indeed
Euripides in his Cyclops levels against Polyphemus his consumption of
unmixed wine to become drunk. Athenaeus (11.782a) quotes the fragment
of Anacreon which tells the slave to bring water then wine as an illustration of how the mixing was done. The Macedonians were described as
drinking their wine undiluted which frequently led to drunkenness (as
witnessed by Alexander the Great) and Ammianus Marcellinus (15.12)
also mentions it as a sign of barbarism.
Pardo was a professor of medicine in Valladolid, Spain. He also
published another work concerning Hippocrates entitled Tractatus de consuetudine super textus (1688).
Considering that the book provided arguments for drinking wine
diluted with water, it is remarkable that it was placed on the prohibited
books list by the Spanish Inquisition and was still included on that list
in the 18th century.
A very good copy.
¶ Maggs Catalogue 495, no. 718; OCLC: California State University
(Fresno), University of Chicago, National Library of Medicine, and four
locations outside of the United States.; Palau 212291;(1927); and Simon,
Vinaria, p. 188, Gastronomica no. 1130.

57.

The Beginning of Modern Bread-Making;
Jacques Necker’s Copy

PARMENTIER, Antoine Augustine. Le Parfait boulanger, ou traité complet sur la fabrication & le commerce du pain. Paris: de l’Imprimerie Royale, 1778.

8 vo. Woodcut title page device. liii, [1 - blank], [2], 639, [1 - blank] pp.
Contemporary marbled-calf, spine richly gilt in six compartments, green
morocco lettering piece on spine, triple gilt fillet around sides, fleurons
stamped in the corners, coat of arms gilt stamped in the center of each
board, gilt dentelles, all edges richly gilt, bright blue endpapers, crisp and
bright internally.
$7500.00
A spectacular copy of the FIRST EDITION of the first truly scientific treatise on bread-making, written by France’s first modern nutritionist. This is
Jacques Necker’s copy, with his gilt-stamped coat of arms on the upper and
lower boards of the binding.
Jacques Necker was a banker from Geneva who became the Finance
Minister to Louis XVI of France and continued to be influential in
French politics after the Revolution. The quality of this particular copy
is not surprising when one considers Necker’s association with Parmentier and the fact that Necker was one of the forces behind the formation of
Parmentier and Cadet-de-Vaux’s baking school in Paris. Additionally, the
subjects of bread and grain, and how to provision the people of France
were some of Necker’s primary concerns as a politician.1
“In eighteenth-century France, the gravest problem was not the lack
of bread but its price. In fact, never before had the town bakeries--above
all those in Paris--offered so many varied and high-quality loaves, but
only the wealthy could afford to buy them. Several publications of the
period attest to the great strides made in the baker’s art, for example Le

parfait boulanger (the perfect baker) by the agronomist Antoine Augustin
Parmentier, published in 1778. Parmentier is best known in France for
having introduced potato-farming. It is less commonly known that he intended the potato to be milled so as to replace flour during shortages. In
1780 Parmentier obtained the authorization to open a ‘baking academy’ in
Paris designed to study the ‘new combinations of farinaceous substances
from which it might be possible to bake bread in times of famine.’ The
scientist then carried out a number of trials on various kinds of ‘bread,’
combining potato, oats, buckwheat, and corn. Ten years later, the revolutionary mob massed outside Parmentier’s academy yelling: ‘Why doesn’t
he eat his potatoes himself ? We want bread!’...
“Le parfait boulanger described the process of making bread in practice
at this period: hand-kneading the dough, fermenting with natural leavening, shaping the loaf, and baking in brick, wood-burning ovens. The
book also refers to something new: adding salt to the dough, unusual
until that time due to its high price. It was realized that salt improved the
texture of the dough, allowing it to rise higher. Parmentier also referred to
brewer’s yeast, which a Parisian baker had first added to leaven in 1665 in
the production of a loaf called pain mollet.”--Assire, The Book of Bread, p. 31.
With the inked library stamp on the title page “Bibliotheque de
Colonge.”
A very fine copy.
¶ Bitting p. 357; D.S.B. vol. X, pp. 325-6 — “Parmentier in his life
and work personified the best sentiments and aspirations of the Enlightment;” Maggs Food and Drink, 288; Mutelet Collection Exhibition Catalogue, La Gastronomie, 1983, no. 71; Oberlé, 813; Vicaire 656.

58.

An Early & Important Work On
Wine and Cider

LE PAULMIER, Julien. De vino et pomaceo libri
duo. Paris: Auuray, 1588.

Small 8vo. Woodcut vignette on title page. [6], 75, [1] ll. Period binding
made of early calf, triple gilt roll in two panels, gilt-stamped central device
of a hand holding flowers surmounted by a bird, spine in six compartments
with a simple gilt-stamped device in each compartment, a few of the printed
marginal annotations just touched by the binder’s knife (sense still clear).

$12,000.00
The very rare FIRST EDITION of this work on wine and cider,
written by Julien Le Paulmier de Grentemesnil, physician to Charles
IX and Henry III. In the first part, Le Paulmier discusses the Galenic
health properties of various wines and how they affect one’s humors;
red wine, white wine, dry wine, and sweet wine are all covered, including descriptions of their smell. He even covers different wine regions,
including Bordeaux, Burgundy, Ile-de-France, Chateau-Thierry, Orleans,
Montmartre, Argenteuil, and Anjou, with mention of specific vineyards
and particular vintages.
The second half of the book is devoted to cider. Sections cover
the harvest; cider apple cultivation; the varieties of apples in different
regions; their qualities; cider production; cider’s qualities as a drink; and
its medicinal properties (including its ability to cure melancholy and end
bad dreams).
According to André Simon, the “De vino et pomaceo was the first book
to give practical and reliable hints about the cultivation of apple trees and
the making of cider; hence its popularity in the course of the seventeenth
century” (Gastronomica 950). In his bibliography of early wine books,

Bibliotheca Bacchica, Simon also notes that the cider-making section is the first to
provide a scientific treatment of cider making. The reputation of the work was
“due en grande partie au fait que ce traité est le premier qui ait donné d’utiles
renseignements sur la culture du pommier sur une grande échelle et sur la fabrication
du cidre sur des bases presques scientifiques” (vol. II, n. 488).
For Le Paulmier, cider is preferable to wine. Not surprisingly, he was from
Rouen, the capital of Normandy, a region famous for its cider.
A very good copy.
¶ B.IN.G. 1106; Bitting p. 354; OCLC: University of Indiana, Yale, and ten
locations outside of the United States; Vicaire cols 650-51 “Traité curieux sur le vin
et sur le cidre.” Not in Chwartz.

59.

On Bitterness in Food

PETETTI, Peitro. Delle sostanze amare non alcaloidi contenute nei vegetali novitá di chimica vegetale.
[Rome: Mugnoz, 1841.]

8vo. 13, [1-blank], [1], [1-blank] pp. Modern wrappers, faint foxing.

$500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study of the
bitter compounds found in food. Sections discuss coffee; rhubarb; the
cinchona tree (from which quinine is extracted and used to make bitters);
Iceland moss (cetraria islandica, used in folk medicines and various foods,
such as bread and soup); ipecacuanha (a flowering plant and used today
to cure cancer); and bitter ash (a plant that is used in Angostura Bitters
and to cure a fever).
Petetti describes how to extract the bitter compounds; their chemistry; and how he believes that he has discovered a new alkaloid bitter compound. Petetti was a professor of pharmacy at the Archiginnasio in Rome
and published extensively on chemistry and the extraction of chemicals
from various plants.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC, which records an electronic copy only (in Italy).

With an Early Discussion of Wines & Vines,
Never Before Published

60. PLAT, Hugh. The Garden of Eden. London: Leake,

1660. [Bound with:] PLAT, Hugh. The second part of
the Garden of Eden. London: Leak, 1660.

Small 8vo. Woodcut initials and headpieces. 175, [1] pp.; 8 p.l., 159, [1] pp.
Contemporary sheep, spine expertly renewed (possibly in the 19th century)
with red morocco lettering piece on spine and date in gilt at the foot of
the spine, some wear to the upper board, double blind fillet around sides,
blind roll-pattern to the edges of the boards, light wear to the hinges, a few
wormholes to the tail of the spine, 19th century endpapers.
$9500.00
A later edition of the first work, and the FIRST EDITION of the second
work. Although issued together, these two titles are almost never found
bound together in a contemporary binding and in such good condition.
As Bent Jeul-Jensen noted more than fifty years ago, “Plat’s books
are fascinating documents of the everyday life of an inquisitive and versatile man. They are desirable for their contents and attractive as objects,
but unfortunately most of them are so rare that it would be impossible to
form a complete collection of his works, and no library possesses all his
books.” – The Book Collector, Spring, 1959, p. 60. This comment still holds
true today. The subjects covered by Plat in his large body of work include
cookery, distillation, household management, animal husbandry, and gardening. All of his books are important for researchers of the Elizabethan
and Jacobean period.
The current volume is comprised of two of Plat’s works. The first,
The Garden of Eden, is described on the title page as being in its “fifth edition.” It is a re-issue of Plat’s Floraes paradise (first ed.: 1608) and is Plat’s
most important work on gardening. Charles Bellingham was responsible

for its reissue under the new title of The Garden of Eden (first appearing in 1653) and writes the following about Plat’s work: “As for this Collection of Flowers and Fruits, I would say...that no English man that hath a Garden or Orchard can handsomely be without it, but at least by having it, will finde a large benefit,
And all Ladies and Gentlemen by reading these few leaves may not only advance their knowledge and observation when they walk into a Garden, but
discourse more skilfully, of any Flower, Plant, or Fruit than the Gardiner himselfe, who (in a manner) growes there night and day.” From the dedication.
The Garden of Eden is an extensive work on Renaissance gardening. It begins with a useful index and, in addition to covering plant propagation,
grafting, and how to obtain seeds from your garden, it describes numerous foodstuffs including apples; apricots; artichokes; candying flowers; carrots;
cherries; garlic; herbs; leaks; lettuce; melon; nuts; onions; parsnips; peaches; pears; plumbs; quince; grape vines; and walnuts. One of the charming
aspects of Plat’s work is that in addition to being practical and to the point, he is generous in the credit he gives to the various gardeners who helped
him along the way.1
The second book, The second part of the Garden of Eden, is published here for the first time. This work came from a manuscript written by Plat that
Charles Bellingham had in his possession. As described in Bellingham’s note “To the Reader” in The second part of the Garden of Eden, “Only let me inform
you, That a Second Part (never before Printed) full as large as the First, is here presented you; and (if possibly upon reading you could doubt its integrity) you may at pleasure see the original Manuscript under the Authors own hand, which is too well known to undergo the suspition of a counterfeit.”
The second part adds additional foodstuffs to the English Renaissance kitchen garden. In addition to some of the abovementioned foods, there are
descriptions on the cultivation of almonds; beans; cucumbers; gooseberries; lemons; musk melons; olives; onions; oranges; parsley; peas; pomegranates; “pompeons” (i.e. pumpkins, a New World plant); radishes; rosemary; sage; and strawberries. There is even a section on “How to bring Fruit
into any shape, or to grow within molds” including pears, apples and even grapes (p. 126).
But for the historian of gastronomy, the most exciting part of this new work, is Plat’s writing on wine. To put this into context, the first monograph on wine written in the English language was William Turner’s A new boke of the natures and properties of all wines that are commonly used here in England
(London: William Seres, 1568), published when Plat was 14 years old. After that there were a few general books on agriculture which had small sections
on viticulture (e.g. Mascall’s A booke of the arte and maner how to plant...all sortes of trees, 1575, and Googe’s Foure Bookes of Husbandrie, 1577) and some books
on health that touched on wine (e.g. Cogan’s The haven of health, 1589, and Langham’s The garden of health, 1597). But before 1608, there was very little that
had been published in English on viticultural and wine-making practices (especially when compared to countries like Italy, France, and Germany).
Plat writes about fertilizing the vineyard (on p. 14 he suggests the use of animal blood “tempered with some lime and earth”); “nipping” the
buds for larger grapes and early ripening (pp. 15-16); how to cultivate grapes so you will have fruit at Christmas (p. 54); how Germany has the “same
latitude and disposition of the Heavens that we have” and so England can make good wines (pp. 57-58, and he also mentions the wines of Orleans
and Paris); vineyard yields per acre (p. 64); and “How to have a Vineyard to bear Grapes the first year” ( p. 142-44).
The largest section on wine is on pages 54-70. Here he speaks about how to plant vines that will produce “both full and rich wines of our
growing” (i.e. good English wines); pruning methods; of bringing vine stocks from other countries to get the wines desired; of blending wines; and
1 See Henry, British botanical and horticultural literature before 1800, vol. I, p. 156.

of “Malmseys and Muskadines” and “Canary Sack.” He even critiques
wine makers for spending too much time in their cellars messing with
their wines, a comment that is typical even today amongst viticulturists:
“I have given light sufficient to an ingenious Artist, both to check and mate all
those brewing Copers and Vintners of our age, who rise early and work late in
their gross and jumbling flights and apparelling about their wines, when as it were
much better both for the credit of their houses, and the health of their Customers,
if they spent that time in their beds which they spend in their Cellars at midnight”
– pp. 66-67.
He is also conscious of the political context of making a good wine in
England:
“I have thought it necessary for the avoiding of all French and Spanish objections,
to set down a new, and yet a most assured and undoubted course how to furnish
our selves with such store of good and perfect wines, as that we shall not need
either to be beholding to the Frenchmen our doubtful friends, or to the Spaniards
our assured enemies, for this sweet and delicate kinde of liquor” – pp. 61-62.
The Spanish Armada had been defeated only twenty years before,
and tensions with Spain continued throughout Queen Elizabeth’s reign.
Each with a publisher’s catalogue that includes Shakespear’s Merchant
of Venice, which William Leake had published in 1652.
Both are in very good condition.
¶ I. ESTC & OCLC: Boston Public Library, University of Wisconsin (Madison), University of California (Berkeley, Davis, and Los
Angeles), University of Rochester, Yale, University of Florida, and seven
locations outside of the United States. II. ESTC & OCLC: Boston Public Library, Folger, Huntington, University of California (Los Angeles),
University of Illinois, and seven locations outside of the United States.

61.

An Early Alternative to Breast Feeding

[RATIER, Félix-Séverin.] Breton, Madame. Avis aux
mères qui ne peuveut pas nourrir, ou instruction pratique sur l’allaitement artificiel. Paris: Chez l’Auteur
& Baillière, 1826-c.1829. [Bound with:] [Drop-title:]
Contrefaçon des biberons inventés par Madame Breton. [Paris: Coniam, c.1829.] [Bound with:][Drop-title:] Contrefaçon des mamelons artificiels inventés
par Madame Breton, Sage-Femme, rue du Faubourg-Montmarte, No. 26. [Paris: Coniam, c.1829.]

8vo. I. 24 pp. Light foxing. II. 23, [1 - blank]; III. 7, [1 - blank] pp. Contemporary blue wrappers, ornamental border on upper and lower wrapper.

$1200.00
FIRST EDITIONS of all three pamphlets, bound together in lovely light
blue printed wrappers, stitched as issued.
I. Avis aux mères qui ne peuveut pas nourrir. The rare FIRST EDITION of
this pamphlet concerning “Madame Veuve Breton’s” patented artificial
nipples. “Madame Breton, Maitresse Sage-Femme,” is actually the pen
name of Doctor Félix-Séverin Ratier (1797-1866). It is interesting to note
that up until the 19th century, it was often the case that female authors
would have to publish under a male name. (This was also true in gastronomy.) Yet, with the current title, we have a man disguising himself as a
woman to sell his product. Of course, the subject matter, breast feeding

and artificial nipples, has something to do with the name change, especially when she is described as a midwife (sage-femme). In addition to breast
feeding, Félix-Séverin Ratier also wrote on medicine; blood; physical education for babies; venereal disease; and pharmacy.
France has gone through many phases both in favor of and then against
breast-feeding, and today has one of the lowest rates of breast-feeding in
the Western world. There were various reasons presented for and against.
Amongst the upper classes, there was concern that women’s fashions and
activities would be impeded by breast-feeding. Then, during the industrial revolution, quite a number of families moved into more urban areas for
work. Because the cost of living in these areas was generally higher, women
often had to go to work to support their family and could not breast feed
their children. In these cases, they would often farm their children out to
destitute women of lower classes to breast feed and care for their children.
In the current publication, Avis aux mères qui ne peuveut pas nourrir,
“Madame Breton” states that her purpose for inventing the artificial nipple was to help women who had defective or diseased nipples. Eventually
it became clear that having a vessel to attach the artificial nipple to would
be the most effective method for feeding infants, and thus she also created
the bottle that would work well with the nipple. The publication states
that Breton consistently won medals for her inventions and that she is
happy to give free consultations for the artificial feeding of babies.
Breton writes that although maternal breast feeding is the most advantageous (both for mother and child), sometimes the practical matters
of life get in the way of being able to use that method. There then follow
instructions for artificial breast-feeding such as how to choose the type of
milk in place of mother’s milk; how it compares to human milk; how to
prepare cow milk so that it best resembles mother’s milk; and how cow
milk can provide the proper nutrition for a growing child. In this section,
there are also a few recipes for alternatives to cow’s milk: barley water, rice
water, and a “little milk without acid” (which is water and egg whites).

Breton also describes how to present the bottle to the baby; how
often to feed; and the best method for weaning the child from the bottle.
This is followed by practical advice on caring for children and then practical instructions for how to utilize the bottle and nipple. Unfortunately,
up until the invention of the pasteurization of milk later in the 19th century, there was actually a high mortality rate for babies who were raised
on bottles in France.
On the verso of the title page is a signature (ink stamped?) of “Mme
Breton.” The Avis explains that this is to prevent counterfeit editions.
In good condition.
II. Contrefaçon des biberons inventés par Madame Breton. The extremely rare
FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this pamphlet written to dissuade competitors from making baby bottles that pretend to be by “Madame Breton.” The work begins by discussing the baby bottle made of crystal by
Mr. Chocardelle but then rapidly begins to tell us how a group of experts
belive the baby bottle by “la dame Breton” to be superior to any other
baby bottle available. This is then followed by various signed testimonies
supporting Breton’s artificial nipple and bottle.
In very good condition.
III. Contrefaçon des mamelons artificiels inventés par Madame Breton. The extremely
rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this short work describing the patent for Breton’s baby bottle and nipple and how Breton was able to defend
her patent against those that were counterfeiting her invention. The work
ends with a note stating that Breton’s patents have been extended and that
this was done out of public safety.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: I. Huntington Library, University of California (Los Angeles), University of Minnesota and four locations outside of the United
States. II. Two locations outside of the United States. III. University of
California (Los Angeles), University of Minnesota and two locations
outside of the United States.

62. [RATIER,

19th-Century Artificial
Breast Feeding

Félix-Séverin.] Breton, Madame Veuve.
Avis aux mères qui ne peuveut pas nourrir, ou instruction pratique sur l’allaitement artificiel. Paris:
Baudouin, 1847.

8vo. Three woodcut illustrations in the text. 28 (including the upper wrapper, which is printed on the same paper as the text), [2 - blank] pp. Original
printed wrappers, decorative border on upper and lower wrapper, woodcut
illustration on upper wrapper, light spotting, corners slightly dog-eared,
corner of lower wrapper torn away just touching the decorative border,
clean and bright internally. 
$800.00
An extremely rare edition of this brochure for “Madame Veuve Breton’s”
patented artificial nipples. Although first printed in 1826, several editions
followed, all of which are extremely rare (all later editions are known in
one copy only in OCLC).
“Madame Breton, Maitresse Sage-Femme,” is actually the pen name
of Doctor Félix-Séverin Ratier (1797-1866). It is interesting to note that
up until the 19th century, it was often the case that female authors would
have to publish under a male name. (This was also true in gastronomy.)
Yet, with the current title, we have a man disguising himself as a woman
to sell his product. Of course, the subject matter, breast feeding and artificial nipples, has something to do with the name change, especially when
she is described as a midwife (sage-femme). In addition to breast feeding,
Félix-Séverin Ratier also wrote on medicine; blood; physical education
for babies; venereal disease; and pharmacy.

France has gone through many phases both in favor of and then against breast-feeding, and
today has one of the lowest rates of breast-feeding in the Western world. There were various reasons presented for and against. Amongst the upper classes, there was concern that women’s fashions
and activities would be impeded by breast-feeding. Then, during the industrial revolution, quite a
number of families moved into more urban areas for work. Because the cost of living in these areas
was generally higher, women often had to go to work to support their family and could not breast
feed their children. In these cases, they would often farm their children out to destitute women of
lower classes to breast feed and care for their children.
In the current publication, Avis aux mères qui ne peuveut pas nourrir, “Madame Breton” states that
her purpose for inventing the artificial nipple was to help women who had defective or diseased
nipples. Eventually it became clear that having a vessel to attach the artificial nipple to would be the
most effective method for feeding infants, and thus she also created the bottle that would work well
with the nipple. The publication states that Breton consistently won medals for her inventions and
that she is happy to give free consultations for the artificial feeding of babies.
Breton writes that although maternal breast feeding is the most advantageous (both for mother and child), sometimes the practical matters of life get in the way of being able to use that method.
There then follow instructions for artificial breast-feeding such as how to choose the type of milk
in place of mother’s milk; how it compares to human milk; how to prepare cow milk so that it best
resembles mother’s milk; and how cow milk can provide the proper nutrition for a growing child.
In this section, there are also a few recipes for alternatives to cow’s milk: barley water, rice water,
and a “little milk without acid” (which is water and egg whites).
Breton also describes how to present the bottle to the baby; how often to feed; and the best
method for weaning the child from the bottle. This is followed by practical advice on caring for
children and then practical instructions for how to utilize the bottle and nipple. Unfortunately, up
until the invention of the pasteurization of milk later in the 19th century, there was actually a high
mortality rate for babies who were raised on bottles in France.
With an illustration of a strong little baby holding a bottle up to his mouth on the first page
(and upper wrapper) and a price list for Madame Breton’s wares on page four.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC lists an electronic copy only; all earlier editions are recorded with one location only.

63.

“One of Europe’s Most Important
Treatises on Distillation”

SANCTIAGO [a.k.a. SANTIAGO], Diego de. Arte
separatoria y modo de apartar todos los licores, que
se sacan por via de destilacion: para que las medicinas
obren con mayor virtud, y presteza. Seville: Francisco
Perez, 1598 [colophon: Seville: Rodrigo Cabrera, 1598].

8vo. Full-page woodcut coat of arms, two woodcut initials, and woodcut
tailpieces in the text. 8 p.l., 152 ll.; 78, [2] ll. Contemporary limp vellum,
lightly browned and rubbed, title in manuscript on spine, remains of original
ties (nearly intact), expert paper repair to F4 in the second sequence with a
few letters restored, marginal repairs to F7-8 not affecting text. $15,000.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this very rare and early study of
the art of making liqueurs, both for their enjoyment as well as for therapeutic and medicinal purposes. Chapters discuss how to produce “los
spiritus del vino” (a distillation of wine) and its uses for the health of the
body and spirit; the glass equipment needed for distillation; the different
tastes substances have; “las aguas espirituosas” (the spirituous waters);
the separation of things according to their qualities; medicines to cure
leprosy; why doctors and surgeons seek out the art of distillation; on the
transmutation of gold; on poisons; how some things can kill because they
can’t be transmuted; and the mysteries of la piedra imán (the lodestone).
Diego de Santiago was an important figure in the history of chemistry in early modern Spain. He was born in San Martín de Trevejo in the
middle of the 16th century and, in addition to his Arte separatoria, he wrote
Avisos preservativos y declaraciones de los remedios para el contagio pestilente (1599), a
short work on how to prevent the plague. He studied and saw his own
writings in the context of those by Arnaldus de Villanova (c.1235-1311),

Raymond Lull (1232-1316), Jean de Roquetaillade (c.1310-1366), Paracelsus
(1493-1541), and his contemporary Jacob Wecker (1528-1586) and played
an important role in the Spanish court’s interest in science.
The reign of Philip II [b. 1527, reign 1556-1598] is of special importance,
given that he was profoundly interested in the sciences, and, thanks to his patronage,
the court of Madrid became a meeting point for herbalists and doctors, astrologers
and alchemists, natural philosophers and cosmographers. Immersed in the scientific
culture of the Renaissance, Philip II established institutions for the advancement of
knowledge, as well as financing expensive expeditions to discover the hidden natural
treasures of his overseas possessions.1
But Philip was also constantly in debt to support his military campaigns
and maintain his empire, the largest of its kind to date. His kingdom
included Spain, Portugal, Naples, Sicily, England and Ireland (until 1558,
through his marriage to Mary), Milan, and the Netherlands. He also
completed the conquest of the Inca Empire and the Philippines. Philip’s
support of alchemical experiments came both from his desire to find out
how to manufacture gold (and thus refill his coffers), as well as his interest in using distillation for medicinal purposes. Additionally, this also
was the age of curiosity cabinets, and Philip was a passionate collector of
books of secrets and secret recipes.
Though skeptical of alchemical goldmaking, Philip was avid about distilling drugs
and cosmetic waters....The king furnished his library at El Escorial [the royal
palace that he built] with Llullist books and welcomed Llullist philosophers
to his court. Always concerned with the royal family’s health, Philip encouraged
1 Mar Rey Bueno, “La Mayson pour Distiller des Eaües at El Escorial: Alchemy

and Medicine at the Court of Philip II, 1556–1598,” in Medical History Supplement,
2009, no. 29, pp. 26-27.

alchemical experimentation with quintessences, appointing a royal distiller...tasked
with manufacturing medicinal waters for the royal family. In 1585 Philip began
construction of an immense distillation laboratory at his retreat at El Escorial, the
center of the court’s alchemical work. The royal alchemical laboratory, or Real Botica,
consisting of 11 rooms on two floors, was equipped with a gigantic “philosophical
tower”...over 20 feet high capable of producing 200 pounds of distilled medicinal
waters per day. The laboratory specialized in the production of essential oils, perfumes,
and, of course, the mythical potable gold. It was at the Real Botica that Diego de
Santiago, appointed royal distiller around 1587, produced one of Europe’s most
important treatises on distillation, Arte separatoria (1598).2
For Santiago, distillation was a means to know the four elements of which
all things were composed. These component parts had a relationship to
the corporal and the spiritual and it was through medicine that one could
repair the discord of humors in the body. The ultimate objective for Santiago was to live without disease and sustentar la juventud (sustain youth).
This means that in the history of science in Spain, distillation was not
only connected to the history of chemistry, but also to the “core practices
of late-medieval and early alchemy in the framework of the history of
esotericism in the west.”3
On a practical level, Santiago was also involved in helping to design
Philip’s laboratory at El Escorial. There was a distillation tower named
after Mattioli adjacent to which was Santiago’s apparatus “made up of
2 William Eamon in his chapter “Spanish science in the age of the new,” in A
companion to the Spanish Renaissance, ed. by Hilaire Kallendorf, p. 488.
3 Juan Pablo Bubello, “Arte separatoria e hijos del arte en las prácticas y representaciones de Diego de Santiago (Sevilla, 1598) y el lugar de España en el Esoterismo
Occidental,” in Anales de Historia Antigua, Medieval y Moderna, no. 49, 2015, p. 82.

twenty-six glasses, interconnected at different heights [and] placed over a
copper boiler. Its purpose was to distill oils, and it was designed by Diego
de Santiago, chief artisan of the laboratory at El Escorial and author of
the only Spanish work of the sixteenth century dedicated to the art of
distilling.”4
From the library of the important Spanish collector Juan Pérez de
Guzmán y Boza, Duke de T’Serclaes de Tilly (1852-1934) with his engraved bookplate (signed by “Stern”) on the upper pastedown.
Other than the paper repairs mentioned above, a very good copy in
a handsome contemporary binding.
¶ OCLC: National Library of Medicine, Science History Institute
(PA), and four locations outside of the United States. “[E]l libro español
más destacado en materia química en el siglo XVI” (The Spanish book
most outstanding in chemical matters in the 16th century) – Juan Pablo
Bubello, p. 94 (see below). It should be noted that there are no records of this book
ever having come up at auction at Rarebook Hub or American Book Prices Current.
4 Bueno, p. 37.

64. SAUVAN,

Snail Paste or Snail Syrup?

Frédéric. Mémoire sur la pate pectorale
d’escargots, Montpellier: Gelly, 1840.

12mo. 12 pp. Modern decorative wrappers.

$1000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this account of
making a snail paste to be used in curing ailments of the chest and lungs.
Sauvan was a professor of pharmacy at the Royal College and a member
of the Cercle Pharmaceutique de Montpellier.
The first section covers the history of using snails as a medicine,
citing Hippocrates, Pliny, Bartholin, Linden, and Beckler as well as some
contemporary accounts by M. Simon of Paris and M. Zimmermann of
Hamburg. This is then followed by directions for the preparation of la
pâte pectorale d’escargots and some observations on its efficacy. Sauvan also
points out how his recipe doesn’t call for opium, the use of which (he
believes) could cause other problems.
On the recto of the final leaf is Sauvan’s description on how to
make snails into a medicinial syrup. On the verso of the same leaf is a
list of where one can buy Sauvan’s snail paste; all are either doctors or
pharmacists.
With two contemporary corrections on p. 11.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC. Snail Paste or Snail Syrup?

65.

An Important Renaissance Food Writer

SAVONAROLA, Giovanni Michele. De gotta la preservation e cura. Pavia: Pocatela, 1505.

8vo. Woodcut device on title page and final leaf, one woodcut ornamental
border with woodcut initials in the text. [78] pp. followed by the final blank
leaf e8. 18th-century vellum, gilt red morocco lettering piece on spine, light
spotting on binding, clean internally.
$15,000.00
The rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this study of the dangers
of eating rich food, one of Savonarola’s rarest works and lacking from
most gastronomic collections. Chapters cover how to combat the resultant gout medically; the specifics of certain food stuffs and their
nutritional properties; and the work of other doctors, especially that of
Avicenna, in relation to the healthy diet. Savonarola (c.1384-c.1462) was
a well-respected doctor and encyclopedic writer about medicine. He
taught at the Universities of Padua and Ferrara and is also remembered
as the grandfather of the Dominican reformer and martyr Girolamo
Savonarola (1452-98).
On the recto of a2 is a lovely, elaborate architectural woodcut border
depicting a king, Arabic doctors, musicians, and sphinxes. Interestingly,
an almost identical woodcut was used by the printer Lorenzo Rossi in
Ferrara for his edition of Francesco Nigri’s Contio in D. Herculis, c. 1505.
(See Ruth Mortimer’s study of the Hofer collection at Harvard, Italian
16th Century Books, no. 434.) One has to look very closely to see the difference between the two woodcuts, but I must say that the cut used in the
Savonarola is finer, and in better condition. Also, the one used in Ferrara
is the mirror image of the Savonarola woodcut.

According to Sarton, Michele Savonarola “was one of the greatest
physicians of the first half of the fifteenth century, and his works may
be said to mark the beginning of a wholesome reaction against medical
scholasticism.” -- III, p. 1197. When writing about the importance of
Savonarola’s contribution to early food history, Ken Albala notes that he
was “respected as a professional physician in his day….Like his contemporaries, Savonarola was dependent primarily on Arabic authorities—
particularly Avicenna. This Arabist focus colored his opinions sharply in
ways that clearly distinguished him from later Hellenists of the sixteenth
century who used Greek sources.” – Albala considers Savonarola as one
of the key writers on food during “Period I (1470-1530),” the time of
“Courtly Dietaries,” and a period shared with Platina. See his Eating right
in the Rennaissance, pp. 26-27.
This is a particularly lovely copy with red and blue rubrication in a
contemporary hand. After the first several leaves, the hand-painted letters
are replaced by woodcut initials. A signature has been crossed out in ink
on the title page.
¶ B.IN.G 1770; OCLC: New York Academy of Medicine, Harvard,
National Library of Medicine, College of Physicians of Philadelphia,
Houston Academy of Medicine, Yale Medical Library, and six locations
outside of the United States. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Oberlé, Paleari Henssler, Pennell, Vicaire, or Westbury.

Two Important 16th-Century Cookbooks

66. STAINDL, Balthasar. Ein künstlichs und nutz lichs

Kochbüch. [Augspurg: Hainrich Stayner], 1544. Bound
With: RYFF, Walther Hermann. New Kochbüch/
Für die Krancken. [Franckfurt am Meyn: Christian
Egenolff, 1545.]

I. STAINDL: 4to. One large woodcut on the title page and one large woodcut in the text. 4 p.l., LII leaves. II. RYFF: 4to. Large woodcut on title page,
title page printed in red and black ink, seven woodcuts in the text. 4 p.l.,
152 ll. Contemporary blind-stamped calf over wooden boards; metal clasps;
spine in four compartments with triple fillet around sides of each spine
compartment; small hole to center of bottom spine compartment; “kock
book” in manuscript to upper spine compartment; spine slightly faded;
beveled boards; paneled blind roll-pattern to boards; biblical scenes blind
stamped to outer panel; the titles of both books stamped in gilt (one title to
each board) on the frame of the inner panel along with rosettes and turnips;
inner panel decorated in various blind-stamped arches, leaves, and buds;
small hole to calf of lower board with wooden board showing through.

$49,500.00
I. The FIRST EDITION of Balthasar Staindl’s Ein künstlichs und nutz lichs
Kochbüch, the fourth cookbook published in German. This is a wonderfully fresh copy, bound in the nicest binding I have ever seen on a 16th
century cookbook. What is remarkable about the binding, is that the

cookbook contents are stamped in gilt on the upper and lower boards.
Usually, when I’ve had other beautiful 16th century bindings on cookbooks (whether German or Italian), the design and text stamped into
the binding has nothing to do with the content. Here the binder proudly
proclaims the culinary nature of the two books contained; or, perhaps,
the owner of the books who commissioned the binding, felt that gastronomy was a subject worthy of an elegant and ornate binding. In either
case, it is simply wonderful.
In the Staindl, there are “279...numbered recipes organized in eight
parts: 1. almonds and grapes, 2. pastry with apples, pears, and quinces;
3. pastry with eggs, milk, and vegetables; 4. fish; 5. meat; 6. bakery; 7.
conserves and preserves; 8. soups, and an extra chapter titled ‘Underricht
wie man wein gütt behalten soll.’” – Notaker, no. 704.1. According to
Notaker, by the year 1700, Staindl’s cookbook had been printed in sixteen
different editions.
The beautiful title page woodcut depicts a chef working in his
kitchen, with two others helping, one chatting with a man handling game,
and another older man looking on. The large woodcut in the text is of a
kellermeister working in the cellar.
A fine copy.
¶ OCLC: University of Chicago (the John Hodgkin copy) only.
VD16 adds a copy at Wolffenbüttel and Notaker adds a copy at Augsburg. So, a total of three copies are known (outside of ours). Weiss 3683
(noting that Schraemli only had the 1545 edition). Not in Bitting, Cagle,
Maggs (Catalogue 645), Oberlé, Pennell, Vicaire, or Simon. Not even
present in the great German gastronomy collections of Drexel, Georg,
Horn Arndt, or Schraemli.

II. The rare FIRST EDITION of
Walther Herman Ryff’s cookbook
written to help feed and restore those
in bad health. Cookbooks devoted to
recipes written to help patients convalesce
are extremely rare at this period, though they
become more common in the 19th century. They
also form an important part of any gastronomy
collection; in fact, the copy described by Vicaire, was
the one owned by Baron Pichon, the greatest French
gastronomy collector of the 19th century.
“Ryff gives nutritional advice and recipes against
anxiety, melancholy, fevers, lunacy, and the plague, recommending the use of ivory, corals, sea parls, and sandalwood. The
regimen contains recipes for meat dishes, chicken soup, the preparation of pumpkins, fruit, and various beverages including wine and
herbal infusions. The last two sections deal with diet during pregnancy
and the miraculous effects of guaiac, used as a treatment for syphilis.”
– Detlev Auvermann writing in the Quaritch, catalogue 1276, item 142 (for
the second edition).

Ryff (d. 1548) first trained as an apothecary’s apprentice in Güstrow,
Mecklenburg, before moving to Strasbourg where he was municipal physician. He wrote textbooks on distilling, anatomy, and surgery and was
the author of the first German anatomy. Although described by some
as a compiler and plagiarist, much of his work was original and his
books succeeded in reaching, and influencing, a wide audience. “Ryff
belonged to those men, who taught scientific topics in a popular manner,
and whose books, mostly printed by businesslike publishers, were widely
influential amongst doctors. His books enabled patients to treat themselves” (translated from Benzing).
The title page woodcut is especially striking as it is printed in red
and black ink and depicts a busy kitchen with a cooking fireplace. In the
foreground is an old man who is being spoken to by an older woman.
In the background are two bedroom alcoves where people in bed are
being served food and being cared for. The woodcuts in the text depict
a mother and her children at a bedside, with a doctor, offering a drink to
someone sick in bed; and various apparatus for the sick room and herbs.
In fine condition.
¶ Drexel 4; Georg 55; Notaker 706; OCLC: University of California
(Los Angeles), New York Academy of Medicine, National Library of
Medicine, University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, and five
locations outside of the United States; Vicaire cols. 763-64; an Weiss 3300.

67.

“This Great Pie-Producing Plant”

THOMPSON, Fred S. Rhubarb or pie plant culture.
Milwaukee: Yewdale & Sons, 1894.

8vo. Frontispiece (included in the pagination) and numerous illustrations
in the text, some of which are full page. 76 pp. Original publisher’s cloth,
gilt and blind-stamped, lightly browned due to paper quality. $500.00
An extremely fine copy of this FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Thompson’s study of rhubarb. Chapters cover the history and origin of rhubarb;
selection, care, and preparation of the soil; how to market rhubarb; growing the plant in greenhouses and hot beds; the different varieties; “Reliable seedsmen;” a chapter on the profitability of growing rhubarb; and
chapters on the equipment and buildings needed.
There are also eight recipes for cooking with rhubarb. The first
is for a wine made from rhubarb called “Pie Plant Wine.” Thompson
assures the reader that “It is a very pleasant drink, and has received high
praise by many.” It should also be laid down for several years before drinking. This is followed by recipes for a rhubarb tart; rhubarb pie; “pie plant
pie;” canning rhubarb; rhubarb jelly; “pie plant sauce;” and rhubarb jam.
On the title page we read that Fred S. Thompson is “[s]upposed to
be the largest grower in America of this great pie-producing plant, rasing
yearly one hundred and twenty-five tons or over, which would take at least
one hundred and twenty thousand pounds of sugar to sweeten it” (!).
The numerous illustrations depict people farming rhubarb; the
equipment needed; and the rhubarb itself.
In very fine condition.
¶ OCLC: Cornell, University of Florida, University of Illinois,
Kansas State University, National Agriculture Library, Missouri Botanical Garden, University of Missouri, and one location outside of the United States.

One of the Most Important Culinary Works
From the Reign of Henry IV

68. LE THRESOR de santé, ov, mesnage de la vie hvmaine.

Diuisé en dix liures. Lesquels traictent amplement de
toutes sortes de viandes & breuuages, ensemble de leur
qualité & preparation. Lyon: Iean Ant. Huguetan, rue
Mercier à la Sphere, 1607.

8vo. Woodcut printer’s mark on title page, woodcut head and tailpieces,
woodcut initials. 10 p.l., 562, [26] pp. 19th century calf, triple gilt fillet around
sides, spine gilt in five compartments red morocco lettering piece in the
second compartment, “Lyon 1607” stamped in gilt at the foot of the spine,
spine richly gilt, raised bands, green silk ribbon bookmark, marbled endpapers, corners bumped, ½ inch split to the upper joint of the upper board,
all edges gilt. 
$12,000.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this cookbook and guide to
eating, divided into ten different chapters with recipes provided in each
section. The first chapter discusses grains and various products made
from flour. The second covers wines, ciders, water, and beer (including
beer made in Germany, Poland, and Ethiopia). The third discusses Bestes
à quatre pieds, both wild and domestic (including lamb, beef, rabbit, and
venison). The fourth contains descriptions of numerous types of fowl
(quail, pigeon, heron, duck, chicken, etc.). The fifth and sixth chapters
cover saltwater and freshwater fish. The seventh discusses milk products,
vinegar, rose water, olive oil, and sugar. The eighth covers soups, herbs,
and the kitchen garden. Lastly, the ninth and tenth chapters discuss fruits,
confitures, and flowers.
As noted in the important Bibliotheque nationale exhibition catalogue Livres en bouche, the work is important both for it’s mention of
regional cuisine as well as evidence of the continuation of medieval tastes

in spices: “par l’importance accordée à la mention des spécialitiés locales,
on y voit se dessiner une géographie des productions alimentaires et, par
le détail des recettes, on y observe la permanence de goûts anciens, caractérisés par la recurrence des saveurs aigres-douces et l’usage abondant
d’épices telles que la girolfe, la cannelle, la gingembre, la muscade et le
poivre” (by the importance given to the mention of local specialties, we
see emerging a geography of foodstuffs and, from the detail of the recipes,
we observe the permanence of old tastes, characterized by the recurrence
of sweet and sour flavors and the abundant use of spices such as nutmeg,
cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg and pepper) – no. 82.
As Jean-Louis Flandrin has noted, “the relationship between dietetics and cooking may never have been as close as it was in the first half
of the seventeenth century. One can gain an idea of just how close by
noting the number of culinary observations in a treatise on dietetics like
Le Thresor de santé (1607) or by looking at the medical justification given by
the author of a culinary treatise like Le Cuisinier français (1661).” – Food, A
Culinary History, pp. 418-19.
“Basically a book about foodstuffs, their qualities, and how to prepare them. The book was considered a dietetic work by contemporaries,
but according to Hyman about 50% of the text consists of recipes, among
them: Pour faire des andouilles de Troyes, La meilleur façon d’appréter la truffe, and
Manière de preparer la fromentée...” – Notaker 616.
With the engraved bookplate of Louis de Kergorlay on the upper
pastedown. Kergorlay was a close friend and correspondent of Alexis de
Tocqueville.
¶ Bitting p. 607; OCLC: National Library of Medicine and eight
locations in Europe (to which should be added a copy at the University
of Minnesota); Vicaire cols. 834-35 – “Le Thresor de santé fournit de très
intéressants documents sur l’alimentation sous le règne de Henri IV.” Not
in Cagle or Oberlé.

Including California, Texas,
and New Mexico

69. (TOBACCO.) [Maqua, Benito de.] Restablecimiento
del estanco de la siembra y cultivo del tabaco. Mexico:
Imprenta de Iris, 1839.

8vo. 19, [1 - blank] pp. Marbled wrappers.

$1750.00

The very rare FIRST EDITION of this five-year contract between the
Banco Nacional of Mexico and the Compañia Empresario concerning
the growing, harvesting, and vending of tobacco in Mexico. The amount
and terms of payment are set out, with paper money specifically excluded.
Restrictions are imposed on imported tobacco, as well as planting and
harvesting in various tobacco-producing provinces.
At the time of publication, California was still part of the Republic
of Mexico and is included in these articles, as are Coahuila y Tejas (a
portion of which includes present-day Texas) and New Mexico. On p. 19
Benito de Maqua is described as the Director de la empresa de tabacos.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Harvard, University of Texas (Austin), University of
California (Berkeley), and two locations outside of the United States.

The Nutritional Properties of Birds’ Nests

70. WANG,

Chi Che. The Chemistry of Chinese preserved eggs and Chinese edible birds’ nests. Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1921.

8vo. 1 p.l., [429]-452 pp. Original printed wrappers. 

$950.00

The extremely rare FIRST SEPARATE EDITION of two essays
by the Chinese-American biochemist and civic activist Chi Che Wang
(1894-1979) on edible birds’ nests. The first is entitled “The composition
of Chinese edible birds’ nests and the nature of their proteins.” The second is “The isolation and the nature of the amino sugar of Chinese edible
birds’ nests.” Both were received for publication on the 26th of September,
1921.
The first essay begins:
The edible birds’ nests are gelatinous substances produced by certain swifts, the
Collacalia, natives of Malaya and Celon. The nests, constructed in caves on the
seashore, are collected while they are still moist and made into various shapes. The
lowest grade is sold in the form of coarse powder. The higher the grade, the whiter the
color and fewer the feathers and twigs. Owing to their high price, their use is limited
to a delicacy at the feasts of the wealthy and a food for convalescents and the aged.
Wang concludes, after an analysis of the chemistry of birds’ nests, that
they are a source of protein, nitrogen, and carbohydrates, although the
protein is “of an inferior quality. The second essay focuses on the sugars
to be found in birds’ nests.
Chi Che Wang was an important and interesting scientist. She got
her bachelor’s degree from Wellesley College in 1914, a Ph.D in nutrition
and chemistry from the University of Chicago in 1918, and helped found

the Chicago Chinese Women’s Club. She taught at the University of Chicago, conducted medical research for the Michael Reese Hospital, and was
elected a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1922. She did research in children’s metabolism, taught at Northwester
University Medical School, and worked for the Mayo Clinic. She also provided clinical laboratory demonstrations for the Woman’s World’s Fair in
Chicago.
Wang’s research, “resulting in numerous publications, was on the chemistry of biological fluids, food products, energy, mineral and protein
metabolism of obese and undernourished children and adults” – Ogilvie, Biographical dictionary of women in science, p. 1345.
On the title page it is noted that this is a “Private Edition, Distributed by the University of Chicago Libraries...Reprinted from The Journal of
Biological Chemistry.”
In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: three locations outside of the United States.

71.

Whaling in America

(WHALING & fishing.) Arrêt du Conseil d’État du
Roi, qui excepte de la prohibition portée par l’arrêt
du 28 septembre dernier, les huiles de baleine & de
autres poissons, ainsi que les fanons de baleine, provenant de la pêche des État-unis de l’Amérique. Du 7
décembre 1788.

4to. Large woodcut headpiece. 4 pp. Handsome period quarter-calf
over marbled boards, red morocco lettering piece on spine, untrimmed.

$1250.00
The FIRST EDITION of this French law to regulate fishing and whaling
in American waters. Specifically, the law prohibits bringing into France
any whaling product (oil, bones, or spermaceti) or fish caught in America.
On page 3, the law is signed by La Luzerne.
The very large and lovely woodcut headpiece depicts a mermaid
and a merman holding up a crown and shield bearing three fleur-de-lis. In
the background ships are sailing by. The woodcut is signed Beuynet and
dated 1772.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Cornell University and Yale only. However, there is also
an edition of the same year published in Paris: Nyon (at Princeton and
Brown) and another published in Lille: Peterinck-Cramé (at New York
Public Library and the Paris Academy of Sciences).

Introducing California Wine
to the World

72. (WINE.) California big tree joint wine exhibit. Milwaukee: American Fine Art Co., 1893.
Trifolium: 18cm x 10.4cm closed. Chromolithograph on recto and duotone on verso, slight rubbing at folds.

$700.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this lovely brochure for the California Big Tree Joint Wine Exhibit which took place at the World’s
Columbian Exposition in Chicago between May and October of 1893. The purpose of this fair was to celebrate 400 years of western expansion in the
United States since the days of Columbus. Forty-six countries participated in this fair to promote human achievements in such fields as gastronomy,

horticulture, architecture, the arts, and transportation. This brochure was created for those visiting the Joint Wine Exhibit in the horticultural hall. There are
four variants and this Haraszthy variant is unrecorded (see below).
The exhibit for California wine was quite impressive in that the “building” used for the display was a hollowed-out, twenty eight by twenty eight
foot California redwood, which was decorated with a banner celebrating
“California Viticulture” and listing the names of the four major wine entrepreneurs whose wine one could sample within the tree. Of the four
wineries presented, Arpad Haraszthy & Co. has a full-page ad on this
brochure. They are advertised as “vineyard proprietors” and “producers of California wines, brandies and Eclipse Champagne.” Arpad (18401900) was the son of Agostin Haraszthy (1812-1869) who was known
as the father of California wine making. The other three wineries
listed on the banner are J. Gunglach & Co., Napa Valley Wine Co.,
and C. Carpy & Co.
This copy is the variant with “Arpad Haraszthy & Co.” on the first page of the trifold (on the side printed in
chromolithograh). The other three variants each have this page devoted to one of the other three companies represented at the exhibit. (See OCLC
below for recorded surviving copies.)
Illustrated in chromolithograph is the big tree itself, with a native American woman posed on one side of the tree. On the other side is a Franciscan monk (most likely Father Junípero Serra who introduced viniculture to California in 1769 so that there would be wine to drink for communion).
In the center of the tree is a towering white Minerva, (who also figures on the California State Seal). Above these figures are crossed flags of the United
States and California, with a cluster of grapes; a wine bottle; a horseshoe; a trowel; and a glassful of wine at the center.
Illustrated in duotone on the verso is the interior of the tree with a vendor sitting at table with a prospective female client. There are shelves
with wine; a few wine barrels; and welcoming wine-inspired phrases in English, German, and French. Many of the phrases were taken from the New
Testament which was perhaps a subtle way of imbuing wine-drinking with Christian values. Christian-led temperance societies were at that time well
on their way to the closing down of the wine industry in the United States which occurred between 1919-1933. There are also monetary and yield
statistics for winemaking in California listed at the lower margin of these pages.
A banner at the center of the verso invites all who are interested to move out west (hopefully inspiring wealthy entrepreneurs to add their wealth
and wherewithal to growing the wine industry in California). It proclaims: “Westward the star of empire takes its way.”
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC, though the variant with C. Carpy & Co. is recorded at the University of California (Berkeley) and one copy outside of the
United States, and the variant with J. Gunglach & Co. is at Yale.

73.

An Archaeology of Pleasures

(WINE.) A Collection of wine books and manuscripts, 6th century to c.2006.

Various formats, printed and manuscript material. 

$2,000,000.00

The Thackrey Library is the greatest collection of wine books and manuscripts in private hands in the United States. Comprising more than seven
hundred titles, the Library includes all of the important works in oenology and viticulture from the 15th century to the phylloxera epidemic in the
late 19th century. It is also a remarkably complete picture of the culture of
wine in Western civilization.
Please contact us if you would like more information.

A Wine Handbook,
A Cookbook, &
A Brochure

74. (WINE.) Italian-Swiss Colony. Growers and producers of choice California wines. c.1911.

Small 8vo. [32] pp. Original gilt-stamped green wrappers, loss to the upper
edge of the upper wrapper and the first two leaves due to a hungry mouse
(not affecting text).
$250.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this very rare brochure for the Italian-Swiss Colony, one of the early and important wineries in early California wine history. The winery was founded in 1881 in Sonoma County by
Andrea Sbarboro, an Italian immigrant. As wine historian Thomas Pinney
has described:
“Andrea Sbarboro was a native of Genoa who had arrived in this country in 1850,
aged twelve, and earned prosperity by organizing building and loan societies in
California. As a way to help his fellow-country men in the state, he had the idea
of creating a large grape-growing business on the principle of the savings and loan
society. The original investments would be made by capitalists who could afford them,
but the workers would, through payroll deductions, acquire shares in the company
and could, if they liked, convert their property into land. Sbarboro’s intention was
to provide steady, dignified work for the many Italians who had arrived in San
Francisco in large numbers and sunk to the bottom of the labor pool. No doubt, as
a prudent man of business, Sbarboro hoped to make money, but as a student of the
many cooperative experiments of the nineteenth century, and as a devoted reader of
John Ruskin and Robert Owen, Sbarboro also hoped to create a work of genuine
social philanthropy. Thus the Italian Swiss Colony was born (there were originally
a few Swiss from Ticino in the affair, but is very soon became exclusively Italian).

By 1900, the Italian Swiss Colony were the largest producers of table
wine in California and by the time this brochure was printed, they had
more than 5,000 acres in vines.
The current publication covers many aspects of gastronomy. It is a
general introduction to wine with sections on “How to drink and serve
wine;” “Temperature of wines;” “The Proper glasses;” “How to care for
wine;” “Order in which to serve wines;” and “California’s finest table
wine” (it is TIPO, red or white, and it is produced by the Italian-Swiss
Colony).
There is also a section of twenty recipes “For the benefit of the
average housewife, who is anxious to vary her meals.” These include oyster soup; lobster a la Newberg; trout with white wine; red beans bourguignonne; and a wine dressing.
Thirdly, the publication provides information on the wine industry
in California in general (e.g. it is noted that there are 275,000 acres in
vines with a profit of more than $25 million); the amount of wine being
produced by the different wineries of the Italian-Swiss Colony; and a
list of the awards and diplomas won by the Italian-Swiss Colony. The
numerous illustrations depict important features of the Colony and the
people who work there.
This is a very interesting promotional piece of early California wine
history.
Other than the mouse-bites, in very good condition.
¶ OCLC: California State University (Fresno), Claremont Colleges,
and University of California (Berkeley).

75.

An Early Harvest Scene
Painted on Vellum

(WINE.) A painting in gouache on vellum. Possibly Italian. c.1600.

18cm x 24cm. Faint signs of one fold, light wear overall, slight wrinkling to right edge. 

$5000.00

A lovely early painting depicting a grape harvest and outdoor winemaking. In the center ground is a vineyard going up a hillside showing faint figures
harvesting. In the lower portion of the image and to the right, is a graceful woman walking with a basket of grapes on her head. To the right, and in the
foreground, is a man walking with grapes in a basket
on his back, approaching a younger man, or boy, who
is standing on the top of a large vat of grapes. Behind
and above the wine vat is a large wine press. The boy’s
pant legs are pulled up and he is crushing the grapes
with his feet. In front of the boy is a ladder to deliver
the grapes to the top of the vat. To the left is a water
fountain before a church with a steeple. In the background are hills, other buildings, clouds, and blue sky.
Overall, the colors are of purples, greens, greys,
blues, and warm whites. The scene has s dreamy quality
to it, something that is accentuated by the warmth of
the vellum and the opacity of the gouache. The painting is quite detailed, even if it shows a bit of wear. Although harvest and winemaking scenes are sometimes
depicted in miniature in illuminated manuscripts, we
have never before handled, nor seen, a painting on vellum as large as this example with a wine theme.
On the verso are thin paper remains along the
edges, possibly from where the vellum was earlier
hinged to a mat.

76. (WINE.)

Containing the First Published Work
of Agoston Haraszthy

Transactions of the California State Agricultural Society during the year 1858. Sacramento: John
O’Meara, State-Printer for California, 1859.

8vo. One large lithograph folding plate (backed with archival tissue) and ten engraved plates. 373, [3 - blank] pp. Original blue cloth blind-stamped to look
like straight-grained morocco, blind-stamped triple fillet on upper and lower boards, gilt and blind-stamped spine, corners lightly bumped, light wear to
head and tail of spine, lightly browned throughout due to paper quality.
$2500.00
The FIRST & ONLY edition of the California State Agricultural Society’s first-ever printed annual report. Although the report includes several early
accounts of farming in California, what is important is that it contains the first-ever published writing on wine and viticulture by Agostin Haraszthy
(1812-1869), the father of California winemaking.

Haraszthy’s Report on grapes and wine of California published here on pages 311-329 was later expanded for inclusion in his book entitled Grape culture,
wines, and wine-making (Harper & Brothers, 1862). The Report is introduced by the letter written from Haraszthy to O. C. Wheeler, the Corresponding
Secretary of the California Agricultural Society (see below). It begins as follows:
Dear Sir: – To your request to give the early history of California vine culture, the mode of cultivating the grape-vine, the making of wine, etc. I will comply with pleasure, but
am apprehensive that my limited abilities will not do justice to the case. Holding, nevertheless, the doctrine that it is the duty of every good citizen to communicate all information
in his possession to promote the interest of this Union, and particularly of this State, I will give all the information which during a series of years I did gather in my native land,
(Hungary,) California, and in my travels in the European vine-growing countries, by practical observations.
I must be pardoned if there should be any
error in dates of the early history of the vineculture in California, as there are no reliable
statistical works of that period.
In this report, Haraszthy writes on the
Spanish missionary’s role in bringing
grapes and wine-making to California.
He also writes on California’s climate;
soil types, from best to worst; and general planting and cultivation guidelines. He
then goes on to write about wine-making
in California; cellaring the wine; and provides a general outline of cost versus yield.
Also of note in this book is a collection of illustrative reports on farms in
California, describing the land; what each
establishment produces from its land; and
what sort of condition the farm is in. Following these reports is a collection of statistical reports submitted by close to one

thousand representatives within the state of California. These reports were
sent in to the Agricultural Society in answer to a request from the Society,
so that they could “more fully secure the object of its organization, viz.: the
promotion and improvement of every department of useful labor.” (p.330.)
The list of questions sent out to the prospective writers of these reports is
quite extensive and covers everything from climate to soil to yield.
The very large folding lithographic frontispiece depicts the property of Jerome Davis, namesake of Davis, California, which was incorporated in 1917 and is now the home of the University of California
Department of Viticulture and Enology. At the bottom of the plate is
printed “Drawn on stone by Geo. H. Baker. Printed by Britton & Co. San
Francisco.” Britton & Co. were “the leading lithographic printers in San
Francisco during the second half of the 19th century...[they] published a
very large number of views of California, printed both in large format
and post cards, as well as commercial work that included maps, stationery
and stock certificates. The firm became known as the western Currier &
Ives” – Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco website.
The ten plates are on extra-thick brown paper and mostly depict
farm animals. Several of them are noted as being “California Bred.”
There is a lovely printed yellow label on the upper pastedown that
reads “From O.C. Wheeler, Corresponding Secretary California State Agricultural Society, Sacramento, Cal.” This is all within an ornamental border.
On one of the upper preliminary blanks is an inscription from
Samuel B. Bell to John Miller esq. Bell (1816-1897) was a founder of the
College of California (begun in 1853); the College was later incorporated
into the University of California in 1868. On the title page is another
inscription “P.E. Miller. from Grandpa. 1862.”
¶ OCLC: Library Company of Philadelphia, Yuba County Library, and possibly several other locations, but as this book was issued
as a serial, it isn’t clear which locations have which years of the serial
in their holdings.
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